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Richard D. Miggins has been a collector most of his life.  It began 
with coins and then merged into stamps. When he was a young 
boy his father would bring home extra change and allow Rick to 
go through it to fill in holes in his blue Whitman coin albums. 
Thus began a life-long interest in the “hobby” of collecting. He 
discovered the coins of the Philippines in the back of the Red 
Book, the guide book of United States Coins, and was hooked. He 
compiled a complete set of the United States Territorial coinage 
of the Philippines in uncirculated and proof condition.  With that 
challenge met, he turned his focus to Philippine Philately when a 
coin dealer friend happened to offer some Philippine stamps and 
covers.
 
For 40 years Philippine stamps and covers were and remain his 
collecting passion.  His initial goal was to obtain a complete run of unused Philippine stamps from 
the first stamp issued under Spanish rule in 1854 up to the beginning of the Republic in 1946.   
With a few exceptions, that goal was met.  Along the way he developed a fascination for several select 
areas within the umbrella of Philippine stamps, including the provisional period of the surcharges, 
1881-1889, the Legislative Palace issues of 1926 and the 1935 Pictorials.
 
In 1988, when the Philippines was invited to be the featured society at the SANDICAL national 
stamp show in San Diego, California, some collecting friends suggested Rick put together an 
exhibit, which he did - four frames of the 1880s surcharges.  That suggestion began a love-affair with 
exhibiting which still exists.  Each of his many exhibits have won National Gold medals, and six have 
received the Grand Award.  Several of those award-winning exhibits are being offered in this sale.
 
In 1996, Rick took over the role of editor of the Newsletter for the International Philippine Philatelic 
Society (IPPS).  In the course of those duties, Rick wrote hundreds of articles on many different 
aspects of Philippine philately. After being the editor for eight years, the Newsletter and Journal 
were merged and Rick assumed the post of Secretary/Treasurer of IPPS, a position he still holds 
today.
 
Rick is a Life member of IPPS and has been a member of the American Philatelic Society for over 
25 years.  He still collects Philippines, focusing on the Republic period and is currently working on 
more than a dozen exhibits covering stamps printed at the beginning of the Republic in 1947 to the 
Pope John Paul II issue of 1981.  Once a collector, always a collector.
 
Rick has been married to Lenore DeVita since 1985.  They are both attorneys in Los Angeles, where 
they have practiced for nearly 40 years, specializing in criminal law.
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Exhibit History of the Richard D. Miggins Collection of The Philippines
 
 
1) Philippines: The Surcharge Era, 1881-1889
 
Nearly 20 national gold medals, the first in 1999 and the last in 2010
 
2) Philippines: The 1926 Legislative Palace Issue
 
First shown as a one-frame exhibit, it garnered multiple National Gold Medals, Platinum Medal, 
Reserve Grand and National Grand Awards.  As a 10-frame exhibit it was awarded multiple National 
Gold Medals and a National Grand Award at SESCAL 2006
 
3) Philippines 1935 Pictorials: A Decade of Use
 
Awarded multiple National Gold Medals and was awarded a National Grand Award at SESCAL 2003.
 
4) Philippines: 1939 Malacanan Palace Issue
 
Awarded Multiple National Gold Medals
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Harradine, Peter W.A.; “Philippine Postage Stamp Handbook, 1854-1982”; 1987; McFarland & Co. 
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States”; 2009; UPSS 
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“United States Possessions Stamps and Covers including the Weill Brothers Stock”; Sale 58’ Christies New 
York; December 1989 
“The Gilbert Plass Collection of United States Possessions”; Ivy Shreve & Mader; July 1993 
“The Attorney Damian V Aldaba Collection, Victory Handstamped Issues of the Philippines”; Sale 1093; 
Philstamps; November 1993 
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“The Drucker Family Collection, Part 3, United States Possessions”; Sale 856; Robert A Siegel; February 
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“Spanish Mariana Islands, The Frederick Mayer Collection:, Spink (London) Sale 7046, December 2007 
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Franklin D. Roosevelt

Alfred H. Caspary

Alfred F. Lichtenstein

We are proud to announce our sale of
Part II of the "Erivan" Collection of U.S. and Confederate Postal History 

being held at StampShow 2017 in Richmond, Virginia.

Great collectors put their trust in H.R. Harmer…
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Great collectors put their trust in H.R. Harmer…

We are proud to announce our sale of
Part II of the “Erivan” Collection of U.S. and Confederate Postal History, 

being held at StampShow 2017 in Richmond, Virginia.

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Alfred H. Caspary Alfred F. Lichtenstein

Global Philatelic Network

1863 illustrated cover of General McClellan and his staff
One of the many Civil War-era highlights we will be offering

1863 illustrated cover of General McClellan and his staff
One of the many Civil War-era highlights we will be offering
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OBviOuS REpRinTS

Forgeries, fake cancels, and badly defective stamps are 
normally not included in catalog totals unless noted. 
However, as with any large group of stamps, some stamps 
may prove to be bogus, misidentified, or defective. 
Descriptions of quality are meant to apply to the overall 
condition of the lot. Lots described as being “mixed” quality 
or condition should be expected to contain some faulty 
material.

OwnER’S CATAlOG vAluE 

In some cases an “owner’s catalog value” is given. Such a 
figure is just that. An owner’s value may be useful as a guide 
but H.R. Harmer does not guarantee the accuracy of such a 
figure. Gum. Stamps described as “mint” can be expected 
to have original gum (OG), but should be expected to be 
hinged unless specifically noted as never hinged (NH).

ExpERTizinG MARkS 

We sometimes mention an expert’s signature or guarantee 
mark on a stamp. However, while we believe that the vast 
majority of stamps so described are genuine, H.R. Harmer 
implies no warranty to that effect.

vAluATiOnS 

A Start Price is given for each lot. We do not accept 
any bids below the start price. All collection lots or lots 
containing in excess of 10 stamps offered in this auction are 
sold “as is” and are not returnable for any reason whatsoever.
Please be certain to read the full Terms & Conditions of Sale 
at the rear of the catalog. All bidders will be bound by those 
Terms & Conditions of Sale.

S y M B O l S  

A    –  Autograph 
E    –  Essay 
P    –  Proof 
S    –  Specimen 
1 1  –  mint, never hinged 
1  –   mint, hinged, or without gum as issued 
2   –  mint, no gum (unused) 
1, 3   –  mint & used 
3 –  used    
5 –  on piece 
6  –  cover

Condition of Collections And large lots

All bids are in u.S. dollars

no bids below the Start price will be accepted!
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Bidding increments
Bids of    Increase by
Up to $100   $5
$100 to $300   $10
$300 to $725   $25
$750 to $1,450  $50
$1,500 to $2,900  $100
$3,000 to $7,250  $250
$7,500 to $14,500  $500
$15,000 to $29,000  $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500  $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  $10,000
$300,000 and up  $25,000

Bids that do not conform to the above 
increments will be reduced to the next 
appropriate bid. No bids accepted below the 
start price.

limit Bids
Individuals who wish to restrict their total 
purchases to a fixed amount (not less than 
$1,000) in any given auction may do so by 
advising us of the maximum amount they 
wish to spend. We will execute bids only until 
lots in the indicated limit are secured. The 
buyer’s premium will be added to the total, 
after the limit has been reached. All estimates 
are in U.S. Dollars. All times listed are Pacific 
time (unless noted). A Buyer’s Premium of 
18% will be added to the hammer price of 
each lot.

Absentee Bidding
Bid directly on www.hrharmer.com and also 
by phone, fax, email or mail. Register now to 
start bidding at www.hrharmer.com.

Telephone Bidding
Telephone bidding for our auction is on a 
limited and priority basis only. If you are 
interested in telephone bidding, please 
contact Bill Bergstrom at 714-389-9178 no 
later than 72 hours before the day of the sale, 
with your contact information and a list of the 
lots that you wish to bid on

live internet Bidding

We invite you to utilize live internet 
bidding via www.stampauctionnetwork.
com for our sales. In order to bid during 
our live auction, you must be registered 
and approved for bidding with both Stamp 
Auction Network & H.R. Harmer. If you are 
registered at Stamp Auction Network, have 
been approved for bidding by H.R. Harmer 
and are ready to start bidding: Login at  
www.stampauctionnetwork.com, go to the 
Table of Contents for our sale, and select 
“Join the Public Auction in Progress.” You will 
be assigned a paddle number and are ready 
to start bidding. Lastly, if you are bidding 
actively on a lot and the bidding has passed 
your maximum bid, kindly use the “Pass” 
button to help expedite the sale.
Please note: Once a lot is announced as 
sold by the auctioneer on the floor, no late 
Internet bids will be accepted, nor will lots be 
reopened to the Internet once they have been 
sold on the floor. If you have any questions 
or concerns about Internet bidding or the 
registration process please do not hesitate to 
contact our office at 714-389-9178 or you can 
email us at info@hrharmer.com.

H.R. Harmer · Global Philatelic Network · USA

2680 Walnut Ave, Suite AB · Tustin · CA 92780-7052

www.hrharmer.com Phone 

714.389.9178

Bidding
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From los Angeles intl. Airport – 
42 miles

South on World Way toward World WayTake ramp 
onto CA-1/S Sepulveda BlvdTake ramp onto I-105 
EastTake exit onto I-405 South toward Long BeachEx-
it Bristol and turn rightVenue is on the left

From long Beach Airport – 
22.3 Miles  

South on E Donald Douglas Dr toward Barbara 
London Drive Right to stay on E Donald Douglas Dr, 
Right at CA-19/N Lakewood Blvd. Take I-405 ramp 
to San Diego. Keep left at fork to continue toward 
I-405 S and merge onto I 405 S. Exit Bristol and turn 
rightVenue is on the left

Directions to Auction venue

The Hilton Costa Mesa
3050 Bristol Street, Costa Mesa, California, United States 92626

From John Wayne Airport: Follow signs to the 405 
Freeway North. Exit Bristol Street and turn left. Drive 
over the bridge, turn left on Hotel Way. 

From 405 Freeway Southbound: Take 405 South to 
Bristol Street exit (just past Harbor Blvd and Hwy 73 
interchange). The hotel is located directly across from 
the exit on the left. 

From 405 Freeway Northbound: Take 405 North to 
Bristol Street exit. Exit left onto Bristol. Drive over the 
freeway and turn left on Hotel Way. 

From the 57 Freeway: Take the 57 South to I-5 South 
to Hwy 55 South. Exit Baker and turn right. Turn right 
again at Bristol Street and the hotel will be on the right 
hand side. 

From the 91 Freeway: Take 91 West to Hwy 55 South 
to 405 North. Exit at Bristol, turning left. Drive over the 
freeway and turn left on Hotel Way. 

From the 73 Freeway: Take 73 North, exit Bear Street, 
and turn right, right on Paularino, and left on Bristol.

Directions to Auction venue From Orange County
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THE RICHARD D.  mIGGINS COLLECTION OF THE PHILIPPINES

Spanish Mariana Islands

The Mariana Islands are a group of 16 small islands situated about 1,500 miles east of the Philippines. 
Discovered by Magellan in 1521, they were later named by the Spaniards as "Islas de los Ladrones” 
(Thieves Islands). In 1667 Mariana of Austria, the Queen of Spain and widow of King Philip IV, 
sent Jesuit missionaries to the islands with the intent to claim them for Spain, which they did and 
re-named the islands in her honor. The native population of 40,000-60,000 was nearly decimated 
by the European diseases brought in by the Spanish settlers with just 1,800 remaining a century 
later. The island chain became a formal Spanish possession governed from the Philippines in 1688. 

Stamps of the Philippines were used on covers of the 1870s/80s with stocks of the current 2c/15c 
values being kept in stock at Saipan. After the Spanish-American War of 1898, control of the 
Philippines passed on to the United States though a Spanish-administered post office operated 
in Saipan until November 1899. The Spanish government, under financial pressure due to the 
war, came to an agreement with the German Empire to sell the Marianas, Palau and the Caroline 
Islands in February 1899 for the equivalent of $4.1 million and these territories were incorporated 
into the German Protectorate of New Guinea. 

News of this arrangement did not reach the islands until the arrival of the Spanish steamship 
"Uranus” and its contingent of Spanish Officials from Manila in Oct 1899 to oversee the transfer 
of sovereignty. The political military governor, Col Eugenio Blanco, removed all Philippine stamps 
after the war as they were of no use during a United States administration. Blanco arranged for 
these small stocks of Philippines stamps to be overprinted "MARIANAS / ESPAÑOLAS” and 
signed a decree authorizing the overprinting. Blanco was aware that the Germans had purchased 
the islands and he wanted to avoid a repeat of the looting of Philippine stamps during the US 
occupation. In the end, there was only one mailing from the Marianas using these overprints, that 
being on the departure of the "Uranus” to Manila with all the genuine covers from this mailing 
bearing a Manila arrival or transit date stamp of Dec 11 1899. 

All the surcharges were applied to the 
Jan 1898 King Alfonso XIII issue in 
blue-black ranging to violet blue and 
violet brown due to tropicalisation, 
ink build-up, etc. The handstamp 
was intended to be applied vertically 
though some inverts exist and just 
2,400 stamps received the overprint; 
500 each of the 2c, 3c and 5c, 50 of the 
6c, 700 of the 8c and 150 of the 15c. 

Issuance of these surcharged stamps 
gave the Marianas the honor of having 
the stamps of four different nations – 
Marianas, Philippines, US/Guam and 
German Marianas – all used within the 
same year. 

Spanish Colonial Era in the Marianas
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THE RICHARD D. mIGGINS COLLECTION OF THE PHILIPPINES

LotNo Start Price

3001 35 MARIANAS Straight-Line Cancels on Philippines 1890/97 Alfonso XIII Issues, all or portion of the 
black cancel on Scott 140, 141, 144, 147-50, 158+165 tied on piece, 157, 159, 160 tied on piece, 163, 
168, 176, a Fine assortment of this desirable cancel 750

3002 3 Marianas * Cancel on Philippines 1880/86 Alfonso XII Issue, double circle date stamp on 5c, 10c 
issues (Scott 81, 85), full "on the nose" 23 Abr 80 cancel on the 5c, partial strike on the 10c, usual 
rough perfs, Fine 150

3003 1 1, 1899 2c Dark blue green, particularly well centered with even margins all around, o.g., Very Fine and 
choice; only 500 issued (Scott $800) 200

3004 1 1, 1899 2c Dark blue green, light evenly toned o.g., l.h., cert mentions "few tiny stains" which are barely 
visible, Fine, only 500 issued; 1971 PF certificate (Scott $800) 150

3005 11 1, 1899 2c Dark blue green, horiz strip of three, toned o.g. with natural gum skips, NH, Fine and scarce 
multiple; 1992 APS certificate (Scott $2,400 as hinged singles) 400

3006 114 1, 1899 2c Dark blue green, nicely centered block of four with fresh color, o.g. with some very light even 
toning as usual, NH, a Very Fine block (Scott $3,200 as hinged singles) 1000

3007 5 1, 2, 5, 1899 2c, 3c, 8c Overprints, singles tied on piece by bold strike of black oval "Gobierno P.M. / 
Yslas Marianas" coat of arms, 8c with a tiny edge break, typical rough perfs and VG-Fine (Scott $800)

350
3008 1 2, 1899 3c Dark brown, well centered single, unevenly toned o.g. and couple small thin spots not 

mentioned in cert, Very Fine centering, only 500 issued; 1992 APS certificate (Scott $500) 150
3009 1 2, 1899 3c Dark brown, nicely centered, large part o.g., tiny stain in left margin, o/w Very Fine, only 

500 printed; 1971 PF certificate (Scott $500) 150
3010 114 2, 1899 3c Dark brown, block of four, fresh color, o.g. with very light even toning as usual plus some bits 

of offset, NH, overall a Very Fine and desirable block (Scott $2,000 as hinged singles) 1000
3011 1 3, 1899 5c Carmine rose, lovely color and better centering than usual, o.g., h.r., typical rough perfs, 

small handstamp on gum, Very Fine; only 500 issued (Scott $800) 150

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

Marianas Islands Period

ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

30103006
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THE RICHARD D.  mIGGINS COLLECTION OF THE PHILIPPINES

3047/$500

3046/$2503045/$1003042/$2003041/$100

3040/$2003039/$3003038/$4503037/$4503036/$1003035/$1203033/$2203031/$150

3032/$500

3026/$200
3022/$2503021/$400

3027/$150

3028/$150

3029/$150 3030/$150

3020/$4503018/$803017/$2003016/$100
3019/$250

Ex 3001/$750

3003/$200 3004/$150 3005/$400
3007/$350

3008/$150 3009/$150 3011/$150 3014/$400 3015/$400

Ex 3023/$4000

3002/$150

Ex 3048/$2000
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THE RICHARD D. mIGGINS COLLECTION OF THE PHILIPPINES

LotNo Start Price

3012 1 4, 1899 6c Dark blue, select mint single with deep color, fresh original gum, NH, bit of offset of the 
overprint on gum, Very Fine and choice, the rarest of the surcharges with just 50 issued (Scott $5,000 
for hinged) 2000

3013 1 4, 1899 6c Dark blue, lovely shade, o.g. with some small natural gum skips, l.h. fresh and Fine, only 50 
issued (Scott $5,000) 1200

3014 3 4, 1899 6c Dark blue, deep color, portion of the Gobierno P.M. / Ysals Marianas coat of arms oval 
handstamp, bit of light aging and some blunted perfs, a Fine example, a mere 50 examples issued 
(Scott $2,500) 400

3015 3 4, 1899 6c Dark blue, attractive used single with portion of the oval "Gobiernos P.M. / Yslas Marianas" 
coat of arms marking, fresh and Fine, a desirable sound used example of this scarce overprint (Scott 
$2,500) 400

3016 1 5, 1899 8c Grey brown, well centered, o.g., tiny stain in right margin and a rounded top left corner, 
Very Fine centering, only 700 issued; 1971 PF certificate (Scott $500) 100

3017 1 5, 1899 8c Grey brown, horiz pair, evenly toned o.g. as usual, l.h., usual rough perfs, some shallow 
thinning not mentioned in cert, Very Fine centering, only 700 issued; 1990 PF certificate (Scott $1,000 
as singles) 200

3018 3 5, 1899 8c Grey brown, well centered, two partial strikes of the oval "Gobiernos P.M. / Yslas Marianas" 
coat of arms oval handstamp, Very Fine example; 1992 APS certificate (Scott $175) 80

3019 54 5, 1899 8c Grey brown, block of four affixed on small piece and cancelled by the typical oval "Gobiernos 
P.M. / Yslas Marianas" coat of arms handstamp, F-VF, an attractive and elusive multiple, only 700 issued 
(Scott $700 as singles) 250

3020 1 6, 1899 15c Dull olive green, o.g., h.r., fresh and Fine, only 150 issued (Scott $1,700) 450
3021 1 6, 1899 15c Dull olive green, o.g., couple of h.r., usual few nibbed perfs, fresh and Fine, just 150 issued 

(Scott $1,700) 400
3022 3 6, 1899 15c Dull olive green, used single with rich color and two partial strikes of the oval "Gobiernos 

P.M. / Yslas Marianas" coat of arms handstamp, Very Fine, only 150 examples issued (Scott $900)
250

3023 13(1) 1/6, 1899 2c/15c "MARIANAS ESPAñOLAS" Overprints Collection, exceptional assortment of the 
2c, 3c, 5c, 8c and 15c overprinted values with a bonus of the 1890/97 6c Alonso XIII with portion of the 
straight-line "MARIANAS" cancel, comprised of 2c (500 issued) mint (3), unused (1), 3c (500 issued) 
mint (10 incl pair), used (6 incl pair), 5c (500 issued) mint (4), used (1), 8c (700 issued) mint (6 incl 
pair), unused (6 incl pair), used (5 incl pair), 15c (150 issued) mint (2), usual mixed condition but 
much better than usually seen with most being well centered and with fresh color, generally F-VF or 
better (see online scans; Scott $23,600) 4000
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LotNo Start Price

3024 6 1846 Stampless Cover Manila to Cadiz, folded letter sheet with nearly perfect strikes in black of Manila 
5 Dic 46 cds and framed "FRANCO", choice Very Fine 120

3025 (1) 1, 1854 5c Orange, clear to full margins, unused, small faults incl a small sealed tear at bottom right, 
Very Fine appearance; nice example from the worn plate; Graus and 1991 PF  certificates; ex-Burrus 
(Scott $4,500 for o.g.) 1200

3026 3 1, 1854 5c Orange, left margin single with just clear to ample margins the other sides, Very Fine sound 
example and an elusive positional single (Scott $350) 200

3027 3 1, 1854 5c Orange, rich color, wide margin at bottom incorporating sliver of the adjacent stamp below, 
full margins the other sides, Very Fine and choice (Scott $350) 150

3028 5 1, 1854 5c Orange, tied on piece by nice strike of the "circle of dots" cancel, clear to wide margins all 
around, Very Fine and choice (Scott $350) 150

3029 3 1, 1854 5c Orange, deep rich color, clear to large margins including the full dividing line at bottom, 
lightly cancelled, Very Fine (Scott $350) 150

3030 3 1, 1854 5c Orange, full even margins, nearly full strike of the "circle of dots" cancel, Very Fine (Scott 
$350) 150

3031 3 1 var, 1854 5c Brown orange, lovely color, clear to full margins, well-struck cancel, Very Fine; 1990 
PF certificate (stamp was Scott 1a at time of expertising) (Scott $350) 150

3032 1 2, 1854 10c Carmine, bottom margin single with clear to ample margins the other sides, strong color, 
part o.g., Very Fine and choice, a showpiece single (Scott $850) 500

3033 1 2, 1854 10c Carmine, rich color, clear to ample margins, part o.g., clear to ample margins, light horiz 
crease, Very Fine appearance (Scott $850) 220

3034 (1) 2, 1854 10c Carmine, left margin horiz strip of three, pos 21-23, clear to full margins the other sides, 
unused, fresh and Very Fine; 1991 APS certificate; ex-Burrus (Scott $2,400 as pair plus single with o.g.) 1200
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LotNo Start Price

3035 3 2, 1854 10c Carmine, top margin single with full dividing line, clear to ample margins the other sides, stunning 
color, partial strike of the colonial grill cancel, Very Fine and choice; signed Calves (Scott $250) 120

3036 3 2, 1854 10c Carmine, select used single with rich color, full margins and incl full dividing line at bottom, 
very lightly ink cancelled, choice Very Fine; Graus certificate (Scott $250 for postal cancel) 100

3037 (1) 2a, 1854 10c Pale rose, nicely balanced margins, unused, Very Fine; signed Calves (Scott $950 for o.g.)
450

3038 (1) 2a, 1854 10c Pale rose, pos 28, full balanced margins, unused, slightly soiled, Very Fine appearance; 
signed E Diena, 1991 APS certificate; ex-Burrus (Scott $950 for o.g.) 450

3039 (1) 4, 1854 1r Blue, splendid color, clear to ample margins, unused, Very Fine (Scott $1,000 for o.g.) 300
3040 (1) 4, 1854 1r Grey blue, right margin single with full dividing line and ample to full margins the other 

sides, unused, couple of barely noticeable light bends, Very Fine appearance; Graus certificate (Scott 
$1,000 for o.g.) 200

3041 (1) 4, 1854 1r Blue, clear to ample margins, small sealed internal tear, o/w Fine; ex-Burrus (Scott $1,000 
for o.g.) 100

3042 1 4a, 1854 1r Slate blue, clear to full margins, part o.g., h.r., small faults, Very Fine appearance; 
"CEM MADRID" handstamp (Scott $800) 200

3043 (1) 4c, 1854 1r Blue, "CORROS" Error, clear to large margins except just clipping top right corner, 
affixed on a small piece, still fresh and Very Fine, a scarce variety with less than 20 examples known 
(found in a single position in the sheet of 40) (Scott $4,500 for o.g.) 1500

3044 3 4c, 1854 1r Blue, "CORROS" Error, used single with clear to wide margins including most of a dividing line 
at left, pen and postal cancels, small faults, Fine appearance and quite scarce in used condition; less than 
20 examples of this variety known in any condition 1983 PF certificate; ex-Homan, Juhring (Scott $4,900) 750

3045 3 5, 1854 2r Slate green, horiz strip of three with pen cancels, just clear to ample margins except just in 
at right, small faults incl some small sealed breaks, Fine appearance, a scarce multiple, each stamp with 
a "Doctor Von Herman" handstamp on back (Scott $690 as single + pair with postal cancel) 100

3046 3 5a, 1854 2r Green, delightful color, crisply struck "circle of dots" cancel, ample to large margins, choice 
Very Fine (Scott $750) 250

3047 5 5a, 1854 2r Green, horiz pair, pos 6-7, tied on piece by black Manila cds, clear to large margins incl 
a dividing line at left, Very Fine and choice; Graus and 1977 Exfima certificates (Scott $1,500 as used 
singles) 500

3048 3(1) 1854 Issue Assortment, impressive group of mostly used and incl shade varieties, comprised of 5c 
Orange used (12), 10c Carmine mint or unused (4), used (7), 1r Blue mint (1 faulty), used (6 incl 
one pen cancelled), 2r Slate green unused (3 incl one signed Roig), used (2 incl one pen cancelled), 
typical mixed condition though most will have four margins; VG-VF (see online scans) 2000

3049 (1) 6, 1855 5c Pale vermillion, left margin single with margins to just touching on the other sides, unused, 
small faults, Very Fine appearance, desirable positional single; 1992 PF certificate (Scott $1,600 for o.g.)

400
3050 1 6, 1855 5c Pale red, clear margins all around, part o.g., fresh and Fine; signed Calves and one other 

whose signature handstamp just shows through to front (Scott $1,600) 300
3051 (1) 6, 1855 5c Pale vermillion, type IV, three wide margins, just in at left, unused, faults, Fine centering; 

Graus and 1990 PF certificates (Scott $1,600 for o.g.) 300
3052 3 6, 1855 5c Pale red, Type II, full to wide margins including portion adjacent stamp at top, fresh and 

Very Fine; 1980 SPA certificate (Scott $500) 150
3053 6 var., 1855 5c Pale vermillion, Sperati forgery, well margined, without gum, Very Fine; signed "Jean 

Sperati" on back; 1997 PF certificate 100
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LotNo Start Price

3054 (1) 7, 1855 5c Vermillion, full to wide margins, unused, lightened staining at top, still Very Fine, an 
attractive example of this rarity with less than ten examples extant; Graus and 1993 PF certificates (Scott 
$8,000 for o.g.) 2500

3055 (1) 7, 1855 5c Vermillion, ample to large margins, unused, minor faults, Very Fine appearance; few 
signatures on back (Scott $8,000 for o.g.) 600

3056 3 7, 1855 5c Vermillion, full well balanced margins, fresh and Very Fine, an attractive sound example; 
signed Brun, 1997 APS certificate (Scott $1,100) 300

3057 5 7, 1855 5c Vermillion, tied on piece by "on the nose" circle of dots cancel, full balanced margins, Very 
Fine and choice; signed Bloch, 1990 PF certificate (Scott $1,100) 300

3058 3 7, 1855 5c Vermillion, particularly fresh color, full balanced margins, Very Fine and choice; 1996 APS 
certificate (Scott $1,100) 300

3059 3 7, 1855 5c Vermillion, fresh color, just clear to large margins, lightly cancelled, Very Fine; signed Richter, 
1996 APS certificate (Scott $1,100) 250

3060 3 7, 1855 5c Vermillion, 3½ margins, tiny thin spot (not mentioned in cert), Fine appearance; 1997 APS 
certificate (Scott $1,100) 150

3061 3 1855 Issues Selection, nine used singles with 5c Pale red (6 incl one repaired), 5c Vermillion re-drawn 
(3 incl two with APS certificate), most with faults to some degree but generally good color and 3-4 
margins; VG-VF (Scott $6,300) 1200

3062 6 8, 1856 1r Green, single tied on folded letter sheet addressed to Logroño (Spain) by Colonial parilla 
cancel, light manila 5 Set 62 cds at left, backstamped Logroño 1 Nov 62 plus a couple of overlapping 
transit cancels, stamp 3½ margins, Fine use (Scott $200) 75

3063 5 9, 1856 2r Carmine, single and pair tied on cover front by oval colonial Parilla cancels with a Manila 
5 Juil 1862 cds alongside, addressed to San Sebastian (Spain) and with ms. "Via Marseille", stamps 3-4 
margins, Fine 120

3064 13(1) 8/24, 1859/64 Issues Assortment, 28 mostly used singles and incl a few multiples and shade varieties 
plus a couple reference forgeries, comprised of 8 (3 used), 9 used, 10 mint or unused (5 incl pair), 
used (2 pairs), 11 mint plus a reference forgery, 12 mint single and pair, used strip of three, 13 unused 
(1), used pair, 14 mint or unused (4 incl two with double transfers and another with "01c" variety, 
used pair, 15 unused (1) plus reference forgery, 20 mint (2), 21-24 mint, usual mixed condition with 
majority well margined with fresh color, VG-VF (see online scans) 500

3065 3 10, 1859 5c Vermillion, horiz pair with fancy "YLOYLO" oval negative cancel, margins three sides - just 
in at bottom, light even toning, Fine and attractive, a rare cancel with less than five examples known; 
2013 APS certificate 250

3066 134 10, 1859 5c Vermillion, mint (3) and used (9) blocks assortment incl shades, cancels include oval 
"ILOILO", Manila cds in black or blue, colonial "parrilla", handstamp of "Audencia y Chancilleria Gral 
de Filipinas", etc., usual mixed condition but most nicely margined with fresh color, VG-VF (see online 
scans) 300
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LotNo Start Price

3067 1 11, 1859 10c Lilac rose, mint strips of three (9) and strips of four (3), original gum to varying degrees 
and containing numerous NH singles, all with 3-4 margins and good color, some typical minor faults as 
usually seen in multiples, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans; Scott $663 as singles) 120

3068 3 11, 1859 10c Lilac rose, horiz strip of three with fresh color and an excellent strike of the ornamental 
"YLOYLO" negative oval cancel straddling all three stamps, nicely margined on three sides but in to 
just in a top, crease between 2nd and 3rd stamps, Very Fine appearance; less than five examples of this 
cancel known 100

3069 54 11, 1859 10c Lilac rose, block of four with two strong strikes of the black ornamental "YLOYLO" 
negative cancel, nicely margined all around, Very Fine showpiece, a great rarity as not only are there 
just five used blocks known but, in addition, less than five examples of this cancel recorded  250

3070 34 11, 1859 10c Lilac rose, two used blocks - one with black Manila 1861 cds, other with few strikes of a 
negative "CAPIZ" cancel, each full margins but with some minor faults as typical, still Very Fine; a mere 
five used blocks of this issue are known 60

3071 3 11, 1859 10c Lilac rose, horiz strip of five with two full and a partial strike of "ILOILO" double oval 
cancel, margins to just cutting, few natural paper translucencies, fresh and F-VF, the only recorded 
strip of five with this cancel 100

3072 4(1) 12, 1861 5c Vermillion, block of nine with vivid color, margins to just cutting, unused, some typical 
light creasing and wrinkling, F-VF, the largest known multiple (Scott $400 as block, two pairs and single 
with o.g.) 500

3073 34 12, 1861 5c Vermillion, block of eight, rich color, black Manila 1862 cancels, margins to cutting, 
creased, Fine appearance, attractive multiple (Scott $420 as two blocks) 150

3074 34 12, 1861 5c Vermillion, a striking used block of nine with multiple strikes of the colonial lozenge 
cancel, fresh color, margins three sides and just in at top, light crease through left stamps, still and F-VF 
block and the largest known used multiple (Scott $435 as block, two pairs and single) 650

3075 (1) 16, 1863 1r Violet, beautiful color, large balanced margins, unused, Very Fine and choice; signed Roig 
(Scott $850 for o.g.) 300

3076 1 16, 1863 1r Violet, just clear to full margins, unused, near Very Fine (Scott $850 for o.g.) 100

3077 1 17, 1863 2r Blue, stunning bottom left corner margin single with lovely color, unused, tiny thin spot, 
crease in the bottom margin not affecting stamp, the minor faults notwithstanding this is still a Very 
Fine and attractive showpiece; signed Roig, 1996 Comex certificate (Scott $650 for o.g.) 450

3078 1 17, 1863 2r Blue, attractive single with ample to large margins and rich color, o.g., natural paper 
inclusion, Very Fine and choice; signed Roig, 1989 Comex certificate (Scott $650) 450

3079 (1) 17, 1863 2r Blue, just clear to ample margins, regummed, Fine and attractive (Scott $650 for o.g.)
200

3080 1 19, 1863 1r Grey green, select mint single with full balanced margins and fresh color, large part o.g., 
Very Fine and choice (Scott $500) 150

3081 6 23, 1864 12 4/8c Blue on salmon, tied on folded letter sheet addressed to Madrid by the Colonial 
parilla cancel, ms "via Marseille", couple of indistinct backstamps, stamp full balanced margins, Very 
Fine (Scott $200) 75
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"HABILTADO POR LA NACION” Overprints of 1868-1874

On September 30, 1868, the Revolutionary Committee in Spain, prompted perhaps by a revengeful 
spirit as well as a desire to emphasise the change in form of the government, decreed that the legend 
"HABILITADO POR LA NACION" (HPLN) should be surcharged on all remaining stamps of the 
1864 issue while awaiting a new delivery of stamps ordered from Madrid. Over a six year period, 
numerous other  Queen Isabella issues were also overprinted in order to meet the increasing demand 
for stamps whilst awaiting deliveries from Spain of the new issues. The surcharging was done very 
hastily by untrained Filipino employees, and because there were no specific instructions given on 
how to apply the overprint to the stamps, there are many varieties in usage, as well as errors. Stamps 
are found with the surcharge applied vertically, reading upward or downward; diagonal, reading 
upward or downward; inverted; doubled; or in any combination of these. Many of these issues are 
quite rare with only a handful of some issues known. 

LotNo Start Price

3082 3 24A, 1874 5c Orange, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, splendid used single with rich 
color, ample to full margins all around, Very Fine and choice example of this rarity and certainly one 
of the finest extant; a total of only 3-4 examples of this stamp are known in any condition; 2012 APS 
certificate (Scott $6,750) 5000

3083 1 25, 1874 1r Slate blue, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, rich color, ample balanced 
margins, part o.g., h.r., repaired at right, Very Fine appearance, one of just 13 known mint examples; 
signed Bartels, Colson, 1993 APS certificate (Scott $2,400) 900

3084 1 25, 1874 1r Slate blue, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, ample margins all around but 
with small nick at top, unused, faults; Fine appearance, quite rare with only 13 mint examples recorded; 
signed Bartels, I Koslow, 1997 APS certificate (Scott $2,400 for o.g.) 450
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Farmers in the Philippines
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LotNo Start Price

3085 (1) 25 var., 1874 1r Slate blue, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Double overprint, full 
margins three sides, clear to just in at right, unused, small faults and repaired tear at right, Fine 
appearance, the only recorded example of this error; signed Bartels, Colson, 1995 APS certificate 1500

3086 (1) 25A, 1874 2r Green, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, ample to full margins, unused, 
faults incl closed tear, Very Fine appearance, only six mint examples recorded; signed E Diena, Bartels, 
1989 APS certificate (Scott $3,900 for o.g.) 1000

3087 3 25A, 1874 2r Green, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, rich color, just clear to wide 
margins incl full dividing line at left, unobtrusive cancel, thinned resulting in small hole in the stamp, 
Very Fine appearance and a great rarity being the only known used example; signed Bartels, Colson, 1996 
APS certificate (Scott $8,000) 1000

3088 1 25A var, 1874 2r Green, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Double overprint, just clear 
to wide margins incl portion of dividing line at left, small part o.g., several h.r., faults incl pinhole not 
mentioned in cert, Very Fine appearance; the only recorded example; signed Bartels, 1997 APS certificate 2500

3089 1 27, 1874 2r Carmine on blue, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, left margin single with 
clear to ample margins the other sides, fresh color, o.g., with black ink specks and some light natural 
gum wrinkling, small h.r., two natural paper translucencies with one just affecting the stamp, Very Fine 
(Scott $325) 100

3090 1 27, 1874 2r Carmine on blue, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, bottom margin single and 
incorporating portion of the adjacent stamp at the left, full margins the other sides, part o.g. with some 
small disturbances and specks of black ink, Very Fine (Scott $325) 100

3091 1 27A var., 1874 5c Vermillion, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Double inverted overprint, 
the left stamp in a right margin horiz pair with normal, part o.g., h.r., clear to just cutting margins the 
other sides, each stamp affected by some small faults, Very Fine appearance, a rare showpiece with only 
5 mint overprinted stamps known, this pair being the only recorded multiple and incorporating the 
only recorded overprint variety; 2009 APS certificate (Scott $12,000 as two normal singles) 5000

3092 14 28, 1874 10c Rose, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, bottom right corner margin block 
of ten with full margins the other sides, o.g. with some light natural disturbances, fresh and Very Fine, 
an eye-catching block (Scott $800 as singles) 300

3093 114 28, 1874 10c Rose, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, bottom right corner margin block 
of 20 with full margins the other sides, pos 2, 5, 10 double overprint, o.g. with usual light natural gum 
bends/ wrinkles, NH, light crease in the top margin just affecting two stamps, Very Fine and choice - a 
showpiece multiple; signed Bartels (Scott $1,600 as normal o.g. singles)  1000
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LotNo Start Price

3094 1 28, 1874 10c Rose, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Pair, single overprint straddling both 
stamps, left margin pair with full margins the other sides except just in at upper right, o.g., NH though bit 
of foreign matter on gum of left stamp, fresh and Very Fine; signed Bartels, 1994 APS certificate 150

3095 1 28, 1874 10c Rose, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Pair, one stamp without overprint, 
left margin horiz pair with right stamp missing the overprint, fresh color, fully margined on two sides, 
missing the outer frame line at the bottom, o.g., left stamp h.r., right NH, Very Fine; 2013 APS certificate 
(Scott $160 as two normal o.g. singles) 150

3096 1 28, 1874 10c Rose, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Pair, one stamp without overprint, 
vertical pair with bottom stamp  the error, top stamp small part o.g., h.r., thinned, bottom stamp NH 
and light crease, Very Fine appearance; 2013 APS certificate 150

3097 1 28, 1874 10c Rose, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Inverted overprint, left margin pair with 
just clear to large margins the other sides, o.g. with some trivial disturbances, l.h., Very Fine  100

3098 14 28, 1874 10c Rose, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Inverted overprint, block of four, 
"NACION" doubled on top left stamp, wide margins all around, slightly disturbed o.g. with some 
pronounced natural gum wrinkles, tiny thin spot in upper right stamp, still Very Fine (Scott $320 as 
four normal singles) 250

3099 1/
114

28, 1874 10c Rose, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Inverted overprint, block of six, full to 
large margins all around, o.g. with some slight natural disturbances, five of the stamps NH, bottom right 
stamp with some paper adherence, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $480 as six normal o.g. singles) 250

3100 (1) 28, 1874 10c Rose, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Double overprint, left stamp in 
horiz pair with normal, large margins three sides, outer frameline missing at bottom, unused, diagonal 
crease through both stamps, tiny thin spot upper right corner, Very Fine appearance 75

3101 1 30, 1872 5c Vermillion, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Pair, one stamp without 
overprint, ample to full margins, rich color, part o.g., couple of h.r., Very Fine and choice 200

3102 (1) 31, 1872 1r Violet, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, crisp color and impression, ample to 
full margins, unused, Very Fine (Scott $700 for o.g.) 200

3103 1 32, 1872 2r Blue, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, select single with add‘l impression of 
"NACION" at top, full to large margins, traces of gum, Very Fine; signed Bartels and I Koslow, ex-Yacano 
(Scott $525) 200

3104 (1) 32, 1872 2r Blue, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, lovely color, ample balanced margins, unused, 
light bend (not mentioned in cert), Very Fine appearance; 2012 APS certificate (Scott $525 for o.g.) 150

3105 14 38, 1868 25c Red on buff, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, block of four, overprint omitted 
on bottom left stamp and without stop after "CENT" variety, full balanced margins, bottom stamps o.g., 
NH, top part o.g. with small h.r. and some disturbance, Very Fine, an eye-catching block 80

3106 13(1) 26/38, 1866/74 "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprints Assortment, desirable group of mint 
and used singles and blocks and including Used 30 block of four, 35, 36 pair, block of twelve with pen 
cancel, Unused 26, 27, 29 signed Bartels, 30 double overprint, 33 (3), 35 (7 incl three pairs), 37 (8 
incl two pairs and strip of three), 38 pair (2 - one with overprint inverted on one stamp, other with 
double overprint on one stamp), strip of three, block of four with overprint inverted on one stamp, 38 
pair, Mint 27, 28 single signed Bartels, block of four with one stamp double overprint, 29 pair inverted 
overprint, 30 block of four with one stamp partial double overprint, block of six, 34, 37 pair, 38 single, 
pair (3 incl one with inverted overprints), block of ten, 38 single, pair with partial double overprint, 
usual mixed condition but overall fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1500

3107
13
(1)S

39-42, 1871 5c-40c "Spain", includes Specimens with "Ministerio De Ultramar Muestras" overprints on 
5c, 10c (6 incl block), 20c, 40c (2), also a set of mint or unused singles, 10c used block with "Gobierno 
Isabella" oval handstamp, 10c mint block of ten (some stamps NH), usual mixed condiotion with most 
F-VF (see online scans) 250

3108 13 43-47, 1872 12c-1p25c King Amadeo, full set of mint or unused and including shade varieties of the 
16c (3), 25c (2) and 1p25c (3 incl one with o.g. signed Roig), also includes the 12c imperforate with 
defacing line (Berlingin certificate), usual mixed condition with most Fine or better 200

3109 13(1) 48-51, 1874 12c-1p25c "Peace", mint set (o.g. except 25c unused) plus 25c used (2 singles on piece) 
with oval "CEBU" cancel, Specimens with "Ministerio de Ultramar Muestras" overprints on 25c, 1p25c 
(2 shades), usual mixed condition with most Fine or better 120

3110 1875/77 2c/25c Alfonso XII Proofs and Essays Selection, imperforate plate proofs in issued colors plus 
some trial colors, comprised of Plate Proofs 2c Rose (6), 2c Blue (4 incl pair), 10c Blue (8 incl pair), 
12c Lilac (4), 25c Deep green (2); Trial Color Proofs 2c (7 incl three perforated), Essays 25c in blue 
perforated, 25c in brown on green perforated, 25c in black on green with "Ultramar" at top imperf, some 
on gummed paper, usual mixed condition, generally F-VF or better (see online scans) 900
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LotNo Start Price

3111 52, 55, 56, 1875/77 2c, 10c, 12c Alfonso XII Printer‘s Waste Group, imperf singles and blocks with 
multiple impressions (some inverted) and in assorted colors, 2c (2 singles), 10c (pair, two blocks), 12c 
(single, two pairs), a Fine and unusual assortment (see online scans) 250

3112 S 54S-57S, 1876/77 6c-20c Alfonso XII, "MINISTERIO DE ULTRAMAR MUESTRAS" Specimen 
overprint, 6c block of four, 10c single, 12c single with an additional portion of a Manila cancel, 20c 
(2); few with some light toning, still F-VF and scarce (see online scans) 150

3113 (1) 59-61, 1877-79 12c "HABILTADO" Surcharges, comprised of the complete set as issued plus each value 
with inverted surcharge (Scott 59a, 60a $1,475, unlisted for #61) and with double surcharge (Scott 59b, 
$475, unlisted for #60-61), also includes 12c on 25m double surcharge in black, both inverted; unused, 
usual mixed condition, VG-VF; Graus certificate for 12c on 25m blue surcharge (see online scans) 400

3114 1 59a, 1877 12c on 2c Rose, Inverted surcharge, o.g., couple h.r., rounded top right corner, Fine (Scott 
$600) 150

3115 (1) 59a, 1877 12c on 2c Rose, Inverted surcharge, unused, fresh and Fine (Scott $600 for o.g.) 100
3116 3 59a, 1877 12c on 2c Rose, Inverted surcharge, lightly cancelled, Fine and elusive in used condition 

(Scott $375) 150
3117 1 59b, 1877 12c on 2c Rose, Double surcharge, fresh color, part o.g., multiple h.r., Fine example (Scott 

$475) 150
3118 (1) 59b, 1877 12c on 2c Rose, Double surcharge, lovely color, unused, Fine sound example (Scott $475 

for o.g.) 100
3119 60 var, 1879 12c on 25m Black, Double surcharge, well centered, part o.g. with some light toning, short 

perf at bottom, Very Fine appearance 80
3120 (1) 60 var, 1879 12c on 25m Black, Double surcharge, both inverted, unused, rebacked over some small 

faults, some short perfs, Very Fine appearance 100
3121 (1) 60a, 1879 12c on 25m Black, Inverted surcharge, nicely centered, unused, few nibbed perfs as often, 

Very Fine (Scott $875 for o.g.) 200
3122 (1) 61 var, 1879 12c on 25m Black, Blue surcharge, Inverted surcharge, o.g., h.r., light creasing bottom left, 

still a fresh and Fine example 150
3123 1(1) 1877/79 "HABILTADO" 12c Surcharges Errors and Varieties Assortment, 12c on 2c inverted unused 

and used, 12c on 25m Black surcharge sideways mint, inverted mint (2) and used, 12c on 25m Blue 
Surcharge normal unused and mint, double unused, double with both inverted mint, usual mixed 
condition, generally Fine or better (see online scans) 800

3124 1(1) 62-71, 1878-79 25m-250m Alfonso XII, fresh colors, 25m Black, 200m Rose unused, others o.g. or part 
o.g., some minor faults as expected, 200m violet rose natural paper flaw appearing as pinhole, usual 
rough perfs, still an attractive F-VF set (Scott $696) 250

3125 62P/69P, 1878/79 25m/200m Alfonso XII Imperforate Plate Proofs Assortment, in issued colors and 
comprised of 25m Black singles (5 incl one with cancel-like handstamp), pair (2), block of four, 50m 
Dull lilac singles (4), 0.0625 de peso Grey singles (3), 100m Carmine singles (3), 100m Yellow green 
singles (3) and pair, 200m Rose singles (2), some on gummed paper, usual mixed condition, generally 
fresh and Very Fine (see online scans) 600

3126 4 63, 1879 25m Green, Imperforate printer‘s waste, full pane of 100 with numerous security punch holes 
and overprinted with Cuba 1877 1pta Telegraph issue in pale blue, appropriate imprint for each issue 
at top, printed on ungummed paper, tape (aged) sealed margin break at bottom, still Very Fine and 
most unusual 350

3127 63/68, 1878/79 25m/125m Alfonso XII, Imperforate Printer‘s Waste Selection, imperf singles and blocks 
with multiple impressions (some inverted) and in assorted colors; 25m Black single, block plus a pair and 
block with 2nd impression of Cuba 1pta Telegraph stamp, 0.0625 de peso single, 125m Blue single (2) and 
pair, usual mixed condition, a Fine and useful group for the specialist (see online scans) 400

3128 14 70, 1879 200m Violet rose, block of four, fresh color, o.g., some h.r., Fine and attractive multiple of this 
key value (Scott $1,400 as singles) 300

3129 3 72 var, 1879 2c on 25m Green, Double surcharge, rounded top left corner and a small tear at bottom, 
Fine appearance; likely unique and unrecorded in the literature; 2013 APS certificate 200

3130 13(1) 72-75, 1879 2c-8c Surcharges Selection, includes a complete set of mint or unused plus mint blocks 
#72-73, #72 used single with most of the surcharge missing, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF; blocks 
of this issue are particularly scarce (see online scans) 450
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3131 13(1) 76/88, 1880/86 Alfonso XII Issue Group, highlighted by Used 76 block with two strikes of boxed 
"CERTIFICADO", 85 bisect tied on piece, Mint 81 double transfer, 84, 87 block of 50 from top half of 
the sheet including the margins and sheet number, Printer‘s Waste assortment with singles and blocks 
mostly double printed wth one inverted, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, nice lot for the specialist 
(see online scans) 300

3132 6 76, 1880 2c Carmine, pair (2), strip of four and block of eight on 1884 envelope addressed to the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs in Rome, cancelled by multiple strikes of Colonial parilla cancel, backstamped with 
seal of the Italian Consulate in Manila plus Brindisi and Roma, cover with couple of light vertical folds 
and slightly reduced at left, still a Fine and extraordinary franking 500

3133 77P, 1883 2 1/2c Brown, Small die proof on thin card, fresh and Very Fine; 2013 PF certificate shows the 
proper catalog number and photo but mistakenly describes the item as the 2 4/8c ultramarine; the 
only known example 150

3134 4 78 var., 1882 2 4/8c Ultramarine, Imperforate printer‘s waste, full pane of 100 with an inverted double 
impression, includes both imprints, on ungummed paper, some minor faults mostly confined to the 
margins, still a Very Fine and desirable full sheet for the specialist 350

3135 79P, 1883 2 4/8c Blue, Trial color proof on thin card, fresh and Very Fine; 2013 PF certificate; the only 
known example  200

3136 6 81, 1882 5c Grey blue, pair tied on registered cover to Germany by "R" handstamps and a lightly struck Manila 
cds, backstamped Muenchen, stamps with some insignificant perf tip toning, back side partially removed 
backflap and scuffs from removal of mounting material, Fine and scarce; Graus certificate 450

3137 1 84, 1880 10c Green, fresh color, small part o.g., some minor faults, Fine appearance, attractive key 
value to the set (Scott $400) 100

3138 1 84, 1880 10c Green, rich color, part o.g. with just a bit of toning, Fine and attractive (Scott $400) 100

3139 14 84, 1880 10c Green, striking top margin block of four with crisp color and impression, part o.g. with 
several h.r., few tiny thin spots not detracting from appearance, F-VF, a very rare multiple; Graus 
certificate (Scott $1,600 as singles) 500
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The Surcharge Era, 1881-89

At the beginning of the 1880s, the Philippine Islands were plagued by a shortage of postage 
stamps resulting from delayed shipments from Spain and greatly increased usage of stamps for 
both postal and prepayment of the newly established telegraph services between the Philippines 
and Hong Kong, Singapore and Europe. With the advent of these new overseas telegraph services, 
commercial business communications blossomed. The stamp shortage created chaos in the islands 
and threatened to shut down the flow of commerce. The problem was remedied by surcharging 
whatever existing stamp stock was available, whether they were postal issues, telegraph or revenue 
stamps. These surcharges validated these non-postal issues for postal use or for prepayment of 
cables. In total, eleven different postage stamps, one newspaper stamp, twelve revenue and four 
telegraph stamps were surcharged for duty. 
These surcharge issues are provisional in nature. The Public Treasury Dept issued ordinances 
under which surcharged values were created t tide the public over until new supplies arrived. Each 
ordinance compelled the surcharging of particular stamps with specified values in pre-determined 
colors. When supply created proved inadequate, additional ordinances were promulgated. Stamps 
on hand would again be surcharged. This often included recent shipments which had arrived 
from Spain in denominations inadequate to fill the needs of the public. 
With exception of the first overprint, all of these surcharges were applied by hand. With the large 
number of surcharges be applied to numerous stamps and often in more than one color, the 
beleaguered postal employees sometime misapplied the surcharge. This resulted in the surcharges 
being placed on stamps not authorized by the postal authorities to receive the surcharge, the wrong 
surcharge placed on an authorized stamp or a raft of errors with the surcharge being inverted, 
doubled, tripled or omitted altogether. 
Postal rates during this period were relatively simple; interior rate of 2½c per half-ounce, interior 
circular rate of 2c or 2½c used interchangeably, overseas rate of 8c perf half-ounce. The rate to 
Spain and Spanish colonies was 12½c per half-ounce. The rate for registered mail for both interior 
mail and mail posted to Spain was 15c while registry to other foreign destinations was 8c extra. 
As a result of the stamp shortage which necessarily caused the surcharging in the first place, it was 
as much a rule as an exception that any one specific cover was sent "overpaid” due to a lack of 
availability of the proper denominations to correctly pay the appropriate rate. Thus, mail posted at 
a somewhat higher rate was done so out of "convenience” and those posted at a much higher rate 
probably done so out of "necessity”. 
A decree was issued on 22 March 1889 basically declaring the end to the 
use of any and all surcharged issues as of 1 Aug 1889. This edict was more 
forcefully confirmed by the Spanish Crown on 17 Feb 1896 essentially 
prohibiting the use of any current surcharged stamps in stock and 
forever prohibiting the surcharging of any additional stamps for postal 
or telegraphic purposes without permission of the Crown. In 1890, Spain 
provided the Philippines with new stamps depicting King Alfonso XIII 
as in infant, commonly referred to as the "Baby Head” issue. The stamp 
shortage previously encountered in the Philippines was remedied by the 
regular shipments of this new issue in quantities sufficient to satisfy postal 
and telegraphic needs. 
The section that follows is the most comprehensive collection of this 
material known and includes numerous unique errors and varieties and 
over 130 of the approximately 350-400 recorded covers franked with the 
surcharged stamps. King Alfonso XIII  of Spain
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LotNo Start Price

3140 1(1) Selection of the Issues Surchaged for the 1881-89 Surcharged Issues Era, comprised of Newspaper 
1886 1/8c Green, Postage 2c Carmine, 2½c Brown, 8c Yellow brown, 10c Green, 1882 2 4/8c Ultra, 
5c Grey, 20c Bistre brown, 1883 2 4/8c Ultra 1st retouch, 1886 2 4/8c Ultra 2nd retouch, 1887 50mil 
Bistre, 1888 1c Grey green, Telegraph 1882 250m Ultra (unused), 250m Brown (unused), 1888 1c 
Bistre, Revenue 1873 10P Bistre, 1874 1P25c Blue perf and imperf (unused), 1878 10c Bistre perf and 
imperf, 12 4/8c Grey, 1880 200m Green, 1884 20c Brown, 1P Green, 1P Bistre, 1R Green, 2R Blue, 
5R Red, mostly o.g. or part o.g., some small faults as expected, VG-VF 150

3141 13(1) 89, 1881 Black 2c on 2½c Brown Postage, specialized assortment highlighted by surcharge omitted in used 
irregular block of nine with normals, split surcharges (3 different mint or unused), sideways surcharge 
unused, inverted surcharge mint and used (2; postal or fiscal cancel), double surcharge NH (in block 
with normals), unused and used, double surcharge-one sideways unused (the only recorded example), 
double surcharge-one inverted mint, double surcharge-both inverted mint (APS cert), triple surcharge 
mint (2 known) and used (each with APS cert),Fine group (see online scans) 500

3142 6 89, 1881 Black 2c on 2½c Brown Postage, four singles incl Double Surcharge tied on cover to London 
by Manila 2 Abr 82 cancels, red London "PAID" 15 MY 82 arrival cancel on address side, three different 
London backstamps, Very Fine 150

3143 6 89, 1881 Black 2c on 2½c Brown Postage, two singles incl one Double Surcharge plus 1882 5c tied 
on cover to Constantinople by Colonial parilla cancel with a partial cds alongside, backstamped red 
"British Post Office Constantinople MY 20 83", engraved sender‘s cc on backflap, a trivial bit of aging 
on the edges, Very Fine; one of the two recorded surcharge issue covers to Constantinople 150

3144 6 89, 1881 Black 2c on 2½c Brown Postage, single plus 1882 6 2/8c tied on envelope addressed to 
"Isle of Wight England" by Manila Jul 1883 cds, two transit/ arrival backstamps, Fine use, one of two 
surcharge covers to this destination 120

3145 6 89, 1881 Black 2c on 2½c Brown Postage, block of four tied on cover to Paris by Manila Jun 21 1884 
cds, Calais a Paris transit cds alongside, backstamped Paris 31 Juil 84, some light toning bands from 
envelope adhesive, a Fine use 150

3146 6 89, 1881 Black 2c on 2½c Brown Postage, two singles plus 1882 5c tied on cover to Capetown by 
Colonial parilla cancels, crisp Manila 26 Oct 85 cds alongside, backstamped G.P.O. Cape Town, Very 
Fine and choice, the only recorded surcharge cover to this destination 150

3147 6 89, 1881 Black 2c on 2½c Brown Postage, seven singles (one Double Surcharge, one Triple Surcharge, 
one torn in half) plus 1880 8c (4), 1881 2r Telegraph surcharge (2), 1r Revenue all with punch cancels 
and affixed on Jul 12 1881 telegraph receipt Manila to Hong Kong dated Jul 12 1881, Fine 150

3148 1/
114

91, 1886 Dark grey 10c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 2nd retouch, comprised of NH single (horiz crease; 
signed Roig), block of six unused, top margin block of ten NH, block of 20 NH (each signed Roig; 
largest recorded multiple), double surcharge unused and NH in block of six with five normals, few 
minor faults, Fine overall (see online scans) 120

3149 6 91, 1886 Dark grey 10c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 2nd retouch, tied on cover to Constantinople by an 
indistinct Manila cds, octagonal LIGNE N / PAQ. FR. No. 6 / 5 Dec 87 transit cancel, ms "Por Zafiro 
via Hong Kong / via Port Suez", backstamped Suez, Alexandria, Constantinople, an unusual "1813 1/8" 
imprint on backflap, very slightly reduced at left and trivial bits of edge wear, o/w Very Fine; one of 
only two surcharge issue covers to Constantinople 500
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3150 6 91, 1886 Dark grey 10c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 2nd retouch, pair on address side plus 1886 2 4/8c 
Ultra 2nd retouch (2 on back side) all tied on registered cover to Barcelona by Manila 8 Ene 88 cds 
with corresponding registry handstamp, backstamped Barcelona 12 Feb 88, Very Fine and attractive 

200
3151 6 91, 1886 Dark grey 10c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 2nd retouch, single plus 1888 6c tied on cover to Buenos 

Ayres by Manila 10 Ago 89 cds, backstamped Carteros No. 1 Oc 9, Buenos Aires 9 Oct, surcharge stamp 
some perfs shortened due to placement, light edge soiling, Fine use 120

3152 13(1) 92, 1883 Black 20c on 8c Brown Postage, the exhibit collection of 18 items with array of surcharge 
errors and varieties incl surcharges inverted (APS cert), doubled, doubled with both inverted in block 
with three inverts (APS  cert), doubled with one inverted, triple surcharge used, sideways and split 
surcharges, etc., a Fine group for the specialist (see online scans) 400

3153 6 92, 1883 Black 20c on 8c Brown Postage, two singles (one with Inverted Surcharge) plus 1882 5c tied 
on registered cover to Barcelona by boxed "CERTIFICADO" postmarks with a blue Cavite 4 Ene 86 
cds at left, no backstamps, light horiz fold, opened bit roughly at bottom with a portion of the bottom 
flap on back missing, still Fine and attractive; the 45c pays the triple weight to Spain for 1-1½ oz plus 
the registry fee if the extra fee were reduced from 15c to 10c as it was often done for registry to Spain.

150
3154 6 92, 1883 Black 20c on 8c Brown Postage, single with Double Surcharge tied on cover addressed to 

Bremen by Colonial parilla cancel, fair strike of Albay 28 Jun 86 cds at left, backstamped Bremen 
4/8 86, Very Fine; with no indication of weight, this could have been a double weight cover with a 
convenience overpayment of 4c or a single rate with a necessity overpayment of 12c 150

3155 6 92, 1883 Black 20c on 8c Brown Postage, two singles, pair and block of four on oversized registered 
cover addressed to England, cancelled/ tied by blue Manila 29 Mai 87 cancels with accompanying 
registry handstamp, backstamped Stafford Station 2 JU 87, Lichfield JU 3 87, cover with a vertical fold 
at left and some minor foxing/ toning, Fine, only four covers with this issue known, this having the 
largest recorded use on cover 200

3156 1/
114

93, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, reconstructed block of 47 with hinge reinforcement affecting 
approx half of the stamps, few stamps NH with majority h.r. or part o.g., still a Fine and striking 
multiple which, at some point in time, was most likely fully intact, 2012 APS certificate not mentioning the 
reconstruction (Scott $8,930 as hinged singles) 1000

3157 114 93, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Block of four, one stamp without surcharge, fresh color, 
o.g., NH, some perf separations, F-VF; 2017 APS certificate (Scott for the three normal stamps hinged 
is $570) 400

3158 3 93, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Pair, one stamp without surcharge, well centered, light 
centrally struck blue cancel, several short perfs, still Very Fine; 2015 APS certificate (Scott for the 
surcharged stamp alone $325) 200

3159 3 93, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Pair, One stamp double surcharge, one stamp without 
surcharge, light centrally struck blue cancel, some minor perf flaws, still F-VF and striking error; 2016 
APS certificate (Scott for the normal surcharged stamp alone $325) 250

3160 3 93, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Pair, One stamp double surcharge, one stamp without 
surcharge, well centered and lightly cancelled, stamps some light toning, Very Fine centering; 2015 
APS certificate (Scott for the normal surcharged stamp alone $325) 250
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3161 1 93 var, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Inverted surcharge, o.g., small h.r., fresh and Fine
100

3162 3 93 var, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Inverted surcharge, well centered horiz strip of four, 
light postal cancels (no punch cancels), some nibbed perfs at each end, still Very Fine and rare (Scott 
$1,300 as normal used singles) 300

3163 4(1) 93 var, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Inverted surcharge, block of four, unused, top right 
stamp corner crease, Fine and rare especially without the punch holes (Scott $760 as normal o.g. 
singles) 200

3164 1 93 var, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Double surcharge, large part o.g., h.r., fresh and Fine; 
2013 APS certificate  100

3165 3(1) 93 var, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, 5 items; Unused single plus singles with inverted, double 
(APS cert) or triple surcharge, Used strip of three on piece with each stamp punch canceled (APS 
cert), some minor faults but an overall Fine group 300

3166 6 93, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, single tied on large part of a folded letter sheet addressed to 
Canada by Manila 4 Feb 85 cds, San Francisco "Paid All" Mar 2 transit cancel, partial Quebec MR 1885 
backstamp, fresh and Very Fine, the only recorded use of this issue on cover 1200

3167 6 93, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, single along with #78 (3), 85 pair, 108 (4 incl two with double 
surcharge) and 250m Ultra Telegraph (12) all with punch cancels on a telegraph receipt Manila to 
Hong Kong (dated portion torn away), Fine 80

3168 13(1) 94, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 11 items incl the normal plus assorted surcharge 
errors incl sideways used, split vertically used, inverted used, double mint (faults), unused and used, 
double both inverted used, triple unused and triple one inverted used, mixed condition, VG-VF (see 
online scans) 300

3169 6 94, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, single tied on envelope addressed to New Brunswick, 
Canada by partially struck Manila 1 Ago 85 cds, backstamped San Francisco Aug 27, Sackville SP 11, 
also on back an unexpected dbl oval handstamp for "Campbell, Hannay, Campbell & Co / Merchants 
/ Trinidad", cover some small toning spots, Fine use showng 17c necessity overfranking; one of two 
recorded uses of this surcharge on cover 100

3170 6 94 var, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, Double surcharge, both inverted tied on envelope 
addressed to Madrid by Colonial parilla cancel with a Madrid 19 May 87 cds alongside, backstamped 
Manila (blue cds), Carteria 29 Jun, Madrid 29 Jun, opened at bottom, some small discoloration marks, 
Fine and likely unique error use on cover 150
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3171 6 94, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 24 singles incl double surcharge (2), triple surcharge, 
double surcharge - one inverted (2) plus #78 (4), 250m Ultra Telegraph (9), 10P Bistre revenue (4) all 
with punch cancels and affixed on telegraph receipt for Manila to New York dated Feb 24 1883, some 
portions of receipt torn away, Fine use 100

3172 6 94, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 37 stamps with inverted surcharge (3), double 
surcharge (3), triple surcharge plus #78 (4), 1880 1P Brown Telegraph (4) all with punch cancels and 
affixed on telegraph receipt dated April 23 1883 for Manila to London, some of the stamps with small 
faults and/ or toning but still a Fine use 100

3173 6 94, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 26 stamps with double surcharge, triple surcharge 
(2) and an additional surcharge straddling two stamps plus #78 (6), 5P Grey Telegraph (4) all with 
punch cancels and affixed on telegraph receipt dated July 14, 1883 for Manila to London, Fine use

100
3174 14 94a, 1883 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 1st retouch, full pane of 100 with margins top and left, 

margin folded under at bottom, inverted surcharge at pos 67-70, o.g. with many stamps NH, some perf 
separations with sensible hinge reinforcement, VG-VF, the largest known multiple and only recorded 
sheet; 2016 APS certificate (Scott $5,750 as hinged singles) 750

3175 11 94a var, 1883 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 1st retouch, Pair, surcharge omitted on one stamp, fresh 
color, o.g., NH, usual rough perfs, Very Fine and choice; 2016 APS certificate 350

3176 14 94a, 1883 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 1st retouch, includes the normal stamp mint 
(creased) and block of six mint (part o.g., APS cert) plus surcharge errors and varieties with inverted 
unused (signed Roig), double (2, NH and h.r.), usual rough perfs, Fine group 250

3177 (1) 94b var, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, Inverted surcharge, fresh color, 
unused, typical rough perfs, Fine and rare; 2016 APS certificate 75

3178 3 94b var, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, Inverted surcharge, neat corner 
cancel, usual rough perfs, light even toning (not mentioned in cert), Very Fine centering; quite elusive 
in used condition; 2016 APS certificate 100

3179 1 94b var, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, Double surcharge, nicely centered, 
part o.g., couple of h.r., thinned at top (not mentioned in cert), usual few nibbed perfs, Very Fine 
appearance, a scarce error; 2016 APS certificate 75

3180 3 94b var, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, Double surcharge, portions of three 
different cancels, short perf top right and small thin (not mentioned in cert), Very Fine appearance, a 
rarely offered error; 2016 APS certificate 100

3181 1 94b var, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, Double surcharge, one inverted, 
unusually well centered single with fresh color, part o.g., h.r., Very Fine and choice, a rare and desirable 
error; 2016 APS certificate 100

3182 13(1) 94b, 1881 Black 2r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, mint single, unused single with double 
surcharge and used single with telegraph cancel (PF cert), each with small faults, F-VF appearance 

150
3183 14 95, 95 var, 1883 Green 8c on 2c Carmine Postage, Block on nine, three stamps in middle row inverted 

surcharge, dry o.g., usual rough perfs, small tone spot upper left stamp, F-VF showpiece block; 2016 
APS certificate 200

3184 13(1) 95, 1883 Green 8c on 2c Carmine Postage, the exhibit collection with 15 items including "shared" and 
shifted surcharges, omitted, inverts, doubles, double-one inverted, triple (only one recorded), etc., 
typical VG-VF and incl three certificates (see online scans) 200

3185 6 95, 1883 Green 8c on 2c Carmine Postage, two singles (one with double surcharge) tied on registered 
cover to England by Manila 3 Dic 83 cds with fancy framed "CERTIF" handstamp alongside, couple of 
partially struck British backstamps, bit of backflap removed, tiny scuff on front side from attempted 
hinge removal, Fine use 100

3186 6 95, 1883 Green 8c on 2c Carmine Postage, pair tied on folded letter sheet addressed to Bucharest, 
Romania by Colonial parilla cancel with a Manila 16 Abr 84 cds below, black boxed "P.D.", partial 
Bucharest backstamp, stamps with some short perfs, Fine use and the only recorded surcharge issue 
cover to this destination 100

3187 6 95 var, 1883 Green 8c on 2c Carmine Postage, Inverted surcharge, single franking tied on envelope 
addressed to Bavaria by Colonial parilla cancel with a light Manila 30 Set 86 cds above, backstamped 
Treuchtlingen 30 Oct, stamp with couple pulled perfs, envelope missing backflap, Fine use 75

3188 1 95A, 1883 Green 8c on Green 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, o.g., h.r., usual rough perfs, Very Fine and scarce; 
1996 APS certificate issued at time when this stamp was listed in a Scott footnote (Scott $200) 100

3189 (1) 95A, 1883 Green 8c on Green 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, rich color, unused, VG-Fine; only 11 examples 
recorded, copy of APS certificate (Scott $200 for o.g.) 75
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3190 3 95A, 1883 Green 8c on Green 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, light Colonial parilla cancels, usual rough 
perfs, VG-Fine; only 11 examples of this issue recorded, 1996 APS certificate (Scott $200) 80

3191 1 95A var, 1883 Green 8c on Green 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, 1r Surcharge inverted, typical brownish 
streaked o.g., small h.r., some short perfs, Fine and rare (Scott $200 for normal) 100

3192 6 95A var, 1883 Green 8c on Green 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, single franking tied on cover addressed to 
Philadelphia by Colonial parilla plus Manila 2 Ene 85 cds, backstamped San Francisco "Paid All", Very Fine 
and choice, there are only 11 recorded examples of this stamp, this being the only one known on cover 750

3193 1/
11
3(1)

96, 1882 Green 10c on 2c Carmine Postage, the exhibit collection of 14 items featuring the various 
surcharge errors and varieties incl bottom right corner margin block of twelve NH with inverted 
surcharge and double inverted at pos 5, triple surcharge unused (only known example, APS cert), 
block of 50 (5x10) with surcharge omitted on 4 stamps, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, includes three 
certificates (see online scans) 200

3194 6 96, 1882 Green 10c on 2c Carmine Postage, single (double surcharge - one inverted) plus 1880 2c tied 
on envelope addressed to Boston by Manila 3 Ago 84 cds, light red San Francisco "Paid All" transit cds, 
several backstamps incl NY City, cover with small area of toning in the address, still Fine 100

3195 6 96, 1882 Green 10c on 2c Carmine Postage, two singles with inverted surcharge tied on envelope 
addressed to London by Colonial parilla cancel with a Manila 17 Jun 85 cds alongside, Very Fine

150
3196 6 96, 1882 Green 10c on 2c Carmine Postage, single plus 1882 2 4/8c Ultra tied on envelope addressed 

to Mexico by Manila 20 Dec 86 cds, ms. "Via El Paso Texas", backstamped El Paso Dec 31 with an ms. 
"2nd Jan 87" receiving docketing on address side, light bit of soiling below stamps, Fine use and one of 
just two surcharge issue covers to this destination 100

3197 6 96, 1882 Green 10c on 2c Carmine Postage, block of four with two strikes of "Revisado" handstamp on 
envelope addressed to Italy, blue Manila 9 Ene 89 cds, cover small opening tear at upper left corner, 
Fine; the "Revisado" handstamp revised the value of the stamp to original face value without surcharge; 
quite rare with this being the only "Revisado" handstamp on cover recorded 200

3198 6 96, 1882 Green 10c on 2c Carmine Postage, 4 singles (3 with inverted surcharge) plus 1880/86 2 
4/8c, 5c (4), 8c on 2r (#116), 1r on 20c on 250m Ultra (5; #135), Telegraph 10p Lake (2), all punch 
cancelled and affixed on telegraph receipt for Manila to Barcelona via Suez, bottom portion with date 
and a bit of top margin torn away, Fine use 75

3199 11 97 var, 1883 Green 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Pair, surcharge omitted on one stamp, NH, F-VF; 1994 
APS certificate (Scott $190 for the normal single as hinged) 75

3200 1(1)
/4

97 var, 1883 Green 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Block of four, surcharge omitted on one stamp, NH, 
usual rough perfs, fresh and Fine (Scott $570 for the normals as hinged) 150
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3201 1/
11
(1)

97, 1883 Green 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, 5 singles; two with normal surcharge (one o.g., stained perfs, 
other unused), inverted surcharge (2; one NH, pinhole, one o.g., stained perfs), double surcharge part 
o.g., h.r. (APS cert), VG-VF (Scott $950 as normal hinged singles) 150

3202 6 97, 1883 Green 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, single plus #104 tied on registered cover to Paris by Colonial 
parilla cancel with a Manila cds at upper right, black boxed "CERTIF", red French 5 MAI 84 transit 
cancel, backstamped Singapore AP 7 84, the #97 with some short perfs, Fine use 100

3203 6 97, 1883 Green 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, single plus 1882 5c Grey tied on cover addressed to the 
Netherlands by Manila 4 Jul 87 cds, backstamped Winschoten 12 Aug, #97 couple light corner creases 
at bottom and few short perfs, Fine use 150

3204 1/
114

98, 1883 Green 1r on 5c Grey Postage, Inverted surcharge partial sheet of 68 from the top portion of 
the pane with margins three sides (one damaged stamp in bottom row not figured) and each stamp 
the surcharge error, o.g., all but seven stamps NH, some natural gum creasing/ wrinkling in one horiz 
row, an eye-catching and F-VF multiple 500

3205 14 98 var, 1883 Green 1r on 5c Grey blue Postage, Double surcharge, right stamp in horiz pair with 
normal, slightly tropicalized o.g., error stamp rounded corner, F-VF 75

3206 13(1) 98, 1883 Green 1r on 5c Grey Postage, the exhibit collection of 13 items with the normal stamp plus a 
variety of surcharge errors and varieties including omitted, double, double-one inverted, double-both 
inverted, inverted, etc. noting a block of six with one stamp double surcharge and another surcharge 
omitted, some typical minor faults and few issues faded color, generally F-VF and incl three APS 
certificates (see online scans) 350

3207 6 98, 1883 Green 1r on 5c Grey Postage, with #99 tied on registered cover addressed to Denmark by 
Manila 1 Oct 83 cds, fancy framed "CERTIF" registry marking alongside, few backstamps incl Grenaa 
arrival, cover open two sides and with light aging, Fine use and the only surcharge issue cover recorded 
to this destination 100

3208 6 98, 1883 Green 1r on 5c Grey Postage, single franking cover addressed to London with stamp tied by 
Manila 28 Jun 89 cds, red and black London backstamps, a Fine and attractive cover 75

3209 6 98, 1883 Green 1r on 5c Grey Postage, 14 stamps (includes 4 with double surcharge) with 1880 2c (3), 
1882 2 4/8c (8) all punch canceled and affixed on telegraph receipt dated Aug 17 1883 for Manila to 
Hong Kong, Fine use 100

3210 3(1) 99, 1883 Green 1r on 8c Brown Postage, the unused and used single (canceled in Saigon, Cochin China 
- one of two known on surcharged issues) plus ten surcharge errors and varieties incl split used, sideways 
with "R": cancel, omitted used in strip of three, inverted, double mint and used, double-both inverted 
with registry cancel, triple unused (APS cert) and used, generally F-VF (see online scan) 150

3211 6 99, 1883 Green 1r on 8c Brown Postage, two singles tied on registered envelope addressed to 
Luxembourg by Manila 13 May 83 cds with "CORREOS DE FILIPINAS" undated dbl circle registry 
marking lower left, two different Luxembourg backstamps incl Diekirch 21 6 83 arrival, Very Fine and 
choice; the only recorded surcharge issue cover to this destination 150

3212 6 99 var, 1883 Green 1r on 8c Brown Postage, Double surcharge, single plus 1880 2c (2) tied on registered 
envelope addressed to England by Manila 29 Ago 83 cds plus strikes of fancy framed "CERTIF‘ markings, 
backstamped Dewsbury OC 12 83, stamp with rough perfs as often, a Fine use 100

3213 1/
114

100, 1887 Red 1c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 1st retouch, reconstructed pane of 100 with margins 
at bottom and sides, double surcharge at pos 7, 10, 15, 72, 81, 88, triple surcharge at pos 54, quadruple 
surcharge at pos 37, o.g., h.r. reinforcement horizontally through center of sheet (affecting pos 41-60) 
and top block of 20 hinge reattached leaving 60 stamps NH, F-VF, a spectacular multiple incorporating 
the only recorded quadruple surcharge on any of the surcharged issues 300

3214 6 100, 1887 Red 1c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 1st retouch, block of four with double surcharge 
upper right, triple surcharge bottom right, tied on domestic cover addressed to Manila by excellent 
strikes of the dotted star cancel, cover bit roughly opened with a small edge break upper left and 
backflap torn and separated, still a Fine use; the dotted star cancel was in use from 1880/98 and 
primarily in small towns where there was likely no circular canceling device and is known only used for 
postal purposes and mostly on domestic mails. 100

3215 6 100, 1887 Red 1c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 1st retouch, 12 stamps incl one with double surcharge 
plus #101 block of four all canceled/ tied on 223x101mm envelope with side flap addressed to Australia 
by Manila 5 Ene 88 cds, Adelaide FE 25 88 receiving cds on face, cover vertical fold (before stamps 
affixed) and with edge wear/ small breaks on three sides, Fine use 150

3216 13
6(1)

101, 1886 Red 1c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 2nd retouch, the exhibit collection with unused single and block 
of 20, mint block of four, various surcharge errors comprised of pair with one inverted surcharge, one 
omitted pen cancel,  inverted surcharge used (2; Manila or pen cancel), double surcharge unused single 
and block, double surcharge-one inverted used single, Covers include 2 singles on 1887 circular rate cover to 
USA, 1887 to Switzerland with five singles plus #100 (3), generally F-VF (see online scans) 150
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3217 6 101, 1886 Red 1c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 2nd retouch, single (2), block of four, strip of five (2), 
block of eight, all canceled/ tied on cover to Germany by blue Manila 3 Nov 87 cancels, backstamped 
German Bahnpost plus Bremen 12/12 87 arrival, cover couple light horiz folds not affecting stamps, 
Fine use, the largest recorded use of this issue on cover 200

3218 6 102, 1883 Red 16c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, single tied to mourning cover by blue Manila 28 
May 84 cds, San Francisco "PAID ALL" Jun 29 transit cds at left, backstamped San Francisco Jun 29, 
stamp with a light crease, cover bit roughly opened at top, Fine use and one of just two recorded covers 
franked with this issue 200

3219 1/
114

103, 1883 Red 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, full pane of 100, inverted surcharge at pos 1-56, double 
surcharge at pos 82, 92, hinge reinforcement and reattachment affecting numerous stamps though 
with many stamps NH, fresh and F-VF appearance; 2016 APS certificate 350

3220 13(1) 103, 1883 Red 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, the exhibit collection of 11 items incl unused single, mint 
block of four, surcharge errors and varieties as omitted surcharge mint (2; one with APS cert), inverted 
surcharge unused, used and with telegraph punch, double surcharge mint, unused (APS cert) and in 
a used block of six, double surcharge-both inverted mint, some small faults as usual but overall F-VF 
(see online scans) 150

3221 6 103, 1883 Red 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, two pairs and block of twelve tied on registered cover to 
England by the Colonial parilla cancels, Manila 6 Oct 85 cds and boxed "CERTIFICADO" registry 
handstamp, backstamped London NO 23 85, imprint of the British Embassy on backflap, cover bit 
postal wear and few edge breaks, Fine use and the largest multiple of this issue on cover. At the time, 
Marlborough House in London was the home of the Prince of Wales, the future Edward VII, and 
his family with the future George V having been born there in 1865. The addressee was the private 
secretary to both Edward VII and George V. 250

3222 6 103, 1883 Red 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, two singles tied on envelope addressed to the Netherlands 
by Manila 11 Feb 87 cds, backstamped Leeuwarden 24 Mrt 87, Very Fine 200

3223 6 103, 1883 Red 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, 12 stamps plus 1882 2 4/8c (6), Telegraph 1880 5p Grey (5) 
all punch canceled and affixed on telegraph receipt dated July 2 1883 for Manila to London, Fine use

100

3224 1/
114

104, 1883 Red 1r on 5c Blue grey Postage, Surcharge omitted, top margin block of 24 (6x4) with 3rd 
row (pos 13-18) stamps missing overprint, o.g., NH except pos 5, 6, 11, 12 with some perf reinforcement, 
some spots of gum toning showing through, F-VF, the largest recorded multiple of surcharge omitted 
errors for this issue and 2nd largest of any surcharged issue after the full sheet of Scott 110 (see lot 3247) 750
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3225 1/11 104, 1883 Red 1r on 5c Blue grey Postage, full pane of 100, omitted surcharge at pos 10 (appears to right 
in selvage), inverted surcharge at pos 31, 32, sideways surcharge at pos 33-37, "straddled" surcharge 
at pos 88-89, good number of stamps affected by hinge reinforcement/ reattachment though many 
singles are NH, light overall toning, pos 13 corner fault, still a Fine multiple being the only recorded 
full sheet (Scott $1,200 as normal hinged singles) 250

3226 1(1) 104, 1883 Red 1r on 5c Blue grey Postage, exhibit collection of 8 items with the mint single plus 
surcharge varieties and errors comprised of portion four surcharges in corners unused, sideways 
surcharge mint, omitted surcharge mint, inverted surcharge unused, double surcharge unused, double 
surcharge-both inverted mint (2), few minor faults, generally F-VF (see online scan) 100

3227 6 104, 1883 Red 1r on 5c Blue grey Postage, single tied on cover addressed to Madrid by blue Manila 
3 Abr 87 cds, ms. "Por Saigon" routing, blurry Madrid 8 Mai backstamp, Very Fine use showing the 
increased rate for mails to Spain. The normal overseas rate to UPU nations for up to ½ oz was 8c but, 
for some unknown reason, the rate to Spain was set at 12½c (=1r). There was apparently no reason 
given and this higher rate was implemented through the 1880s. 100

3228 6 104, 1883 Red 1r on 5c Blue grey Postage, single tied on cover addressed to NY City by Manila 24 Jun 
87 cds, most of the back side has been surgically cut-out but there are bits of three backstamps incl 
a New York "Paid All" opera glass, cover small edge break top center, still Very Fine, a convenience 
overfranking of 4½c 80

3229 3 105 var, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, the surcharge applied to the "non-retouched" 
1882 issue, some nibbed perfs, Fine and rare with just 3 examples recorded; it is generally believed this 
surcharge was applied only to the 1st and 2nd retouch. As they appear nearly identical to the casual 
observer, it is likely this stamp was surcharged inadvertently. 75

3230 6 105, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 1st retouch, single tied on mourning cover 
addressed to Boston by Manila 25 Abr 91 cds, Boston arrival cancel on face, backstamped NY Paid All 
"opera glass", Very Fine; the latest recorded use of a surcharged issue on cover; A decree prohibiting 
the use of the surcharged issues after Aug 1 1889 was proclaimed and its use on this cover was either 
inadvertently overlooked or, given the nature of the correspondence, was intentionally processed as a 
favor. 75

3231 13
6(1)

105, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 1st retouch, the exhibit collection of six stamps 
and two covers, comprised of mint single, omitted surcharge mint, inverted surcharge mint and an 
unused pair in block of four (signed Roig), double surcharge mint, double surcharge-both inverted 
unused (small faults); single franking on 1888 cover to Canada, two singles on 1888 cover to England; 
usual mixed condition but Fine overall (see online scans) 200

3232 6 105, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 1st retouch, "Revisado" overprint, a truly 
remarkable telegraph receipt (220x595mm) dated Mar 27 1889 for telegraph to Edinburg franked 
with 215 stamps incl two blocks of 100 plus 1880 2c Carmine pair (also overprinted), includes double 
surcharges (4), double surcharge-one inverted (1), triple surcharge (1), punch and illegible date 
cancels, typical mixed condition of the document and stamps with folds, creases, perf faults from 
placement, etc. but an overall Fine and extraordinary surcharge issue item 1000

3233 13(1) 106, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, 11 items including an unused 
single plus assortment of surcharge errors and varieties incl "3" cent variety, "straddle" variety, inverted 
incl mint block of four (APS cert), double, triple, triple-two inverted, etc., some minor faults as usual 
but F-VF overall (see online scan) 100

3234 6 106, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, pair tied on registered "Aikman" 
cover addressed to British Honduras by blue Manila 1888 cds and portion of the boxed "CERTIFICADO" 
marking, ms. "Registrado", no backstamp, stamps typical rough perfs, Fine use and the only recorded 
surcharge issue cover to this destination 75
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3235 6 106 var, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, Diagonal bisect on cover, with 
pair 1880 2c Carmine tied on envelope addressed to Edinburgh by Manila 13 Feb 88 cds, backstamped 
Edinburgh MR 21 88, cover some ink offset on face and a horiz fold neither of which affect stamps, 
Fine and rare with just two surcharge bisect covers recorded 400

3236 6 106, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, single and single with double 
surcharge tied on envelope addressed to Hungary by Manila 14 Feb 88 cds, backstamped Pozsony Mar 
24, F-VF, nice use of the error stamp; at the time of mailing, Pozsony was a part of Hungary and part of 
the region that became part of Czechoslovakia after WW I. Presently it is a part of Slovakia. 100

3237 6 106, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, single tied on envelope addressed 
to Belgium by lightly struck Manila cds, with another partial strike at bottom, ms. "Por Vap. Saigon", red 
octagonal "LIGNE N / PAQ. FR. No. 7" 14 Mars 88 transit cancel, backstamped Anvers 8 Avril, a trivial 
bit of edge soiling, Very Fine (Scott $300) 100

3238 6 106, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, blocks of six and twelve tied/ 
canceled on cover to London by blue Manila 15 Jun 88 cancels, backstamped London, 227x102mm 
envelope with a bit of edge soiling/ wear but overall Fine use, rate pays 18x single weight rate to 
overseas destinations (8½-9 oz.), the largest recorded multiple of this issue on cover 200

3239 6 106, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch, pair tied on registered cover to 
Germany by partly struck Colonial parilla cancel with an equally poor strike of Manila cds below, ms. 
"Via Saigon-Singapore", ms. and boxed "CERTIFICADO" registry markings, back side with five wax seals 
and Hanover 31 12 88 receiving cancel, Very Fine use 100

3240 13
6(1)

107, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 1c Grey green Postage, the exhibit collection of 7 items with unused 
single, mint block, inverted surcharge mint, double surcharge mint (toned), double surcharge-both 
inverted unused; 1889 cover to Austria with two singles plus two singles #111, 1888 cover to Boston with 
four singles; a few minor faults as typical but generally F-VF (see online scan) 180

3241 6 107, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 1c Grey green Postage, four singles tied on envelope addressed to Finland 
by Manila 12 Dic 88 cancels, portion of the backflap with most of the backstamp torn away, Very Fine; 
the only recorded surcharge issue cover to this destination 75

3242 13
6(1)

108, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 5c Grey Postage, 10 items on exhibit pages with mint single, sideways 
surcharge unused, split surcharge mint, omitted surcharge mint single in a block of four with normals, 
inverted surcharge mint, double surcharge mint and unused, double surcharge-one inverted used; 
Covers 1888 to Scotland with four singles (one with sideways surcharge), 1889 to Baden, Germany with 
four singles (one with double surcharge), generally F-VF (see online scans) 250

3243 13(1) 109, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 1/8c Newspaper, nine items on exhibit page with mint single and 
block, inverted surcharge mint and unused (thin), double surcharge mint and unused (tear), double 
surcharge-one inverted unused, double surcharge-both inverted mint, triple surcharge mint, mostly 
F-VF (see online scan) 80

3244 6 109, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 1/8c Newspaper, two pairs tied on envelope addressed to Greece by 
Manila 6 Oct 88 cancels, backstamped New York, London and Athens, a trivial bit of edge wear/ soiling 
and small portion of backflap missing, a Fine use and one of just two surcharged issue covers to this 
destination 75
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3245 6 109, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 1/8c Newspaper, four covers; 1889 single franking local use in Manila 
(Graus cert), 1889 pair Iloilo to Manila (Graus cert), 1888 block of four to USA, 1889 block of four to 
London - one stamp an inverted surcharge, a Fine lot (see online scans) 150

3246 13
6(1)

110, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 50m Bistre Postage, the exhibit collection with mint single, inverted 
surcharge unused (pulled perfs), double surcharge-both inverted mint, triple surcharge mint, pair with 
add‘l surcharge between stamps mint (only recorded pair), single with portions of surcharge in each 
corner (mint, APS cert, only example recorded); Covers 1888 single franking circular rate to Switzerland, 
1888 four stamps (one inverted surcharge) to Austria with forwarding, 1888 three stamps (one double 
surcharge) plus 1882/86 2 4/8c Ultra (5) to London, generally F-VF (see online scans) 250

3247 1/11
4

110, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 50m Bistre Postage, full pane of 100 with surcharge omitted on the 
20 stamps of the two right vertical columns, usual streaky o.g. with some hinge reinforcement along 
the central horiz perfs and the right edge, large majority of the stamps NH, overall F-VF, the largest 
recorded surcharge omitted error 250

3248 1
6(1)

111, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 10c Green Postage, mint single, double surcharge mint and unused, 
double surcharge-one inverted mint, Cover 1889 single and strip of three (one double surcharge) 
quadruple rate interior mail cover to Manila, generally F-VF (see online scan) 120

3249 6 111, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 10c Green Postage, pair plus 1880 2c tied on envelope addressed to USA 
by Manila 27 Nov 88 cds, large blue "Due 2" handstamp and US 1884 2c Postage Due affixed and tied 
at New York City, backstamped San Francisco "PAID ALL", Fine use; single-weight rate to US was 8c, 
this being underpaid by 1c 75

3250 11 112, 1881 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Pair, one stamp without surcharge, fresh color, o.g., NH, 
usual rough perfs, Very Fine; 2016 APS certificate 75

3251 114 112, 1881 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Block of four, one stamp without surcharge, unusually well 
centered, o.g., NH, Very Fine and choice; 2016 APS certificate 120

3252 114 112, 112 var., 1884 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Double surcharge, block of 20 (4x5) with pos 1 
the error among 19 normals, typical brownish streaked o.g., NH, fresh and F-VF, the largest recorded 
multiple; 2017 APS certificate (Scott $1,000 as all normal hinged singles) 600

3253 13
6(1)

112, 1881 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue, the exhibit collection of 10 items comprised of mint single, 
block of four with "R" cancel, imperforate single (only example recorded, APS cert, small tear), omitted 
surcharge mint, inverted surcharge mint (2) and NH block (one stamp faulty), double surcharge unused 
and used, Cover 1882 domestic use with two singles, generally F-VF (see online scans) 500

3254 6 112, 1881 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue, pair plus #113 pair tied on envelope addressed to London 
by Manila 8 Set 81 cancels, red London "PAID" 15 OC 81 receiving cancel on face, stamps some short 
perfs, still a Fine use and the only known combination cover with these two issues 150

3255 6 112, 1881 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue, two singles (one with inverted surcharge) plus 1880 2c 
Carmine (10) tied on envelope addressed to Palermo Italy by several strikes of CAPIZ negative cancel, 
Capiz 27 Feb 82 cds at bottom, backstamped Bologna 3 4 82, light Palermo receiver, one of the 2c 
stamps perf faults due to placement, still a Fine cover being one of just two recorded with this negative 
Capiz cancel 150
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3256 6 112, 1881 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue, pair with inverted surcharge tied on locally addressed envelope 
by Manila 24 Ago 82 cds, recipient‘s receiving handstamp on back, cover slightly reduced at left, some light 
soiling along top edge of cover and some tone spots in address, Fine use (underpays by 1c) 150

3257 6 112, 1881 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue, single plus strip of three (contains two with inverted surcharge) 
tied on envelope addressed to New Brunswick Canada by Manila 28 May 82 cancels, San Francisco "PAID 
ALL" Jun 29 transit cancel on face, backstamped St John JU 8 82, the one error stamp with pinhole and 
the pair with a light pre-affixing crease, cover some small tone spots, Fine use 120

3258 6 112, 1881 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue, two singles (one with double surcharge) plus 1880 2c Carmine, 
1883 2 4/8c Ultra tied on envelope to "Barberton / Kaap Gold Fields / S.A. Republic" by Colonial parilla cancels 
with a Manila Nov 87 cds alongside, backstamped Grahamstown Cape Colony JA 18 88 squared circle, 
Barberton JA 27 88, Fine use; the only recorded surcharge issue cover to this destination 150

3259 6 112, 1881 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue, three singles plus 1874 25c Ultra (2), 1879 200m Rose (2), 
250m Bistre (9) all punch canceled and affixed on telegraph receipt dated c.1881/82 for Manila to 
Amoy, China, portion of receipt cut away, Fine use 75

3260 13(1) 113, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, 16 items on exhibit pages and comprised of mint single 
plus sideways surcharge mint, split surcharge mint, "straddling" surcharge mint, omitted surcharge 
mint, inverted surcharge mint single and block of four (APS cert, toned, faults), double surcharge NH, 
mint (3 incl pair) and used, double surcharge-one inverted unused, double surcharge-both inverted 
mint, triple surcharge mint (toned) and used, plus a mint block of eight with pos 1 double surcharge 
and pos 2, 8 triple surcharge, generally F-VF (see online scans) 300

3261 (1) 113 var, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Imperforate, well margined single, unused, Very 
Fine; the surcharge was not intended to be applied to the imperforate version and there is just one 
other single recorded along with the pair in the next lot; 1997 APS certificate 100

3262 1 113 var, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Imperforate, pair, just clear to full margins, o.g., h.r., 
small faults; Very Fine appearance; the only recorded pair; 1994 APS certificate 250

3263 6 113, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, single plus strip of three (center and right stamp 
inverted surcharge) tied on envelope addressed to USA by nice strikes of blue Manila 3 Feb 81 cds, 
backstamped San Francisco "PAID  ALL" Apr 15 and Collinsville Conn Apr 24, portion of a back 
sideflap torn away, Very Fine 150

3264 6 113, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, four singles (one with double surcharge-one inverted) 
tied on envelope addressed to USA by Manila 15 Dic 81 cancels, San Francisco "PAID ALL" Jan 13 
transit, couple of the stamps (incl error) lightly toned, Fine use 150

3265 6 113, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, single with double surcharge tied on envelope addressed 
to Pampanga by Colonial parilla cancel, lightly struck Manila cds, cover small faults not affecting stamp, 
Fine domestic use; ex-Cacho 120

3266 6 113, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, block of four tied on envelope addressed to Libau 
Russia by Manila 26 Nov 82 cancels, backstamped Russian transit and arrival cancels, cover with some 
tone spots/ aging, Fine use; the only recorded surcharge issue cover to Russia 150

3267 6 113, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, block of four on envelope addressed to Cairo and 
canceled by oval "Gobierno Civil de la Provincia Manila" undated fiscal cancel, backstamped Alexandrie 
28 JU 83, stamps and cover some minor faults, Fine use and the only recorded surcharge issue cover 
with a fiscal cancel 75
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3268 6 113, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, two singles plus 1880 2c Carmine (2) tied on mourning 
envelope addressed to Mexico by Manila 23 Feb 86 cancels, ms. "Via El Paso Texas", ms "17th Mar ‚86" 
docketing, one of the surcharge stamps some short/ pulled perfs, Fine use 120

3269 114P., 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 2r Blue Revenue, Imperforate proof on gummed stamp paper, fresh and 
Very Fine, only 2 examples recorded; 2106 APS certificate 75

3270 114 114 var., 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 2r Blue Revenue, Block of six, surcharge omitted on 5th stamp, striking 
block with lovely pastel color, typical streaky o.g., NH, Very Fine; the largest recorded multiple of any 
kind for this issue and the only multiple with the error and being never hinged, an extraordinary block; 
2016 APS certificate (Scott for the normals $1,000 as hinged singles) 1000

3271 (1) 114 var., 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 2r Blue Revenue, Inverted surcharge, unused, fresh and Fine; 1972 APS 
certificate (Scott $200 as normal with o.g.) 150

3272 1 114 var., 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 2r Blue Revenue, Inverted surcharge, o.g., Fine example; signed Bartels, 
1993 APS certificate (Scott $200 for normal) 150

3273 14 114 var., 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 2r Blue Revenue, Inverted surcharge, very well centered block of four, 
part o.g., fresh and Very Fine; less than five multiples of this issue known, this being the unique block 
with each stamp the error; 2015 APS certificate (Scott $800 as normal singles)  800

3274 (1) 114 var., 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 2r Blue Revenue, Double surcharge, fresh color, unused, pinhole upper 
right, Fine appearance; 1995 APS certificate (Scott $200 for normal with o.g.) 120

3275 4(1) 114 var., 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 2r Blue Revenue, Double surcharge, top margin block of four with 2nd 
stamp the error, unused, F-VF; 2009 APS certificate (Scott $800 as normal o.g. singles) 250

3276 5 114 var., 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 2r Blue Revenue, Double surcharge, tied on piece by Manila 17 Feb 81 
cds (same as a backstamp), Fine; signed Bartels (Scott $140 for normal) 100

3277 6 114, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 2r Blue Revenue, single plus 1882 6 2/8c Deep green tied on envelope 
addressed to London by Manila 4 Jun 82 cds, backstamped London JY 5 82, surcharge stamp some perf 
tip toning, still Fine and rare with just two covers known franked with this surcharge 250

3278 1 115, 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, fresh color, o.g., Fine example of this difficult stamp missing 
from most collections; 1997 APS certificate; ex-Yacano (Scott $450) While this issue was listed in early 
19th century catalogs it was done so based on word-of-mouth alone as no genuine example had been 
seen. Bartels (1904) listed as being of "doubtful status". It was not until 1912 when Maj HH Bandholtz 
(later Gen, noted philatelist and champion of Philippines stamps) discovered several singles and a 
block of four. Only after the stamps were exhibited in New York and the stamp collecting community 
had the opportunity to see the issues were they granted official status. A 2009 IPPS census established 
a total of just 41 examples extant. 300

3279 14 115, 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, block of six, part o.g., pos 1 thin spots, pos 6 pronounced 
natural gum crease, fresh and F-VF; the largest recorded multiple; 1993 APS certificate (Scott $2,700 as 
singles) 750

3280 11 115, 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Pair, one stamp missing surcharge, rich color, NH, corner 
perf crease upper right, F-VF; 2009 APS certificate (Scott $450 for the hinged normal) 400

3281 1 115, 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Pair, one stamp missing surcharge, very well centered, o.g., 
fresh and Very Fine (Scott $450 for the normal) 300
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3282 11 115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Inverted surcharge, well centered, typical brownish-
streaked o.g., NH, Very Fine; 2016 APS certificate (Scott $450 for hinged normal) 300

3283 1 115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Inverted surcharge, nicely centered, large part o.g., tiny 
thin spot (not mentioned in cert), Very Fine appearance; 2012 APS certificate (Scott $450 for normal)

200
3284 1 115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Inverted surcharge, left stamp in pair with normal, o.g., 

h.r., usual rough perfs with couple pulled perfs bottom right, o/w F-VF (Scott $900 as normals)
250

3285 14 115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Inverted surcharge, block of four with lower left stamp 
the error, o.g., some blunted perfs at top, fresh and F-VF, a scarce multiple; 1998 APS certificate (Scott 
$1,800 as normal singles) 750

3286 114 115, 115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Inverted surcharge, block of four with left stamps 
the errors with two normals, typical brown streaked o.g., NH, pos 3 error stamp perf faults bottom, o/w 
F-VF (Scott $1,800 as normal hinged singles) 600

3287 1 115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Double surcharge, o.g., l.h., fresh and Fine; signed 
Bartels, 1994 APS certificate (Scott $450 as normal) 250

3288 (1) 115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Double surcharge, unused, VG-Fine; 2015 APS certificate 
(Scott $450 for o.g. normal) 120

3289 14 115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Double surcharge, block of four with upper right stamp 
the error, o.g., rough perfs at top, fresh and F-VF, rare multiple (Scott $1,800 as normal singles) 750

3290 14 115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Double surcharge, block of four with lower left stamp 
the error, o.g., F-VF (Scott $1,800 as normal singles) 750

3291 1 115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Double surcharge, both inverted, o.g., fresh and Fine 
(Scott $450 for normal) 250
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3292 6 115, 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, two singles tied on cover to USA by Manila 3 Ago 85 cds, 
backstamped San Francisco Aug 31 "PAID ALL" , NY Sep 6 85 "opera glass", cover opened each end, 
Fine and rare being the only recorded use of this issue on cover (Scott $30,000 for single on cover) 7500

3293 13(1) 116, 1881 Black 8c on 2r Blue Revenue, five items - mint single plus double surcharge unused, used 
and tied on piece, double surcharge-both inverted pen cancel, some typical minor faults, still a Fine 
group (see online scan) 100

3294 6 116., 1881 Black 8c on 2r Blue Revenue, single tied on mourning envelope addressed to England by poor 
strikes of the Colonial parilla and cds cancels, backstamped Henley-On-Thames JY 5 82, torn backflap, 
Very Fine single franking, only two covers known franked with this issue (Scott $500) 200

3295 6 116, 1881 Black 8c on 2r Blue Revenue, two singles (each double surcharge) tied on cover to France 
by Colonial parilla cancels with a Manila 1883 cds above, French 1 Fevr 83 transit cancel at left, three 
French transit/ arrival backstamps, cover with couple light horiz folds, Fine use 250

3296 (1) 118, 1883 Black 1r on 12 4/8c Grey blue Revenue, Pair, one stamp missing overprint, unused, some 
blunted perfs at right, F-VF; 2009 APS certificate 80
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3297 13(1) 118, 1883 Black 1r on 12 4/8c Grey blue Revenue, the exhibit collection of 14 items with mint single plus an 
array of surcharge errors and varieties with split surcharges (2 different unused or mint), sideways surcharge 
mint, omitted surcharge mint (2) or unused (two with APS cert), inverted surcharge mint, unused and used 
singles plus mint block, double surcharge NH, double surcharge-one inverted NH, double surcharge-both 
inverted mint, some minor faults as typical, mostly F-VF (see online scan) 120

3298 6 118, 1883 Black 1r on 12 4/8c Grey blue Revenue, single tied on mourning cover addressed to London 
by light Manila 3 Set 84 cds, backstamped Minehead OC 8 84 and London OC 9 84, stamp some short 
perfs and a tiny scuff, still a Fine use; 4½c convenience overpay (Scott $600) 200

3299 6 118, 1883 Black 1r on 12 4/8c Grey blue Revenue, single tied on envelope addressed to Stockholm 
Sweden by Manila 9 Oct 85 cds, multiple backstamps incl two different Stockholm 10 12 85 arrivals, 
Very Fine; 4½c convenience overpay (Scott $600) 200

3300 6 118, 1883 Black 1r on 12 4/8c Grey blue Revenue, pair (right stamp inverted surcharge) tied on 
envelope addressed to Germany by Manila 3 Jun 86 cds, backstamped Wiesbaden 4 7 86, cover small 
edge break top center, Fine use 200

3301 5 118, 1883 Black 1r on 12 4/8c Grey blue Revenue, single plus 1888 5c Grey (pinhole) tied on registered 
cover front addressed to Switzerland by boxed "CERTIFICADO", light strike of "R"  registry mark 
(started being used 1886/87), Fine use (1½c overpay) 75

3302 5 118, 1883 Black 1r on 12 4/8c Grey blue Revenue, two singles, two strips of three and irregular block of 
four affixed on 1P500m revenue stamped paper/ fiscal document and canceled by Pampanga notary 
handstamps with add‘l strike of same at the end of the document along with the notary mark of Tarlac, 
stamps some perf tip toning but overall Fine fiscal use 150

3303 1(1) 119, 1882 Black 1r on 10c Bistre Revenue, 5 items; mint single plus omitted surcharge single in block 
with normals (APS cert, one of the normals small faults), inverted surcharge mint, double surcharge 
unused, triple surcharge mint, generally F-VF (See online scan) 120

3304 6 119, 1882 Black 1r on 10c Bistre Revenue, single tied on envelope addressed to Weisswasser, Silesia 
(present day Saxony, Germany) by Manila 1 Jun 82 cds, backstamped on arrival 8 7 82, cover bit of light 
edge soiling, still a Fine use to an unusual destination 100

3305 6 119, 1882 Black 1r on 10c Bistre Revenue, pair (right stamp double surcharge) tied on cover addressed 
to Lisbon by Manila 8 Mar 86 cds, backstamped Lisboa 24 Abr 86, cover bit reduced at top, Fine and 
attractive 200

3306 34 120, 1882 Yellow 2c on 200m Green Revenue, Block of four, one stamp surcharge omitted, bottom 
left stamp the error, cancelled by Manila fiscal oval and couple of penstrokes, usual rough perfs, F-VF; 
2017 APS certificate 100

3307 13(1) 120, 1882 Yellow 2c on 200m Green Revenue, 8 items with mint single plus assorted surcharge errors 
and varieties with unused pair with add‘l surcharge between, surcharge omitted center stamp in a strip 
of five with telegraph punch cancels (only example recorded), inverted surcharge unused and with 
fiscal cancel, double surcharge mint, mint pair in a block of six with four normals, double surcharge-
both inverted unused, few minor flaws as expected but overall F-VF (see online sca) 100

3308 6 120, 1882 Yellow 2c on 200m Green Revenue, single tied on envelope addressed to Pampanga by blue 
Colonial parilla cancel with a blurry Manila 1885 cds at right, cover some light staining and couple small 
edge breaks at right, still a Fine domestic use, one of just eight covers recorded for this issue 100

3309 6 120, 1882 Yellow 2c on 200m Green Revenue, block of four (pos 2 double surcharge) tied on cover 
addressed to Isle of Wight by light blue Manila 5 Feb 84 cancels, backstamped Ventnor MR 17 84, Very 
Fine; one of two surcharge issue covers to this destination, one of the eight covers recorded franked 
with this issue and one of the two franked with a surcharge error 200

3310 6 120, 1882 Yellow 2c on 200m Green Revenue, two singles (one with a double surcharge) and a pair tied 
on envelope addressed to Copenhagen by light Manila 5 Ene 87 cancel, backstamped Copenhagen 8 2 
87, stamps rough perfs, with some short/ pulled, Fine use, one of the eight covers known franked with 
this issue and one of the two with surcharge error 200

3311 6 120, 1882 Yellow 2c on 200m Green Revenue, block of four plus singles of five other surcharged 
issues (Scott 89, 100, 101, 112, 113) all tied/ canceled on envelope addressed to Stockholm Sweden by 
Manila 10 Abr 88 cancels, backstamped Stockholm 5 5 88, Very Fine; franked with the greatest number 
of different surcharge types on a single cover 200

3312 6 121, 1881 Yellow 16c on 2r Blue Revenue, single franking tied on envelope addressed to France by 
Colonial parilla cancel with a Manila 8 Abr 86 cds alongside, Calais a Paris transit cancel, backstamped 
Pont L‘Eveque 22 Mai 86, stamp some short perfs, Fine use 100

3313 6 121, 1881 Yellow 16c on 2r Blue Revenue, single plus #116 tied on registered cover addressed to 
Montevideo Uruguay by blue Manila 21 Ago 87 cds with corresponding registry handstamp,"Domicilio" 
15 Octub 87 backstamp, cover bit worn with some light aging/ edge wear, portion of bottom flap on 
back removed, still a Fine use and the only recorded surcharge cover to this destination 250
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3314 6 121, 1881 Yellow 16c on 2r Blue Revenue, single franking tied on registered cover addressed to Athens 
by light Manila 3 Abr 88 cds, boxed "CERTIFICADO" registry marking, backstamped Athens, cover a 
little bit of edge wear, Fine use, one of two surcharge issue covers to this destination 100

3315 13 122, 1883 Green 1r on 10c Bistre Revenue, mint single, used block with two strikes of "Revisado" 
handstamp (revised surcharged stamp back to its original face value), inverted surcharge mint, double 
surcharge "CERTIFICADO cancel, plus an NH block of six with pos 5 surcharge omitted and pos 6 
double surcharge, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scan) 120

3316 6 122, 1883 Green 1r on 10c Bistre Revenue, single plus 1880 2c Carmine (2) tied on envelope addressed 
to Germany by Colonial parilla cancels with a Madrid 3 Feb 86 cds, backstamped Friedberg 31 2 86 
(postal clerk evidently forgot to change the month slug), Very Fine 100

3317 6 122, 1883 Green 1r on 10c Bistre Revenue, single plus 1882 5c Grey blue tied on envelope addressed 
to Nova Scotia by Manila 23 Ago 86 cds, backstamped Halifax SP 12 86, a bit of aging along right edge, 
still Very Fine 100

3318 6 122, 1883 Green 1r on 10c Bistre Revenue, two singles (one with double surcharge) tied on envelope 
addressed to NY  City by Manila 27 Sep 86 cds, San Francisco Oct 24 "PAID  ALL" transit on face, 
backstamped NY City, cover light overall aging, portion of backflap (and the backstamp) torn away, 
Fine use  150

3319 1/
11
(1)

124, 1883 Red 1r on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue, unused single plus inverted surcharge NH plus block of 
six with three bottom stamps the error (UR normal with corner off), double surcharge NH (APS cert), 
double surcharge-one inverted NH, usual rough perfs, F-VF (see online scan) 100

3320 6 124, 1883 Red 1r on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue, single tied on mourning cover addressed to Paris by 
Colonial parilla cancel with a Manila 25 Jun 86 cds and Paris 30 Aout 86 arrival cancel alongside, small 
section of the backflap missing, Very Fine and attractive, 4½c convenience overpay 100

3321 6 124, 1883 Red 1r on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue, two singles tied on registered cover addressed to Spain by 
Colonial parilla cancel with a blue Manila 24 Dic 88 cds plus fancy framed "CERTIF" registry marking, 
backstamped Ronda 11 Feb 89, cover bit reduced and sealed on both side plus most of backflap missing, 
refolded at bottom to enhance appearance, Fine use, seemingly underpaid by 2½c but complicated 
rates to Spain and interpretation thereof oft-times resulted in incorrect frankings 100

3322 6 124, 1883 Red 1r on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue, single plus 2 4/8c on 5c, 2 4/8c on 10c tied on envelope 
addressed to France by blue Manila 20 Ene 89 cds, three French transit and arrival backstamps, Very 
Fine 100

3323 6 124, 1883 Red 1r on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue, pair plus 1880 2c Carmine, 1882 2 4/8c (6), 1883 2r 
on 2/48c (24) all punch canceled and affixed on telegraph receipt dated April 3 1883 for Manila to 
Saigon, Fine use 100

3324 1/11 
6

125, 1885 Red 6 2/8c on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue, mint single plus inverted surcharge NH single plus 
two singles in an NH block of six (both errors pronounced natural gum creases), double surcharge 
NH, Covers single + 2 4/8c Ultra 1887 to Germany, single plus 2c Carmine 1886 to Cairo Egypt, 
generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 200

3325 6 125, 1885 Red 6 2/8c on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue, single with double surcharge plus pair of red 1c on 2 
4/8c Ultra (one stamp double surcharge) tied on envelope addressed to Switzerland by blue Manila 
8 Abr 87 cds, three Swiss transit/ arrival backstamps, portion of backflap removed, o/w Very Fine; the 
only recorded surcharge issue cover franked with two different errors 150

3326 6 125, 1885 Red 6 2/8c on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue, two singles (one with double surcharge) tied on 
envelope addressed to USA by a lightly struck Manila 29 Abr 85 cds, San Francisco May 17 "PAID ALL" 
transit cancel on face, backstamped NY  City May 23 85 "opera glass", fresh and Very Fine; 4½c 
convenience overpay 150

3327 6 125, 1885 Red 6 2/8c on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue, block of four tied on envelope addressed to Buzinka 
and then forwarded to Kossa by blue Manila 22 Ago 88 cds, backstamped Buzinka 3 10 88, Kossa Oct 
4 88, a Fine use, both Buzinka and Kossa were part of Austria-Hungary at time of mailing but are now 
part of Slovakia 150

3328 14(1) 126, 1883 Red 1r on 10p Bistre Revenue, mint single plus omitted surcharge mint in pair (APS cert), 
inverted surcharge unused (APS cert) and block of four NH (APS, top stamps light crease), double 
surcharge-both inverted mint (APS cert), also a strip of three comprised of double surcharge-both 
inverted, normal and inverted surcharge, mostly F-VF (see online scan) 1000

3329 6 126, 1883 Red 1r on 10p Bistre Revenue, single with inverted surcharge tied on folded letter sheet 
addressed to Italy by Manila 12 Jul 83 cds, Fine use; 4½c convenience overpay 120

3330 6 126, 1883 Red 1r on 10p Bistre Revenue, single tied on lightweight envelope by very lightly struck 
Manila Feb 1888 cds with another alongside, ms. "Via Marseille", backstamped Madrid 26 Mar 88, stamp 
with a light pre-affixing crease, still Very Fine and a nice single franking showing the higher rates 
charged on mail to Spain 150
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3331 6 126 var, 1883 Red 1r on 10p Bistre Revenue, Diagonal bisect on cover, tied along with 1880 2c 
Carmine on envelope addressed to Boston by Colonial parilla cancels, light Manila 1888 cds alongside, 
backstamped San Francisco Jun 20, Boston Jun 30 (two different), Fine use and one of only two 
known surcharge issue bisect covers and the only bisect of the 1r surcharge; there were no regulations 
prohibiting the use of a bisect to make the proper rate and given the shortages of available stamps 
to meet postal and telegraphic needs, it is likely bisecting was used more often than having just two 
recorded covers extant would suggest. 400

3332 1 127, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, nicely centered, part o.g., diagonal corner crease, Very 
Fine appearance; probably less than 100 known; 2009 APS certificate (Scott $350) 100

3333 1 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Imperforate, full balanced margins, o.g., h.r., Very 
Fine and choice; the only recorded example; 2010 APS certificate 250

3334 (1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Pair, one stamp without overprint, fresh color, 
unused, some hinge reinforced perf separations, Fine; one of two recorded examples; 2009 APS 
certificate  250

3335 4(1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Block of four, one stamp without overprint, the 
lower right stamp along with three normals, unused, fresh and Fine, one of two known errors; each 
stamp signed Colson, 1990 APS certificate (Scott $1,400 as normal o.g. singles) 250

3336 (1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Pair, additional overprint straddles stamps, well 
centered, unused, left stamp small thins, Very Fine appearance 150

3337 (1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, unused, fresh and Fine; 2016 
APS certificate 150

3338 (1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, right stamp in pair with normal, 
unused, normal stamp light crease and some nibbed perfs, error sound and F-VF 150

3339 (1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, top stamp in vertical pair with 
normal, unused, some hinge reinforced perfs, fresh and Fine 150
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3340 4(1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, vertical block of six with the 
three right stamps the error, left stamps normal, unused, some hinge perf reinforcement, top left 
stamp light bends, o/w fresh and F-VF; the largest recorded multiple; 1994 APS certificate (Scott $2,100 
as normal o.g. singles) 500

3341 3 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, pen cancel, tiny thin spot, Fine 
appearance 100

3342 (1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Double surcharge, fresh color, unused, couple light 
creases, VG-Fine 75

3343 (1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Double surcharge, right stamp in pair with normal, 
unused, usual rough perfs and with corner perf bends, normal stamp some light toning along outer 
edge, F-VF; error stamp signed I Koslow, 1993 APS certificate 150

3344 14 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Double overprint, block of six with pos 4 the error, 
part to small part o.g., 2nd stamp h.r. light even toning, F-VF; the largest recorded multiple; 2009 APS 
certificate (Scott $2,100 as normal singles) 500

3345 (1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Double overprint, one inverted, fresh color, 
unused, Fine; signed Colson 150

3346 (1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Double overprint, one inverted, unused, fresh and 
Fine 150

3347 (1) 127 var, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, Triple overprint, unused, usual rough perfs, fresh 
and Fine; the only recorded example of this error; signed Colson, 1992 APS certificate 150

3348 6 127, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, single franking tied on mourning cover addressed to 
Spain by Manila 19 May 81 cds, cover rounded corner and some light bends upper left plus most of 
back portion of envelope missing, Fine use showing the higher rate to Spain; only six covers with this 
issue recorded 500

3349 6 127, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, tied by blue Lingayen 17 Mar 82 cds on envelope 
addressed to Manila, a Fine domestic use; 1r (or 12½c) significantly overpays the domestic single 
weight rate of 2½c. The overpayment is likely due to the stamp shortage which required surcharging 
and can be classified as a "necessity" franking; signed Champion 500

3350 6 127, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, three singles (one with inverted overprint) plus 1881 2 
4/8c on 10c Revenue (3), 10p Bistre Revenue (2) all punch canceled and affixed on telegraph receipt 
dated Feb 12 1881 for Manila to Hong Kong, Fine use, the only recorded example of this particular 
overprint (on any value) on a telegraph receipt 250

3351 1 127A, 1881 Red Overprint on 2r Blue Revenue, part o.g., h.r., Fine and scarce with less than 35 
examples recorded; was not listed by Bartels (1904) as he had never seen a genuine example; 1996 
APS certificate (Scott $900) 450
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3352 14 127A, 1881 Red Overprint on 2r Blue Revenue, top margin imprint block of 20, right half o.g. or part 
o.g., left half unused, small tear between pos 12-13, pos 16 small punch-hole, some small faults in the 
margin, still a spectacular block and the only multiple recorded for this issue - one of the gems of 
Philippines philately, 2012 APS certificate (Scott $18,000 as singles) 10000

3353 3 127A var, 1881 Red Overprint on 2r Blue Revenue, Sideways overprint reading up, well centered, pen 
cancel, Very Fine (Scott $1,150 for postal cancel) 150

3354 11 127A var, 1881 Red Overprint on 2r Blue Revenue, Inverted overprint, o.g., NH, light even toning, 
Fine and rare with a mere two examples recorded, this being the only one in its original Post Office 
state; 2009 APS certificate (Scott $900 for hinged normal) 1000

3355 1 127A var, 1881 Red Overprint on 2r Blue Revenue, Double overprint, deep rich color, nicely centered, 
o.g., corner perf crease upper left, still Very Fine and choice, just two example recorded; 2010 APS 
certificate (Scott $900 as normal) 750

3356 1 127A, 1881 Red Overprint on 1881 2r Blue Revenue, rich color, o.g., h.r., pulled perf, Fine and scarce; 
signed Colson (Scott $900) 300

3357 1 127A, 1881 Red Overprint on 2r Blue Revenue, part o.g., thinned, just Fine centering, a rare stamp 
with just 100 reportedly issued; 1997 APS certificate (Scott $900) 300

3358 (1) 127B, 1883 Red 1r on 1r Green Revenue, very well centered, unused, tiny sealed break lower right (not 
mentioned in cert), Very Fine appearance; 1996 APS certificate (Scott $700 for o.g.) 150
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3359 4(1) 127B, 1883 Red 1r on 1r Green Revenue, block of four, unused, diagonal crease through three stamps 
(upper right sound), F-VF appearance; the only recorded multiple of this issue; 2009 APS certificate 
(Scott $2,800 as o.g. singles) 750

3360 (1) 127B var, 1883 Red 1r on 1r Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, unused, fresh and Fine 250
3361 6 127B, 1883 Red 1r on 1r Green Revenue, single tied on envelope addressed to USA by Colonial parilla 

cancel with a light Manila July 1889 cds alongside, penciled docketing on front side, backstamped San 
Francisco Jul 21, New York "opera glass" Jul 27, New Bedford Mass Jul 28, cover opened at right, stamp 
with bit of soiling, Fine and rare, just two covers known franked with this issue; a 4½c "convenience" 
overpay (Scott $800 as used single) 500

3362 3(1) 128, 1883 Red 1r on 1p Green Revenue, 6 items - unused single plus inverted surcharge unused, 
double surcharge used (3; pen cancel, telegraph punch, single in a pair with normal with fiscal cancel), 
double surcharge-both inverted unused (small faults), VG-VF (see online scan) 100

3363 6 128, 1883 Red 1r on 1p Green Revenue, single tied on envelope addressed to the Netherlands by 
Manila 24 Mar 84 cds, backstamped Haarlem 2 Mei 84, Very Fine and attractive 300

3364 6 128, 1883 Red 1r on 1p Green Revenue, single tied on envelope addressed to Australia by Colonial 
parilla cancel with a Manila 29 Set 85 cds below, backstamped Melbourne Oc 26 85, bit roughly opened 
with approx half of backflap (and portion of a Victoria cancel) torn away and couple small edge breaks 
at top, still a Fine single franking; 4½c "convenience" overfranking 250

3365 6 128, 1883 Red 1r on 1p Green Revenue, strip of six plus block of fourteen (incl six singles with double 
surcharge) plus 1880 2c Carmine (3), 1882 2 4/8c Ultra (2), 5p Grey Telegraph (8) all punch canceled 
and affixed on telegraph receipt dated July 7 1883 for Manila to Liverpool, form with some paper erosion 
from ink but Fine overall; the block of fourteen is the largest recorded multiple for this issue 250

3366 1 129, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, part o.g., tiny natural paper translucency, typical rough 
perfs, VG-Fine (Scott $500) 75

3367 11 129, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, vertical strip of five, fresh color, o.g., NH, usual rough 
perfs, bottom stamp pronounced natural gum crease, Fine multiple (Scott $2,500 as hinged singles)

600
3368 11 129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Pair, one stamp without surcharge, rich color, o.g., NH, 

usual rough perfs, Fine (Scott $500 for hinged overprint single) 300
3369 (1) 129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Pair, one stamp without overprint, fresh color, unused, 

Fine and scarce 150

3370 4(1) 129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Block of four, one stamp without surcharge, fresh color, 
unused, error stamp with a tiny facial scuff (not mentioned in cert), still scarce and F-VF; 1993 APS 
certificate (Scott $1,500 for the normals with o.g.) 500

3371 4(1) 129, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Block of ten, surcharge omitted on 4th stamp, unused, 
small faults (not mentioned in cert) but still a Fine block being the largest recorded; 2015 APS certificate 
(Scott $4,500 as normal block of ten with o.g.) 600

3372 1 129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, well centered, o.g., fresh and Very 
Fine (Scott $500 for normal) 300

3373 3 129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, neat corner cancel, thin spot, Very 
Fine appearance (Scott $425 for normal) 100
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3374 11 129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, strip of three with pos 3 the error, 
o.g., NH, usual rough perfs with error stamp couple of pulled perfs, still fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,500 
as hinged normals) 600

3375 114 129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, block of four with pos 3 the error, o.g., 
NH, usual rough perfs with some separations, fresh and F-VF (Scott $2,000 as hinged normals) 800

3376 11 129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Double surcharge, fresh color, o.g., NH, usual rough 
perfs, Fine example (Scott $500 for hinged normal) 200

3377 6 129, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, single tied on envelope addressed to Switzerland by blue 
Manila 13 Set 87 cds, ms. "Via Marseilles", backstamped Basel 19.X.87, Very Fine single franking; 4½c 
"convenience" overpay 750

3378 6 129, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, single plus 1888 6c Yellow brown tied on envelope addressed 
to Valparaiso Chile by Colonial parilla cancels with a Manila 5 Oct 88 cds alongside, backstamped Arica 
Chile 18 Dic 88, Valparaiso 25.XII.88, Very Fine and choice; the only surcharge issue cover addressed 
to this destination 750

3379 6 129, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, two singles plus 1880 2c Carmine (3), 1881 2 4/8c on 10c 
(6 incl strip of three with inverted surcharge), Telegraph 250m Deep ultra (16) all punch canceled and 
affixed on telegraph receipt dated Apr 27 1884 for Manila to Hong Kong, Very Fine, the only recorded 
use of the 1r surcharges on a telegraph receipt 750
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3380 14 129A, 1881 Pale red 2r on 2r Blue Revenue, well centered block of four with pos 1 showing a "bounce" 
or "kiss" second impression of the surcharge, small part o.g., fresh and Very Fine; this along with the 
next lot, represent the only two known blocks of four and, most likely, the only recorded multiples of 
this issue; 2017 APS certificate (Scott $3,600 as singles) 2500

3381 14(1) 129A, 1881 Pale red 2r on 2r Blue Revenue, block of four, top right stamp unused, others small part 
o.g., some light toning (not mentioned in cert), Fine centering, one of just two blocks known; 2015 
APS certificate (Scott $3,600 as o.g. singles) 750

3382 3 129A, 1881 Pale red 2r on 2r Blue Revenue, filled in punch-hole cancel (appears unused), fresh and 
Fine (Scott $800 for postal cancel) 150

3383 3 129A var, 1881 Pale red 2r on 2r Blue Revenue, Inverted surcharge, pen cancel, light corner creases, 
short perf, o/w fresh and Very Fine (Scott $800 for normal with postal cancel) 100

3384 3 129A var, 1881 Pale red 2r on 2r Blue Revenue, Double surcharge, lightly canceled, small thin spot, usual 
rough perfs with a rounded bottom right corner, Fine appearance (Scott $800 for normal) 200

3385 1 129B, 1881 Blue overprint on 10c Bistre Revenue, rich color, part o.g., h.r. and couple bits of paper adhering, 
Fine and scarce with just 100 reported issued; signed Kohler, 2001 APS certificate (Scott $700) 300

3386 1 129B, 1881 Blue Overprint on 10c Bistre Revenue, fresh color, o.g., Fine and scarce with just 8 examples 
recorded; 1995 APS certificate (Scott $700) 500

3387 1 129B, 1881 Blue Overprint on 10c Bistre Revenue, Inverted overprint, o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh 
and Fine; the only recorded example; 2009 APS certificate (Scott $700 for normal) 500

3388 1 129B var, 1881 Blue overprint on 10c Bistre Revenue, Double overprint, part o.g. with some brown 
streaks as often, h.r., Very Fine for these, the only recorded example; 2015 APS certificate (Scott $700 
for normal)  500

3389 13
6(1)

130, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 200m Green Revenue, the exhibit collection and comprised of mint 
single and block of four plus inverted surcharge mint, double surcharge mint, double surcharge-one 
inverted mint, Covers 1888 to Nova Scotia with strip of three plus 1880 2c Carmine, 1888 to Italy 
with four singles incl inverted surcharge and double surcharge; some typical minor faults, generally 
F-VF (see online scans) 250

3390 16 131, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 20c Brown Revenue, useful assortment incl mint single plus double 
overprint mint, triple overprint mint (thin), Cover 1888 to London with four singles, a Fine group 
(see online scan) 150

3391 13(1) 132, 1883 Red 2r on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, mint single plus block of 24 unused (largest recorded 
unused multiple), inverted surcharge punch cancel, double surcharge unused, double surcharge-one 
inverted used, typical rough perfs, generally F-VF (see online scan) 150
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3392 6 132, 1883 Red 2r on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, single franking tied on registered cover to London 
by Manila 27 Jun 85 cds, boxed "CERTIFICADO" registry marking, backstamped London AU 3 85, 
cover with couple of light folds not affecting stamp, Fine use; one of two covers recorded franked with 
this issue 200

3393 6 132, 1883 Red 2r on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, three singles plus 1881/88 Red 1r on 5c Grey 
Postage (Scott 104), Black 1r on 12 4/8c Revenue (Scott 118), Green 1r on 10c Bistre Revenue (Scott 
122), all tied by Colonial parilla cancels on envelope (230x90mm with side flap) addressed to England, 
Manila 2 Nov 88 cds alongside, backstamped Bristol DE 1 88, cover a bit of wear along the edges but 
an overall Fine use, one of two recorded covers with the red 2r surcharge 300

3394 6 132, 1883 Red 2r on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, 58 stamps including a block of 28 (largest recorded 
multiple and containing a double surcharge error) plus 1880 2c Carmine (4), Telegraph 10p Lake, all 
punch canceled and affixed on telegraph receipt dated March 2 1883 for Manila to London, document 
cut close at left side affecting some perfs and the top four stamps in first column (as well the other 5p 
Telegraph) with faults, light horiz folds affecting some stamps, still a Fine use 200

3395 6 132, 1883 Red 2r on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, 23 stamps (one with a Red 1r sideways (type 5) on 
the normal Red 2r - only example recorded) plus 1880 2c Carmine (3), Telegraph 2p Blue green, 5p 
Grey (3), 10p Lake (2) all punch cancelled and affixed on telegraph receipt dated May 17 1883 for 
Manila to Bermeo Spain, some faults to the receipt but overall Fine use 150

3396 3 133, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, punch hole filled in, fresh and Fine; 1997 APS 
certificate (Scott $375 for punch cancel) 150

3397 3 133, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, pair, punch holes filled in, fresh and F-VF 1997 
APS certificate (Scott $750 for punch cancels) 250

3398 3 133, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, pair with telegraph punch cancels (as usual), 
some light toning, left stamp faulty, Fine centering (Scott $750 for punch cancels) 200

3399 5 133, 1883 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, two singles affixed on portion of a telegraph receipt 
along with pair of 1880 5P Telegraph, all cancelled by the typical punch, both #133 with some perf 
tip toning, one of the #133 with right perfs trimmed off (not mentioned in cert), o/w Fine; 2013 APS 
certificate (Scott $750 for #133 used with punch cancel) 150

3400 5 133, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, pair and single with telegraph punch cancels 
affixed on a small fragment, some light perf toning, still Fine and scarce multiple (Scott $1,125 as 
singles with punch cancel) 350

3401 5 133, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, strip of three and two pairs (listed as strip of 
seven on cert) plus Telegraph 5p Grey pair all punch cancelled and affixed on portion of telegraph 
receipt, one of the 5p stamps some light staining, o/w F-VF (Scott $2,625 for the surcharge issues as 
singles with punch cancel) 600

3402 5 133, 1883 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, tied on portion of a document by Camarines Sur 
handstamp, Fine use; less than ten examples of this stamp without a punch cancel are recorded; 2015 
APS certificate (Scott $375 for punch cancel) 250

3403 5 133 var, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, Sideways surcharge, with telegraph punch 
and affixed on fragment of telegraph receipt, Fine example; 2012 APS certificate (Scott $375 for normal 
surcharge with punch cancel) 150

3404 34 133 var, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, Block of four, Surcharge omitted on one 
stamp, pos 2 the error, all with blue telegraph and punch cancel, top stamps some light creasing, o/w 
F-VF, the only recorded example of the surcharge error on this issue; 2009 APS certificate (Scott $1,125 
for the normals with punch cancel) 500

3405 11 133 var, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, Inverted surcharge, fresh color, o.g., NH, 
trivial corner perf crease bottom left, a Fine example and quite rare, the only known example with 
never hinged original gum; 2009 APS certificate (Scott $750 as hinged normal) 500

3406 5 133 var, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, Inverted surcharge, with punch cancel and 
affixed on portion of a telegraph receipt, fresh and Fine (Scott $375 for normal) 250
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3407 3 133 var, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, Double surcharge, small portion of a third 
surcharge at right, telegraph punch cancel, Fine example (Scott $375 for normal) 250

3408 3 133 var., 1883 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, Double surcharge, typical punch cancel, rounded 
upper right corner (not mentioned in cert), Fine centering; 2015 APS certificate (Scott $375 for punch 
cancel) 75

3409 5 133 var, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, Double surcharge, on small piece with 
normal, both with telegraph punch cancel, the normal with a small edge break, o/w Fine (Scott $375 
for normal) 250

3410 3 133 var., 1883 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, Double surcharge, both inverted, pen-stroke 
cancel, some rough perfs and tiny edge break at right (not mentioned in cert), Fine appearance; less 
than ten examples of this stamp without punch cancel recorded; 2016 APS certificate (Scott $375 for 
normal with punch cancel)  200

3411 3 133 var, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, Triple surcharge, well centered single with 
telegraph punch, fresh and Very Fine; the only recorded example (Scott $375 for normal) 300

3412 6 133, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, single tied on envelope addressed to Paris by 
Colonial parilla cancel with a Manila 5 Ago 85 cds alongside, French transit cancel on face, backstamped 
Paris 13 Sept 85, choice Very Fine; the only recorded use of this stamp on cover; a 12c "necessity" overpay 5000
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Post Office in Manila
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3413 6 133, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, 30 examples in three strips of three (one of the stamps 
with a double surcharge) and a block of 21 plus 2r on 2 4/8c Surcharge (8, one with an inverted surcharge, 
one with a double surcharge), 1871 10c Green, 1880 2c Carmine (3), 25c Dark brown, Telegraph 1p Brown, 
5p Grey, 2r Surcharge all punch cancelled and affixed on telegraph receipt dated Nov 25 1883 for Manila 
to Saigon, receipt a bit rough around the edges but still a Fine use; the largest recorded multiple of the 20c 
on 250m (Scott for the #133 with telegraph cancel $11,250 as singles) 2500

3414 13 134, 1883 Black 2r on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, 7 items - mint single and block of four (scarce) 
plus omitted surcharge in strip of four (2 of the normal stamps damaged) on piece with punch cancel 
(the only example recorded), inverted surcharge punch cancel, double surcharge used (2; postal or 
punch cancel), triple surcharge used (the only recorded example), some typical minor faults but an 
overall Fine array (see online scan) 100

3415 6 134, 1883 Black 2r on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, single tied on folded letter sheet addressed to 
Paris by Manila 16 Nov 83 cds, backstamped Paris 31 Dec, Very Fine; the only recorded use on cover; a 
17c "necessity" overpay of the 8c rate  500

3416 6 134, 1883 Black 2r on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, 20 stamps (incl four with double surcharge) plus 
1880/83 2c Carmine (4), 2 4/8c Ultra (4), 1883 1r Red on 1p Green Revenue (6; Scott 128; two with 
double surcharge), Telegraph 2p Blue green, 5p Grey (8), all punch canceled and affixed on telegraph 
receipt dated July 5 1883 for Manila to Hamburg Germany, a Fine and attractive use 200

3417 6 134, 1883 Black 2r on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, 20 stamps (block of fourteen with inverted 
surcharge, two strips of three) plus 1882 5c Grey (2), 20c Bistre brown (2) all punch canceled and 
affixed on telegraph receipt dated Nov 6 1884 for Manila to Saigon, an additional large blue "YTG" 
handstamp for International Telegraph Company (a British firm contracted by Spanish government to 
setup and maintain the Philippines telegraph service), form with a couple of horiz folds, Fine use; the 
largest recorded multiple with inverted surcharge 150

3418 3(1) 135, 1883 Red 1r on Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, the exhibit collection being splendid array 
of 8 items comprised of mint single and an assortment of surcharge errors and varieties as black surcharge 
omitted in block of six with punch cancel (one of the normal stamps faulty), red 1r inverted unused single 
and block of four, red 1r doubled unused, black 20c doubled unused, red 1r inverted + black 20c doubled 
unused, both surcharges inverted with punch cancel, generally F-VF (see online scan) 150

3419 6 135, 1883 Red 1r on Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, single with inverted red 1r surcharge 
tied on domestic cover addressed to Calamba, Lalaguna by Colonial parilla cancel, Manila sender‘s 
imprint on backflap, stamp and cover lightly aged, Fine use; 10c "necessity" overpay of the 2½c 
domestic rate; one of six covers recorded franked with this issue  The cover is addressed to Don Paciano 
Mercado, the elder brother of national hero Dr Jose Rizal 100

3420 6 135, 1883 Red 1r on Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, single with black 20c surcharge 
doubled plus 1883 2 4/8c Ultra single plus block all tied on envelope addressed to Rome by Colonial 
parilla cancels, light Manila 9 Ago 84 cds alongside, receiving docketing at left, backstamped Roma 18 
9 84, cover slightly reduced at top and portion of backflap missing, cover some edge wear/ aging and 
wrinkling at left, Fine use; one of six covers known franked with this issue The addressee, Dr Antonio 
Flores, was serving as an ambassador to Europe at the time and became President of Ecuador August 
17, 1888, serving until June 30, 1892. 150

3421 1/11 136, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 1c Bistre Telegraph, useful assortment with mint single plus surcharge 
errors incl inverted surcharge mint single (2 incl one in a block of four with normals) and strip of three 
NH, double surcharge mint and a mint block of four with UR stamp double surcharge and LR stamp 
inverted surcharge (one of the normal stamps corner missing), Fine group (see online scan) 100

3422 6 136, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 1c Bistre Telegraph, lot of three covers; Sep 1888 to Alexandria Egypt 
with 16 stamps (incl block of nine - the largest recorded use on cover), cover with couple staple holes; 
Nov 1888 to Berlin with two pairs, May 1889 to Firenze Italy with four singles (one with a double 
surcharge); Fine examples (see online scans) 200
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“Unlisted“ Surcharge Issues

The current Scott catalog lists 51 surcharged issues plus a few varieties. Peterson’s work on the 
“unlisted” surcharges documents scores of additional stamps not mentioned in the Scott catalog, 
though many of these are mentioned in other catalogs and references. While many of these are 
of questionable status, there are many which have been identified as legitimate postal issues. 
Legitimacy can be determined in large part by applying various criteria to the issue in question:

1. Is the stamp itself genuine, whether it was originally issued for postal, fiscal or telegraphic 
purposes.

2. Is the surcharge itself genuine, i.e. does it match previously recorded and recognized genuine 
surcharges.

3. Was this particular combination of stamp and surcharge authorized by postal authorities?

4. Are there genuine used examples off, or preferably on, cover or telegraph receipt?

It is the last two criteria that are the trickiest as an enterprising postal worker could “create” 
unofficial surcharge issues at will. Only in taking all four of the criteria into consideration, along 
with experience with the issue, can one definitively determine if the “unofficial” surcharge is a 
legitimate postal issue worthy of catalog listing. 

The lots in this section are listed in Peterson catalog number order and many of them are illustrated 
in his work on the “unlisted” surcharges. There are many unique examples offered and the section 
represents the culmination of searching for and examining the surcharged issues for over 40 years.  
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3423 Peterson 3, Black 2c on 2c Carmine Postage (#76), o.g., h.r., fresh and Fine, the only recorded example; 
1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3424 114 Peterson 12, Black 2r on 5c Grey Postage (#81), nicely centered block of four, o.g., NH, typical rough 
perfs, F-VF, a striking multiple and the only one recorded; 2009 APS certificate 750

3425 (1) Peterson 13, Black 2r on 2 ½c Brown Postage (#77), unused, typical rough perfs, fresh and Fine; the 
only recorded example; 1997 APS certificate, illustrated in Peterson 200

3426 1 Peterson 16, Green 20c on 2c Carmine Postage (#76), o.g., Fine, the only recorded example, was listed 
in Edifil in 1991 but no other year and is not listed by any other authority; 1997 APS certificate, illustrated 
in Peterson 200

3427 1 Peterson 22, Red 1r on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 1st retouch (#78), o.g., l.h., few blunted perfs, 
Fine; the only recorded example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3428 1 Peterson 24, Red 1r on 20c Bistre Postage (#87), well centered, o.g., Very Fine; two examples recorded; 
1996 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3429 (1) Peterson 26, Red 2r on 5c Grey Postage (#81), unused, Fine; the only reported example; 1997 APS 
certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3430 1 Peterson 30, Yellow 1r on 5c Grey Postage (#81), nicely centered, part o.g., h.r., Very Fine, 8 examples 
recorded; 1997 APS certificate 200

3431 6 Peterson 30, Yellow 1r on 5c Grey Postage (#81), single plus #76, 82, 98, 103 (2), 104 (4), all canceled 
or tied on oversized envelope addressed to Philadelphia by Manila 8 Dic 85 cancels, black "DUE 
4" handstamp and US 1c Postage Dues affixed and canceled by black cork killers, backstamped 
Philadelphia Dec 24, cover postal wear and aging with some edge breaks and discoloration along some 
light folds, an otherwise Fine use being the only 1r Yellow surcharge issue cover recorded 500
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3432 (1) Peterson 35, Green 1r on 8c Green on 2c Carmine Postage (#76), unused, some nibbed perfs incl 
rounded lower right corner, Fine, 8 examples are recorded; illustrated in Peterson 100

3433 (1) Peterson 38, Black 20c on Green 1r on 8c Brown Postage (#83), nicely centered, unused, fresh and 
Very Fine; the only recorded example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3434 1 Peterson 39, Black 20c on Red 2r on 8c Brown Postage (#83), part o.g. h.r., fresh and Fine; two recorded 
examples; 1996 APS certificate (stamp was Peterson #17 at the time); illustrated in Peterson 150

3435 1 Peterson 40, Red 1r on Red 2r on 2c Carmine Postage (#76), small part o.g., some typical nibbed perfs 
(a corner perf has disappeared since the cert photo was taken), Fine, Scott catalog listed this stamp 
(#183d) in the 1900-1903 editions but not thereafter; the only recorded example; 1996 APS certificate 
(stamp was Peterson #18 at the time); illustrated in Peterson 200

3436 1 Peterson 41, Red 2r on Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage (#76), lovely color, o.g., Very Fine; the only 
recorded example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3437 (1) Peterson 42, Black 2r on Black 2c on 2ﾽc Postage (#77), good color, unused, typical rough perfs, Very 
Fine; two examples recorded 150

3438 1 Peterson 44, Red 20c on Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage #76), o.g., h.r., small edge break (not 
mentioned in cert), horiz crease, Fine appearance; the only recorded example; 2009 APS certificate

200
3439 3 Peterson 47, 8c Green on 1r Green on 5c Grey Postage (#81), nicely centered, telegraph cancel, Very 

Fine; one of two known 100
3440 3 Peterson 48, Green 2r on Green 1r on 5c Grey Postage (#81), lightly canceled, short perf, Fine; the only 

recorded example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200
3441 1 Peterson 50, Red 1r on Black 2r on 5c Grey Postage (#81), o.g., fresh and Fine; the only recorded 

example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200
3442 1 Peterson 51, Red 2r on Red 1r on 5c Grey Postage (#81), o.g., some short perfs with shallow thinning at 

top (not mentioned in cert), Fine centering; the only recorded example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated 
in Peterson 200

3443 1 Peterson 55, Black 2 4/8c on 5r Carmine Revenue, well centered, o.g., fresh and Very Fine; the only 
recorded example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3444 Peterson 56, Black 2 4/8c on 1r Green Revenue, mint o.g. single with a bogus non-Filipino cancel, 
Fine; the only recorded example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 150

3445 Peterson 56A, Black 2 4/8c on 1p Dark olive bistre Revenue, o.g., pulled perf, Fine; 2009 APS certificate
200

3446 (1) Peterson 57, Black 2 4/8c on 1p25c Blue Revenue, well centered pair, unused, fresh and Very Fine; the 
only known examples, it is likely this surcharge was applied in error as this revenue is the same color as 
the 2r value for which the surcharges were authorized; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson

250
3447 1 Peterson 57 var, Black 2 4/8c on 1p25c Blue Revenue, Imperforate, pair with fresh color, o.g., small 

h.r., tiny corner crease confined to the margin upper right, Very Fine; the only recorded example; 1997 
APS certificate 250

3448 1 Peterson 58, Black 8c on 12 4/8c Grey blue Revenue, o.g., very lightly hinged, typical rough perfs, 
fresh and Fine; one of two recorded; illustrated in Peterson 150

3449 (1) Peterson 59, Black overprint on 1r Green Revenue, unusued, some nibbed perfs, fresh and Fine; the 
only recorded example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3450 1 Peterson 60, Black 1r on 10p Bistre Revenue, o.g., very lightly hinged, rounded top left corner, tiny 
corner crease lower right, still fresh and Fine; four examples recorded; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated 
in Peterson 150

3451 3 Peterson 62, 2r Black on 2r Blue Revenue, fresh color, pen cancel, rounded upper left corner, Fine, 
was listed in the 1903 SG catalog (#133a) but was then dropped; the only recorded example; 1997 APS 
certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3452 (1) Peterson 66, Red 16c on 1r Green Revenue, unused, diagonal crease ending in small edge tear (not 
mentioned in cert), Fine appearance; the only recorded example; 1997 APS certificate 150
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3453 Peterson 71, Red overprint on 10c Bistre Revenue, pair, o.g., fresh and F-VF; 2 pairs and two singles 
recorded; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 750

3454 1 Peterson 71, Red overprint on 10c Bistre Revenue, pair, large part o.g., h.r., Fine; one of the two known 
pairs; 2001 APS certificate 750

3455 (1) Peterson 75, 1r Red on 1r Black on 12 4/8c Grey lilac Revenue, unused, fresh and Fine; the only 
recorded example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3456 3 Peterson 77, Black 1r on Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, fiscal cancel, corner perf crease, Fine; 
the only recorded example; 1996 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3457 (1) Peterson 78, Black 2r on Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, unused, fresh and Fine; the only recorded 
example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3458 1 Peterson 79, Black 2c on Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, part o.g., h.r. and small paper adherence, 
small thin spot (not mentioned in cert), Fine appearance; the only recorded example; 1997 APS 
certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200

3459 1 Peterson 86, 8c Black on 2 4/8c Black on 2r Blue Revenue, part o.g., h.r., usual rough perfs with couple 
perf thins (not mentioned in cert), Fine appearance; 1995 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson

200
3460 3 Peterson 86, 8c Black on 2 4/8c Black on 2r Blue Revenue, well centered, lightly canceled, Very Fine; 

2009 APS certificate 150
3461 (1) Peterson 96, Black 1r on Black 2r on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, unused, fresh and Fine; the only 

recorded example; 1996 APS certificate, illustrated in Peterson 200
3462 3 Peterson 99, Black 2r on Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, pair with very light cancel, fresh 

and Fine; only 3 used examples recorded; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200
3463 (1) Peterson 100, Red 2r on Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, rich color, unused, short perf, 

Fine; the only recorded example; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 200
3464 1 Peterson 104, Black 20c on Yellow 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, o.g., h.r., crease ending in 

pulled perf, Fine centering, three examples recorded; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson The 
yellow surcharge converted the telegraph stamp for revenue use as a "GIRO", or draft, stamp, As with 
virtually all of the surcharged stamps, this revenue stamp was pressed into service to prepay letters 
and telegraphs. The yellow surcharge was difficult to see and read. When the Ordinance of 1883 was 
issued to surcharge the 250m telegraph stamps with a black 20c surcharge, it is likely these previously 
surcharged stamps were inadvertently included in the group to receive the 20c surcharge. 100

3465 1 Peterson 104, Black 20c on Yellow 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, o.g., bits of h.r., fresh and Fine; 
2000 APS certificate 150

3466 1 Black 2r on 250m Brown Telegraph, well centered, o.g., small faults, Very Fine appearance; 2009 APS 
certificate 200

3467 King Alfonso XIII "Baby" Head Essay , detailed drawing in pencil on a thick paper and similar to the 
final approved design, without denomination and inscribed "Madrid 89" at bottom, Very Fine

250
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3468 1890/97 1c/25c King Alfonso XIII Small Die Essays, comprised of 1c Lilac, 2c Carmine, 2 4/8c Rose, 2 
4/8c Blue, 5c Brown, 8c Red brown, 10c Blue green, 12 4/8c Grey, 20c Light rose and 25c Orange all 
on thick ungummed paper and about 30x32mm, fresh and Very Fine (see online scans) 2000

3469 1890/97 3c Blue green Small Die Essay, on thin card, 29x34mm, Very Fine and extremely rare, this 
denomination not used in the issued set but was used as the indicia on the postal card (H&G 7, 9, 11); 
2013 PF certificate 300

3470 S 1890/97 Alfonso XII Issue; MINISTERIO DE ULTRAMAR MUESTRAS" Specimen Overprints 
Selection, 48 items ranging from singles to blocks of 27 (131 total stamps), assorted denominations to 
20c with some duplicates and includes few newspaper issues, mostly o.g. with numerous NH, mostly 
F-VF, a scarce assemblage (see online scans) 1200

3471 S 1890/97 Alfonso XII Issue; "MUESTRAS" Specimen Overprints Selection, 34 singles - four with the 
small overprint, balance the larger type incl two newspaper issues, denominations to 80c with few 
duplicates, mostly o.g. or part o.g., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 150

3472 S 1890/97 Alfonso XII Issue; "MUESTRAS" Specimen Overprints Multiples Selection, 52 items from 
pairs to blocks of 30 with most being blocks of four, all with the larger font overprint, mostly o.g. with 
some usual toning, some duplications with denominations to 25c and incl 1/8c Newspaper issue block 
of 30, also note 2c Violet gutter block, 2 4/8c Blue block of 12 with overprint omitted on 6th stamp, 
2 4/8c Blue block of nine with a plate scratch in pos 6, 9; usual mixed condition, VG-VF; an elusive 
assortment of specimen blocks (see online scans) 1250

3473 13(1) 140/80, 1890/97 1c/80c King Alfonso XIII Selection, group of mostly mint singles and incl some mint 
blocks and used assortment on piece, note better as 2c imperf plate proof pair and block, 143 block of 
nine NH, 172 strip of four + single on piece with Smith Bell & Co oval cancel, 175 used (29) on assorted 
fragments, 179 block of 50 NH (2; both ex-Yacano), 180 block of four NH, etc., usual mixed condition, 
VG-VF (see online scans) 350

3474 S 150S, 1892 2½c Olive grey, "MUESTRA" Overprint, Pair, one stamp without overprint, well centered 
right margin vertical pair, usual toned o.g., NH, Very Fine and scarce 120

3475 S 151S, 1890 5c Dark blue, "MUESTRA" Overprint, full pane of 100 with an additional strike of the 
overprint in the top margin, toned o.g. with hinge reinforcement on the edges and through the 
center horizontally, bit ragged around the edges with some perf separations, VG-VF centering, the only 
recorded full pane 500

3476 156P, 1896 5c Blue green, Imperforate plate proof, top margin horiz pair with part imprint in issued 
color on ungummed paper, Very Fine 150

3477 6 1894 Cover to London, 1894 8c Red brown single and pair tied by partial Manila 18 Abr 94 cancels, 
straight-line "VIA SINGAPORE Y MARSELLA" and "PER FIRST MAIL" handstamps, backstamped with 
"STAMPED BY KSR & Co MANILA" forwarder‘s handstamp and a Finsbury MY 19 94 arrival, some 
typical postal/ edge wear, Fine use 120

3478 6 1895 Cover to England, two singles 1894 8c Red brown (Scott 162) tied by partially struck blue Manila 
cancels, London backstamp, oversized cover with some folds and postal wear incl a small sealed edge 
break, still a Fine use 75

3479 6 1896 Cover to London, 1894 8c Red brown (Scott 162) tied on envelope by Manila 3 Feb 96 cds, 
straight-line "VIA SINGAPORE Y MARSELLA" routing handstamp, backside with oval "STAMPED BY 
KER & Co MANILA" forwarding agent handstamp plus a Finsbury Park (S.O) N MR 5 96 backstamp, 
Very Fine 75

3480 S 166S, 1896 10c Yellow brown, "MINISTERIO DE ULTRAMAR MUESTRAS" specimen overprints on 
vertical gutter block of 40, o.g., NH, some perf separations at left, fresh and F-VF, an eye-catching 
multiple 250

3481 S 167S, 1890 12½c Yellow green, "MUESTRA" Overprint, full pane of 100 with two additional strikes 
of the overprint in the top margin, toned o.g. with hinge reinforcement on the right edge, bit ragged 
around the edges with some perf separations, VG-VF centering, the only recorded full pane 500
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3482 S 179S, 1897 40c Dark violet, "MUESTRA" overprint, top margin block of 30 with imprint and sheet 
number 0.000.020 (very low number), well centered, o.g. with some small toning spots, NH, Very Fine, 
the rare type 4 Muestra overprint found only on the 1897 1c Claret, 80c Claret and this value

150

3483 1 1897 Surcharges on 1890 25c Brown Essay Strip of five with boxed "HABILTADO CORREOS PARA 1897" 
20c, 15c, 5c and 20c values for stamps 1, 2, 3, and 5 respectively and 4th stamp with boxed 
"HABILTADO  TELEGRAFOS  PARA  1897" without denomination, o.g., multiple h.r. with perf 
reinforcement (rejoined between 2nd and 3rd stamp), a Fine and rare showpiece; Graus certificate 400

3484 1/
114

181 var., 1897 5c on 5c Green, Blue surcharge, block of 15 (5x3) with pos 11 Double Surcharge, typical 
irregular o.g., two stamps h.r., others (including error) NH, F-VF 150

3485 14(1) 181-91, 1897 5c-20c Surcharges Assortment, 55 mint or unused singles and blocks including the 
regularly issued stamps plus an assortment of errors incl the surcharges missing, sideways, inverted, 
doubled, doubled with one inverted, doubled with both inverted, triple, etc., usual mixed condition 
but a Fine and desirable selection for the specialist (see online scan) 800

3486 S 192S/211S, 1898 1m/2P King Alfonso XIII "MUESTRA" Specimen Overprint Selection, the complete 
set of 20 plus some duplicates incl the high values (63 total items), also includes the 10c, 15c, 20c, 1P 
with postal cancels, mostly o.g., usual mixed condition with some perfs trimmed, generally F-VF (see 
online scans) 250

3487 192/210 var, 1898 1m/1P King Alfonso XIII, Imperforate, 17 of the 20 values incl some top margin 
singles (15c used), also includes 11 extras (1m/60c with 15c pen cancelled), mostly o.g., some small 
faults, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 300

3488 1/11
34

192-211, 1898 1m/2P King Alfonso XIII, the complete mint set plus an assortment of extras incl 
multiples and large quantity of the 3c Dark brown in full and part sheets, also includes various other 
values in gutter pairs and blocks, 4m block of four NH, 3c used gutter block of 30, 1P block of four 
mint, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 100

3489 S 197S, 200S, 202S, 1898 1c, 4c, 6c, Alfonso XIII, "MUESTRA" overprint, singles tied on piece by boxed 
CERTIFICADO cancel, Very Fine and unusual postal use of specimens 350

3490 14 P17, 1886 5m Dark violet, Imperforate, right margin block of four, o.g., small thins top right stamp, 
pinhole bottom right, o/w Very Fine and rare 120

3491 Edifil 5-8, 1880-81 1p-10p Telegraph, Trial color small die proofs on card, 1p claret, 2p violet, 5p deep 
claret, 10p blue, h.r., 2p small scuff, o/w Very Fine 150

3492 1 UPSS 4a, 1889 2c Dark brown on buff, "POST AL" variety, mint card, an insignificant tone spot 
below "POST AL", tiny bit missing from bottom left corner, still a Fine example of this scarce variety 
(UPSS $1,500) 300

3493 S UPSS 12S, 1898 5m Red brown on yellow, "MINISTERIO DE ULTRAMAR / MUESTRAS" Overprint, 
Very Fine and choice (UPSS $1,000) 200

3494 S UPSS 13S, 1898 1c Green on yellow, "MINISTERIO DE ULTRAMAR / MUESTRAS" Overprint, tiny 
natural paper discoloration at far left, still Very Fine and choice (UPSS $1,000) 200

3495 S UPSS 18S, 1898 2c+2c Dark violet on yellow, "MINISTERIO DE ULTRAMAR / MUESTRAS" 
Overprint, the violet overprint on both halves of the card, folded, one card small natural paper speck, 
fresh and Very Fine (UPSS $1,000) 200

3496 S UPSS 19S, 1898 3c+3c Red brown on yellow, "MINISTERIO DE ULTRAMAR / MUESTRAS" 
Overprint, triple overprint in violet on each card, folded, choice Very Fine (UPSS $1,000) 200

3497 1 UPSS 2/19, Spanish Period Postal Cards Collection,   mint cards neatly arranged on stock sheets, 
comprised of H&G 2 (2), 3, 4, 4 (2 incl one with small "A" in "POSTAL" variety), 5 (5 incl two unfolded; 
most of the folded with some separation along fold), 6, 7, 8 (3), 8a (2), 9 (2), 10 (3), 10a (2), 11, 11a, 
12 (4), 13 (2), 14, 15, 16 folded (2), 17 folded, 18 folded (2), 19 folded (2), generally fresh and Very 
Fine (UPSS $2,540; see online scans)  375
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Filipino Revolutionary Period, 1898-99

Emilio Aguinaldo (1869-1964) is officially recognized as the first 
President of the Philippines and led Filipino forces against Spain 
in the latter part of the Philippine Revolution of 1896-97, then 
in the Spanish-American War of 1898 and finally against the U.S. 
during the little-known Philippine-American War of 1899-1901.

Aguinaldo was a member and leader of “Katipunan”, a secret 
political organization committed to achieving independence from 
Spain through armed revolt. In the fall of 1896, Filipino nationalists, 
eventually led by Aguinaldo, revolted against Spanish rule and 
ultimately were drawn into a war with the United States. Just a 
few weeks after the start of the Spanish-American War, Aguinaldo 
declared the independence of the Philippine Islands and became 
its President six months later. He and his forces initially allied with 
the Americans and controlled the island of Luzon by the time 
Manila was in U.S. hands. He and the Filipinos believed that the 
U.S. defeat of Spain would lead to a free Philippines and recognition of his as the new legitimate 
government. The U.S., however, refused to recognize the new government. Feeling betrayed, the 
new Philippine Republic declared war on the United States. Fighting ensued from Feb 1899-Mar 
1901 when Aguinaldo was captured. He took an oath of allegiance to the U.S. a month later, 
effectively ending the war and his dreams for an independent Philippines.  

During the revolt against the Americans, the 
Revolutionary Government operated postal, 
telegraph and revenue services, issuing stamps 
specifically for each of these functions though 
they were used interchangeably. Provisional 
mail systems were established by local groups in 
Negros, Bohol, Panay and Cebu, each of which 
was controlled by various forces including the 
Aguinaldo Revolutionary government. Individual 
areas printed their own stamps and established 
postal routes, all of which were later combined 
under the Aguinaldo regime. Local municipal 
authorities, La Union in the North, Zamboanga 
in the South, also printed stamps and carried 
mail until occupied by the U.S. military.  

Emilio Aguinaldo

Insurgent Filipino Soldiers
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LotNo Start Price

3498 (1) Y1, 1898 2c Red, fresh color, unused, Fine example; ex-Plass (Scott $175) 75
3499 (1) Y1a, 1898 2c Red, Double impression, well separated impressions, unused, Very Fine (Scott $325)

120
3500 3 Y1a, 1898 2c Red, Double impression, well centered, lightly canceled, Very Fine; unpriced in Scott

120

3501 5 Y2, 1898 2c Red, pair along with #206 tied on piece by "Correos Filipinas/ Ylagan" revolutionary cancel, 
Very Fine; rare combination of Spanish administration and Aguinaldo period issues; 1998 APS certificate 180

3502 14 Y2 var, 1898 2c Red, Vertical pair, imperforate horizontally, top margin block of four yielding two error 
pairs, part o.g., F-VF 200

3503 Y2d, 1898 2c Red, Horizontal pair, imperforate between, o.g., light internal paper wrinkle, F-VF; ex-
Plass; unpriced in Scott 100

3504 1114 Y3, 1898 2c Red, block of 25 (half-sheet) from left side of the sheet, light evenly toned o.g. with some 
small tone spots, NH, light crease through one stamp, small h.r. in the top left corner on the design side, 
o/w F-VF, scarce multiple (Scott $3,750 as hinged singles) 500

3505 1114 Y3, 1898 2c Red, full pane of 50, toned paper/; o.g. with toning spots, NH, numerous constant varieties; 
broken triangle pos 4, dot to left of "F" in "FILIPINAS" pos 17, dots above "I" and "P" pos 18, red dash 
below bottom frame pos 23, dash over "P" of "FILIPINAS" pos 50; F-VF centering, one of three reported 
full sheets extant (Scott $7,500 as singles) 1000

3506 3 YF1a, 1898 5c Green, Imperforate, pair, unused, natural paper translucency in left stamp, Very Fine; 
ex-Plass (Scott $400) 100

3507 4(1) YP1 var., 1898 1m Black, Horizontal pair, imperforate between, top left corner margin block of four 
yielding two error pairs, unused, natural inclusion top left stamp, Very Fine 200

3508 34 YP1a, 1898 1m Black, Imperforate, horiz block of twelve, three near-perfect strikes of "PRESIDENCIA 
DE KINGWA/ BULAKAN" seal, light vertical fold between the 4th and 5th column, Very Fine and scarce 
(Scott $120 as pairs) 70

3509 1 Hiscocks 90 var, 1898 50c Blue Telegraph, Horizontal pair, imperforate between, well centered, o.g., 
light even toning, right stamp light corner crease, Very Fine appearance, four error pairs recorded; 1994 
PF certificate 100
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3510 13 1898/99 Filipino Revolutionary Govt Issues Assortment, various mostly mint singles and blocks incl 
(mint unless otherwise noted) Y1 imperf pair, used single, Y2 block of 20 used, Y2b (ex-Plass), YF1 
used pair, YP1a top margin single imperf unused, used block, Telegraph 50c used block, Revenue 10c 
top margin vert pair imperf at top, etc. plus few reference forgeries, usual mixed condition with most 
F-VF (see online scans) 200

3511 1/
1114

1898/99 Filipino Revolutionary Govt Issues Multiples and Sheets Assortment, comprised of (o.g. unless 
otherwise noted) Y2 block of 84, block of 100; sheet of 192, YP1 block of 110 unused, sheet of 220 
unused (bit of selvage missing; ex-Peterson), YP1a block of 110, sheet of 220 unused (central horiz 
crease), Telegraph 2c block of 96 (some toning), block of 108, sheet of 192, 50c block of 96 (some 
toning), block of 108, Revenue 10c (Warren 334) block of 99 (scarce multiple), usual mixed condition 
but generally fresh and F-VF, scarce multiples (see online scans) 500

3512 (1) Revolutionary Forces of the Visayas, Bohol Provisional, unused single, fresh and Very Fine 200
3513 (1) Revolutionary Forces of the Visayas, Bohol Provisional, vertical unused pair, some light wrinkling bottom 

left corner, o/w Very Fine 300
3514 (1) Revolutionary Forces of the Visayas, Panay Provisional, 1899 4c Buff, unused, usual rough perfs, Fine

75

3515 (1) Revolutionary Forces of the Visayas, Panay Provisional, 1899 4c Buff, vertical pair, unused, light crease 
in bottom stamp, o/w F-VF; 1991 PF certificate 300

3516 1/111 Spanish Outposts, La Union Overprints Assortment, 44 singles including the 2c/25c surcharges of 
various types on "blank" stamps (6 circular type; 22 "stamp" shaped"), 3c/10c surcharges of various types 
on Philippines Alfonso XIII "Baby Head" regular and newspaper issues (16), generally fresh and F-VF, a 
useful group (see online scan) 250

3517 1114 Spanish Outposts, Zamboanga, 1898 5m Alfonso XIII, "C./ 1898/ RESELLADO/ 1899/ T." Overprint, 
block of four, NH, small tone spot between bottom stamps, F-VF 80

3518 14 Spanish Outposts, Zamboanga, 1898 5c Alfonso XIII, "C./ 1898/ RESELLADO/ 1899/ T." Overprint, 
block of four, upper right stamp double surcharge, some hinge reinforcement with upper left stamp 
mostly reattached, Fine 150

3519 1 Spanish Outposts, Zamboanga, 1898 1m/2pc Alfonso XIII, "C./ 1898/ RESELLADO/ 1899/ T." 
Overprints, selection of 24 mostly different mint singles incl 1m inverted overprint, double overprint, 
10c inverted overprint, generally fresh colors, one 5c badly toned, a few minor faults as expected, mostly 
F-VF, nice assortment of these (see online scan) 1500
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3520 1 212, 1899 50c Orange, Unwatermarked, plate no single #75 top, o.g., trace of hinging, Fine and fresh. 
(Scott $300). 120

3521 1 212-22, 1899-1901 1c-50c Overprints,  complete and includes varieties: 214a, 218 additional shade, 219a, 
all very fresh and selected for color and centering, o.g., a few gum flaws, 15c with small thin, 50c color 
variety with  some blunted perfs at bottom, otherwise mostly F-VF or better. (Scott $1,055). (see online 
scans). 250

3522 S 213S E-219S E, 1899 1c-50c Definitives,   fresh colors, o.g., 2c-5c with natural SE, 5c small corner fault, 
mostly Fine, a scarce set; 50c with 1995 PF certificate. (Scott $1,225). (see online scans). 250

3523 1 214 var., 1899 2c Red, Double overprint, one albino,  the albino overprint shifted and appears in the 
center of the stamp, o.g., bit of green offset on gum, Fine. 2011 PF certificate. (Scott unlisted).  200

3524 1 223, 1901 $1 Black, Type I,  exceptionally fresh and rich color, extremely well centered for this difficult 
issue, o.g., Extremely Fine. (Scott $300). 180

3525 1 223, 1901 $1 Black, Type I.  plate no single #76 bottom, o.g., Fine. (Scott $300). 100
3526 1 223, 1901 $1 Black, Type I,  fresh, o.g., Fine. (Scott $300). 80
3527 3 223, 1901 $1 Black, Type I, portion of a duplex cancel, Fine. 1986 PF certificate. (Scott $200). 75

3528 1 223A, 1901 $1 Black, Type II,  rich color, very well centered, o.g., Very Fine and choice; 1982 PF certificate. 
(Scott $2,000). 1100

3529 1 223A, 1901 $1 Black, Type II,   fresh, small part o.g., couple unobtrusive small faults, Fine. 1992 APS 
certificate. (Scott $2,000). 300

3530 1 224, 1901 $2 Blue,  bright, fresh and well centered, o.g., Extremely Fine, only 1,800 issued. (Scott $350).
200

3531 1 225, 1901 $5 Dark green,  rich color and very nicely centered, o.g., Very Fine, only 782 issued. (Scott 
$600). 300

3532 1 226 var., 1904 1c Green, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,   o.g., characteristic red "Special 
Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine and rare; one of only a few known as most were destroyed at the end of 
the Exposition (Scott $900). 300

3533 1 226 var., 1904 1c Dark green, 1904 Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,  scarce darker shade, large 
part o.g., characteristic red "Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine and rare; one of only a few 
known as most were destroyed at the end of the Exposition; 2012 PF certificate (Scott $900). 250

3534 1 226 var., 1904 1c Green, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,  o.g., natural straight-edge at top, 
characteristic red "Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine and rare; one of only a few known as 
most were destroyed at the end of the Exposition (Scott $900). 250

3535 1 229 var., 1907 4c Brown, Special Printing, Bureau of Insular Affairs,   fresh and well centered for this 
difficult issue, o.g., small h.r., trivial corner crease, near Very Fine appearing, quite scarce with only a 
handful known. 1993 PF certificate. (Scott $775). 300

3536 1 230 var., 1904 5c Blue, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,  especially fresh and well centered, 
o.g., characteristic red "Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, couple small thin spots, still Fine and 
rare; one of only a few known as most were destroyed at the end of the Exposition; 1979 PF certificate; 
ex-Todd  (Scott $900). 300

3537 111 234 Variety, 1904 13c Purple black, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair.  o.g., NH, characteristic 
red "Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine and rare; one of only a few known as most were 
destroyed at the end of the Exposition (Scott $900 for hinged). 350
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3538 111 234 var., 1904 13c Purple black, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,   o.g., NH, characteristic 
red "Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine and rare; one of only a few known as most were 
destroyed at the end of the Exposition; signed Bartels (Scott $900 for hinged). 300

3539 111 234 var., 1904 13c Purple black, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,  o.g., NH, characteristic red 
"Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine as typical and rare; one of only a few known as most were 
destroyed at the end of the Exposition (Scott $900 for hinged). 350

3540 111 235 var., 1904 15c Olive green, Special Printing for 1904 St. Louis World‘s Fair,  o.g., NH, characteristic 
red "Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine and rare; one of only a few known as most were 
destroyed at the end of the Exposition (Scott $900 for hinged). 350

3541 111 235 var., 1904 15c Olive green, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,   horiz pair, o.g., NH, 
characteristic red "Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine and rare; a scarce multiple, most were 
destroyed at the end of the Exposition (Scott $1,800 for hinged). 600

3542 1 226-36, 240, 240b, 1903-04 1c-50c Overprints,  complete to 50c, includes additional shade 4c, 10c and 
13c, mostly selected for freshness and centering, o.g., a few small flaws, mostly gum related, generally 
Fine or better. (Scott $832). (see online scans). 200

3543 1 237, 1903 $1 Black,  rich color, well centered for this difficult issue, o.g., Very Fine. (Scott $300). 140
3544 3 237, 1903 $1 Black,   fresh and exceptionally well centered with large and even margins, "face free" 

cancel, Extremely Fine. (Scott $200). 90
3545 3 237, 1903 $1 Black,  plate no single #1629 top, neat oval grid from duplex cancel, Fine. (Scott $200).

  80
3546 1 238, 1904 $2 Blue,  exceptionally fresh and bright, near perfect centering, o.g. Extremely Fine, only 695 

issued. 1994 PF certificate,. (Scott $550). 300
3547 1 238, 1904 $2 Blue, extremely fresh and very well centered, rich color, o.g., trace of hinging, Extremely 

Fine, only 695 issued. (Scott $550).  250
3548 1 239, 1904 $5 Dark green,  deep rich color and crisp impression, exceptionally centered, o.g., Extremely 

Fine, only 746 issued. (Scott $800). 300
3549 1 239, 1904 $5 Dark green,  extremely fresh, well centered for issue, barely disturbed o.g., upper left corner 

perf fault, near Very Fine, only 746 issued. 1992 APS certificate. (Scott $800). 250
3550 1 240a, 1903, 2c Carmine, Booklet Pane of Six,   pos. "E", very well centered for this difficult issue, 

tropicalized o.g., several weak or seperated perfs, expertly strengthened, near Very Fine. (Scott $2,000 
as o.g.) 150

3551 P 241P2, 1906 2c Yellow green, Small die proof on india,  Extremely Fine. (Scott $500). 150
3552 P 241P2a, 1906 2c Green, Panama-Pacific Small Die Proof, small die proof on yellowish wove paper, Very 

Fine. (Scott $750).  200
3553 P 242P1, 1906 4c Carmine lake, Large die proof on india,  die sunk on near full sized card, light tone 

speckling not affecting design, Very Fine. (Scott $600) 100
3554 P 242P2, 1906 4c Carmine lake, Small die proof on india,   trivial faint corner crease,  Extremely Fine. 

(Scott $500). 150
3555 P 243P2, 1906 6c Violet, Small die proof on india,  Extremely Fine. (Scott $500). 150
3556 P 244P2, 1906 8c Brown, Small die proof on india,  Extremely Fine. (Scott $500). 150
3557 P 244P2a, 1906 8c Brown,Panama-Pacific Small die proof,  on yellowish wove paper, Extremely Fine, (Scott 

$750).  200
3558 P 245P2, 1906 10c Dark blue, Small die proof on india,  Extremely Fine. (Scott $500), 150
3559 P 253P2, 1906 4p Dark blue, Small die proof on india,  Extremely Fine. (Scott $500). 150
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3560 P 254P2, 1906 10p Dark green, Small die proof on india,  Extremely Fine. (Scott $500).  150
3561 S 241S/271S, 1906-11 2c/10P Definitives, "Specimen" overprint,  group of 13 different, all 3x18.5mm 

diagonally overprinted "Specimen",   heavily tropicalized o.g. causing light soiling, a few other small 
faults, about Fine. (Scott unlisted). (see online scans). 250

3562 S 241S/272S, 1906-11 2c/2P Perf 12, "Specimen" overprint,   31 different with assorted types of the 
overprint, mostly o.g., couple small flaws, includes: 241S-51S; 255S-61AS complete; 261S-69S, 271S-72S, 
generally F-VF, fresh group. (Scott unlisted). (see online scans). 150

3563 1/(1) 241-54, 1906 2c-10p Perf 12 Double Line Watermark,  complete set, selected for color and centering, 
additional shades of 2c and 4c, o.g., 4c and 26c without gum, few small faults, mostly Very Fine. (Scott 
$540). (see online scans). 100

3564 1 261-75, 1911 2c-10p Perf 12 Single Line Watermark,  complete plus 30c gray, selected for freshness and 
centering, additional shade 4c and 10c, o.g., couple minor gum flaws on a few, Very Fine. (Scott $885) 
(see online scans). 150

3565 1114 271, 1911 1p Pale violet,  block of 12, bright and fresh, natural SE on right vertical strip of 3, NH, Fine. 
(Scott $750 as singles). 110

3566 1 274, 1911 10p Deep green,  plate no single #22010 top, fresh, rich color, somewhat tropical o.g., Very 
Fine. (Scott $200). 80

3567 1 276-84, 1914 2c-1p Perf 10,  complete, includes additional 6c shade (278a), all very fresh, o.g., several 
lightly hinged, 6c (278) with thin, otherwise Very Fine. (Scott $537). (see online scans). 90

3568 111 276a, 1914 2c Green Perf 10 Booklet Pane of Six,  pos. "A", rich color and nicely centered for this, NH, 
near Very Fine. (Scott $1,250). 250

3569 1114 276a, 1914 2c Green Perf 10 Booklet Pane of Six,  pos. "D", plate #21990, rich color, NH, Fine. (Scott 
$1,250). 200

3570 14 276a, 1914 2c Green Perf 10, Booklet Pane of Six,  pos. "D", plate #21994, disturbed o.g. from interleaving, 
Fine. (Scott $750). 80

3571 14 277a, 1914 4c Carmine Perf 10, Booklet Pane of Six,   pos. "E", bright color, disturbed o.g., from 
interleaving, Fine. (Scott $750). 80

3572 1114 280, 1914 10c Dark blue,  partial imprint, plate number 34827 irregular block of 16 with sideograph 
initials, NH, Fine. (Scott $1,080 as singles).  200

3573 1114 282, 1914 20c Orange, Perf 10,  exceptionally fresh and bright top partial imprint sheet margin block of 
four, NH, one with light natural diagonal gum bend, F-VF (Scott $340 as singles). 80

3574 111 284, 1914 1p Pale violet, Perf 10,  attractive plate no single #22000 bottom, NH, exceptionally fresh and 
Very Fine. (Scott $350). 150

3575 1114 284, 1914 1p Pale violet, Perf 10,  upper left corner block of four, rich color and well centered for this 
issue, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $1,400 as singles). 375
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3576 1 285-289D, 1918 2c-1p, Perf 11 Single Line watermark,  complete, all selected for extreme freshness and 
centering, o.g., 16c NH (not cat. as such), generally Very Fine. (Scott $847).  150

3577 1 285a, 1918 2c Green, Perf 11, Booklet Pane of Six,  pos. "E", lightly disturbed o.g., most probably from 
interleaving, almost Very Fine. (Scott $750). 150

3578 6 285a, 1918 2c Green,  vertical strip of three from right half of the pane, tied on 1935 cover to Ohio by 
Manila. P.I. 2/23/35 machine cancel, Very Fine 50

3579 1S 290S R-304S R, 1917-25 2c-10p Perf 11 Unwatermarked, "Specimen" overprints,  complete, very fresh, 
o.g., 2c-10c with natural SE at bottom, mostly F-VF. (Scott $560). (see online scans). 150

3580 1 290-304; 326, 1917 2c-10p Perf 11 Unwatermarked,   complete including all Scott listed shades, all 
exceptionally fresh.o.g., couple with small faults, generally Very Fine (Scott $417).  100

3581 3 290a var., 1917 2c Dark green, Major Double Transfer,  spectacular variety showing doubling throughout, 
Fine, six examples recorded; 2012 APS certificate calling this a double impression and yellow green, we 
believe dark green and double transfer, Scott unlisted. 100

3582 3 290a var., 1917 2c Dark green, Major Double Transfer,  stunning variety showing doubling throughout, 
Fine, rare with only six examples recorded. 2013 PF certificate. Scott unlisted. 100

3583 3 290a var., 1917 2c Dark green, Major Double Transfer,  horizontal pair, left stamp showing major double 
transfer throughout, short perfs at bottom, Very Fine appearing; only six examples recorded. 2012 PF 
certificate. Scott unlisted.   100

3584 1 290d, 1917 2c Yellow green, Vertical pair, imperforate between,  exceptionally fresh and well centered, 
o.g., barest trace of hinging, Very Fine. (Scott $1,750). 600

3585 6 291b, 1917 4c Carmine, Booklet Pane of Six,  entire booklet pane with selvage tied on registered 2c entire 
to Nicaragua by purple boxed "Registered Santa Cruz, Davao, P.I. Apr 9, 1932" handstamp, additional 
Santa Cruz, Davao. P.I. cds‘, additionally franked with 2c (290) single plus block of four (on reverse) to 
pay registered rate of 28c, appropriate Nicaragua registry backstamps, Very Fine 300

3586 14 292c, 1917 6c Deep violet, Perf 11, Booklet Pane of Six,  pos. "B", brilliant color and nicely centered for 
issue, trace of a hinge mark, F-VF. (Scott $550). 200

3587 14 300b, 1917 1p Pale rose lilac, top margin block of four with plate no 22000, trace of light hinging, Very 
Fine; an extremely difficult shade  (Scott $160). 75
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3588 E 1926 Legislative Palace Issue Pencil Drawing Frame Essay, 90x54mm design on 136x92mm thin paper by 
Rafael Araujo, very close to the accepted design, Very Fine, unique 400

1926 Legislative Palace Issue

The proofs, specimens, stamps and covers of this section all relate to the issue commemorating the 
Legislative Palace, the largest building in the Philippines. Eleven stamps – seven commemoratives 
and four overprinted for official use, were the first printed by the Central Government since 1859. 
The Director of Posts concluded the occasion warranted something special and ordered a bi-
color design, something never previously used in Philippines stamps. The choice of design and 
colors was finalized just six weeks prior to the December 20, 1926 date of issue. Only then was it 
discovered that the only perforating machine available was a line perforator which was used for 
checks and perforated only one row at a time. Thus, each sheet of 50 stamps required 17 separate 
hand movements to completely perforate the sheet. The inadequate equipment combined with the 
rush to completion resulted in a slew of perforation errors and varieties. 

A few sheets of the 20c regular postage issues were inadvertently released with rejected preliminary 
color varieties, namely brown centers instead of black and yellow frames instead of orange. At least 
two of the sheets were also released imperforate – few of these errors have survived. 

The following lots represent not only a comprehensive treatment of the stamps and the array of 
errors and varieties issued but also emphasizes the archival material, including proofs and specimens, 
in addition to postal history with covers selected for unusual frankings, rates and destinations.

3588
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3589 E 1926 Legislative Palace Issue Design Essays in Black on Glazed Card, exhibit pages with the full set (Scott 
319-25) plus 8c and 32c unissued denominations, Very Fine, other than an additional essay of the 2c 
and 4c recorded, this is the unique set The essays show the final design approved by Jose Topacio, the 
Philippine Director of Posts, and Alejandro Garay, Superintendent of Works at the Government Printing 
Office. The detail in the design exceeds that of the proofs and measure 200% the size of the issued 
stamps. The 8c and 32c values were obviously contemplated but never officially issued. The 8c would have 
paid the 2x first class rate to the US and possessions and to the Spanish-American UPU countries plus 
the merchandise sample rate (8c/100g) to all foreign countries. There was, however, no real necessity 
for a 32c value as there was, other than a 41-60g rate to foreign countries, little need for this higher 
denomination. 1000

3590 E 1926 Legislative Palace Issue Imperforate Trial Color Proofs on Glazed Card, 2c, 4c, 20c, 24c, 1p 
denominations (2c on thick paper) and each with a red "Cancelled" overprint, central vignette in light 
brown, Very Fine and rare; ex-Plass 1000

3590
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3591 P 1926 Legislative Palace Issue Imperforate Trial Color Proofs on Glazed Card, the full set of seven values 
in left margin blocks of four (2c on thick paper), and each with a red "Cancelled" overprint, central 
vignette in light brown except 18c in light orange brown, Very Fine and rare with probably less than 10 
each known for each denomination; the color contrast on the 18c value between the frame and vignette 
was deemed unsatisfactory and substitution of black as the vignette color was declared far superior (see 
next lot) and then implemented for all values. 3500

3592 P 1926 Legislative Palace Issue Imperforate Trial Color Proofs on Gummed Stamp Paper, 2c Olive green 
and black (2 vertical pairs), 18c Light brown and black vertical pair and block of six, 20c Official Yellow 
and black single and vertical pair, all with red "Cancelled" overprint, some minor toning and wrinkling 
as these proofs were also meant to test the printing on the gummed paper, overall Very Fine and rare 
- these are the only examples recorded for the 2c and 18c and two of the three of the 20c known (see 
online scans) Imperforate trial colors on gummed paper are known for only four denominations (a 24c 
single has been recently discovered) and were tests not only for the colors but also testing for printing 
on gummed paper. The black vignette was used in the adopted design but the ultimate frame colors had 
yet to be finalized. They were overprinted "Cancelled" to prevent use and were supposed to have been 
destroyed along with preliminary drawings, proofs and perforation errors per the direction of Director 
of Posts Jose Topacio. When some of the material began to appear in public, investigations and lawsuits 
naturally followed with the end verdict clearing the Director and Bureau employees of wrong-doing as it 
was determined the material got out by accident or was sold over the counter at face value. 750

3593 S 319S R-325S R var., 1926 2c-1p Legislative Palace, Handstamped "Specimen" overprint, fresh colors, 2c, 
20c NH, others o.g., F-VF, only about 20 examples, of various denominations, are recorded with the 1p 
here the only example known Prior to overprinting a duplicate set for the UPU in Bern, the Director 
ordered a handstamp of the Specimen overprint, prepared by the Cacho Hermanos Press, applied to a 
small group of stamps for review. 400

3594 S 1926 16c, 20c Legislative Palace, Handstamped "Specimen" overprint, 16c double overprint, 20c 
inverted overprint, o.g., fresh and F-VF; each the only recorded example 200
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3595 S 319S R-325S R, O1S R-O4S R, 1926 2c-1p Legislative Palace, "Specimen" overprint, complete set of the 
commems and officials, the 4c being the "Dot on Flag" variety, the 18c the "Broken Curb" variety and 
18c Official the "Extra Cloud" variety, commem issues mostly l.h., officials some gum toning or slightly 
disturbed gum, o/w F-VF, approx 25 sets of specimens are recorded; the varieties on the 4c, 18c and 20c 
Official are the only recorded examples with the Specimen overprint (Scott $575) 200

3596 S O1S R-O4S R, 1926 2c-20c Officials, "Specimen" overprint, blocks of four affixed on thick manila card, 
F-VF, scarce in multiples (Scott $480 as o.g. singles) 100

3597 S 319S S-325S S, O1S S-O4S S, 1926 2c-1p Legislative Palace, "Cancelled" overprint, 20c Official NH, 
24c Commem w/o gum, others o.g. with some l.h., F-VF; undervalued in Scott as just two sets of the 
regular issue and six sets of the official issue are recorded (Scott $575) Two sheets of each of the eleven 
issues produced were overprinted "Cancelled" for preservation in the records of the Bureau of Posts 
and Bureau of Printing. The stamps were overprinted to prevent the sample sheets from being stolen 
and none were sold to the public. However, the Bureau of Posts took pride in their first issue and several 
sets of the "Cancelled" overprints were mounted and framed for exhibition in suitable places and some 
were mounted on a special printed card. None of these cards are known to have survived but the very 
"Cancelled" stamps which exist in collectors‘ hands likely came from these cards.   250

3598 S O1S S-O4S S, 1926 2c-20c Officials, "Cancelled" overprint, blocks of four, 2c-18c evenly tone o.g., NH, 
20c evenly toned and disturbed gum, F-VF centering; the only recorded multiples with the "Cancelled" 
overprint (Scott $480 as singles) 100

3599 S 319S R-325S R, 1926 2c-1p Legislative Palace, "Specimen" overprint, particularly fresh colors, mostly 
small h.r., F-VF (Scott $455) 150

3600 319 var., 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Imperforate at bottom, a bottom margin single with bold circled "Star" 
cancel, evenly toned, VG-Fine; one of three known, this being the only known used example 300

3601 319a, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, upper left corner margin pair, 
evenly toned o.g., NH, F-VF, 25 error pairs recorded (Scott $300 for hinged) 150

3602 1 319a, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, left margin pair, small h.r., Fine; 
signed W.B. Manila (Scott $300) 75

3603 14 319a, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, half-sheet of 25 with the two left 
rows constituting five error pairs, toned with mount stains in the corners not affecting the stamps, F-VF 
centering; the largest recorded error multiple (Scott $1,500 as pairs) 1000
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3604 1 319b, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, left margin pair, wonderfully fresh 
and well centered without a trace of toning, o.g., choice Very Fine (Scott $575), 400

3605 1 319b, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, particularly fresh and well centered 
with no evidence of any toning, small h.r., choice Very Fine, ex-Drucker (Scott $575) 400

3606 319b, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, evenly toned o.g. with some small 
spots of toning, h.r., Very Fine centering (Scott $575) 120

3607 14 319b, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, block of 30 from right portion of 
sheet with the top two rows providing three error pairs, unevenly toned gum, mounting stains in the 
corners not affecting any of the stamps, F-VF centering; the largest known error multiple comprising 
30% of the total number of errors known (Scott $1,725) 1000

3608 136 319, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, the exhibit collection of 11 items - comprised of (mint unless otherwise noted) 
Olive green frame variety (only example recorded), "Balloon" variety, doubling of various vignette design 
elements, seven singles with vignette shifts (incl one used and one on cover to USA), imperforate left margin 
(five recorded), some with toning to varying degrees as usual, Fine group (see online scans) 150

3609 6 319, 1926 2c Legislative Palace,  block of 25 plus single and two blocks of four tied to very large envelope 
(328x252 mm) addressed to USA by Manila Jun 18 1927 duplex cancels, return c/c for the "Hawaiian 
Canneries Co. Ltd., Kapaa, Kauai T.H.", minor wrinkles as normal for these large envelopes, still Very 
Fine; pays 68c first class rate for 16-17 ounces, this is the largest recorded use on cover 100

3610 6 319, 1926 2c Legislative Palace Postal History, twenty-six covers with twenty different destinations, at 
least a dozen were the only recorded with this stamp to said destination at time of last exhibiting, better 
countries include Estonia, Madagascar, Honduras, Luxembourg, Yugoslavia, Sierra Leone, Antigua and 
more, there is also an extremely rare 2c printed matter rate "for the Blind" to a foreign destination which 
is the only recorded use of this rate, Very Fine (see online scans) 600

3611 6 319, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Pre-First Day,  vertical corner margin pair tied to envelope by Manila 
P.I. Dec 16 1926 duplex (four days prior to official release), return c/c for ‚The Edward J. Neill Co‘, 
addressed to Big Rapids Michigan,Very Fine; the only recorded example 100

3612 6 319a, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between,    tied to envelope addressed 
to Germany by Manila Mar 30 1928 duplex, Very Fine; pays correct 4c printed matter rate to foreign 
destination, only reported example of this error on cover 250

3613 13 320, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, the exhibit collection of 17 items and incl (mint unless otherwise noted) 
eight color/ shade varieties (7 mint, 1 used), vignette shifts (2 mint, 2 used), "Dot on Flag" variety, "Theta" 
variety, imperf right margin, left margin block with double vertical left margin perfs (two examples 
recorded), bottom left corner margin block with double horiz bottom margin perfs (only example 
recorded), some with various degrees of toning as expected, F-VF group (see online scans) 100

3614 1 320a, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, well centered, fresh o.g., Very 
Fine; signed Sloane (Scott $325) 200

3615 320a, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, remarkably well centered, very 
light evenly toned o.g., very lightly hinged, barely noticeable natural gum crease, Very Fine; 20 pairs 
recorded; ex-Plass (Scott $325) 200

3616 1 320a, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, unusually fresh and well 
centered, h.r., pencil notes on gum, Very Fine (Scott $325) 200

3617 14 320a, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, vertical top right corner margin 
block of ten with five error pairs, unevenly toned o.g., mounting stains in the corners not affecting 
stamps, F-VF centering, the largest recorded error multiple and fully 25% of the known error population 
(Scott $1,625 as pairs) 750

3618 1 320b, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, nicely centered with fresh o.g., l.h., 
Very Fine and choice; 10 pairs recorded (Scott $600) 300

3619 1 320b, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, nicely centered, light evenly toned 
o.g., l.h., pencil notes on gum, Very Fine (Scott $600) 300

3620 1 320b, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, strong color, light evenly toned o.g., 
Very Fine (Scott $600) 300

3621 6S 320S R, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, "Specimen" overprint, with #322 (2)  tied to registered envelope 
addressed to Switzerland by circled "Star" cancels, Very Fine, pays correct 36c registry rate, only reported 
example of 4c specimen on cover 200

3622 6S 320S S, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, "Cancelled" Overprint,  single franking tied on envelope addressed 
to Italy by Manila Apr 17 1931 duplex, ms. "Via Siberia", Very Fine, pays correct 4c printed matter rate to 
foreign destination, the only reported example of the 4c with ‚Cancelled‘ overprint on cover 250
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3623 6 320b, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between,  with 8c brown Legaspi stamp tied 
to envelope by Manila P.I. Apr 27 1928 duplex postmark, addressed to Rome Italy, Very Fine, proper 16c 
rate to foreign destination, only example recorded of the 4c vertical pair imperf between on cover (Scott 
$600 for mint error pair, unpriced used or on cover) 500

3624 6 320 var. 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Vertical bisect used on cover, two covers with right-half bisects; one is 
single tied by Baguio Jul 6 1931 duplex paying 2c internal 1st class rate, second with the bisect plus #320 
tied by Polanqui Feb 9 1939 duplex paying the 6c 1st class rate to the U.S., Very Fine; the only recorded 
examples of the 4c bisect on cover, 250

3625 6 320, 1926 4c Legislative Palace Postal History,   twenty six covers mounted on exhibit pages, over 20 
different destinations including Seychelles, Persia, Sudan, Afghanistan, Korea, Kenya, Malta, Belgian 
Congo etc, over 15 are the only recorded examples to said destination, various rates with singles, strips, 
blocks including largest known block of 15 on cover, a couple with "Dot in Flag" variety, a spectacular 
array, Very Fine.(see online scans) 400

3626 111 321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, top left corner margin pair, 
PO fresh (rare thus), unblemished o.g., NH, Very Fine; about 35 pairs known (Scott $350 for hinged) 400
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3627 111 321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, bottom right corner margin pair, 
NH, few tiny natural gum specks/ inclusions, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $350 for hinged) 200

3628 321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, fresh color and well centered, 
l.h., pencil notes on gum, Very Fine (Scott $350) 180

3629 1 321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, bottom margin strip of five with 
pos 3-4 the error pair, toned part o.g., F-VF centering (Scott $350) 150

3630 1 321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, strip of four with central pair 
the error, fresh o.g., h.r., Very Fine and choice; ex-Plass (Scott $350) 180

3631 1/111 321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, bottom margin block of four with 
two error pairs, fresh color and o.g. with no toning, bottom pair NH, top pair very lightly hinged only on 
the right stamp, l.h. in the margin, Very Fine and choice (Scott $700 as hinged pairs) 500

3632 14 321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, vertical top right corner margin 
block of ten with five error pairs, toned and with margin mounting stain, Very Fine centering; the largest 
recorded error multiple (Scott $1,750) 450

3633 1 321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, reconstructed top margin strip 
of five with pos 4-5 the error, pos 3 reattached on both sides, toned part o.g., F-VF centering (Scott $350)

150

3634 1 321b, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, fresh and well centered with no 
toning, l.h., Very Fine, only 10 pairs reported (Scott $625) 400

3635 1 321b, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, very lightly toned o.g., h.r., F-VF 
(Scott $625) 250

3636 6 321, 1926 16c Legislative Palace,  block of four plus four singles along with #323 single all tied on large 
registered envelope (246x180 mm) addressed to Switzerland by Manila P.I. May 26 1928 target killers with 
Manila registry label alongside, minor wrinkles as normal for these large envelopes, still Very Fine; paid 
P1.48 first class rate to foreign destination, 280-300g plus 20c registry rate, this is the largest recorded 
use on cover 100

3637 6 321 var., 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Vertical bisect used on cover,   left half with #320 (2) tied to 
mourning envellope addressed to London by Manila Jul 2 1929 duplex cancels, Very Fine; pays the 16c 
first class rate to foreign destination, the only 16c vertical bisect example recorded on cover 150

3638 6 321 var., 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Diagonal bisect used on cover,  lower right half plus #320 (2) tied 
on envelope addressed to Germany by Bacolod Occidental Negros Jan 2 1929 duplex, Very Fine; pays the 
16c first class rate to foreign destination, the only 16c diagonal bisect recorded on cover 150

3639 6 321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between,  bottom margin pair with #320 
tied on registered cover addressed to Paris by circled "Star" cancels with accompanying Manila registry 
label, Manila Foreign Mail Section registry handstamps on back along with Paris arrival cancel, Very Fine; 
pays the 36c first class registry rate to foreign destination, the only example of this error recorded on 
cover (Scott $350 for mint pair, unpriced used or on cover) 250

3640 6 321b, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between,  tied to large envelope addressed 
to Rome by Manila P.I. Jan 2 1927 duplex, slight gum perf staining, Fine and scarce, pays the 32c first 
class (41-60 grams) rate to foreign destination, the only example recorded of 16c vertical pair imperf 
between on cover (Scott $625 for mint error pair, unpriced used or on cover) 400
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3641 6 321, 1926 16c Legislative Palace Postal History,  consisting of seventeen covers, each with one or more 
of the 16c Legislative Palace issue, many scarce destinations including Java, Azores, Luxembourg, Haiti, 
Finland, Romania, India, Japan, etc, six are the only recorded examples to given destination, Very Fine.
(see online scans) 250

3642 P 322P4, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Imperforate plate proof in light brown and black, top right corner 
margin vertical pair on glazed card, Very Fine and choice; only four examples recorded (Scott $700 as 
singles) 300

3643 1 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, right margin single, o.g. with no toning, 
fresh and Fine (Scott $1,250) 750

3644 111 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, fresh o.g. with no toning, NH, short perf, 
Fine (Scott $1,250 for hinged) 600

3645 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, light even toning, l.h., Fine example; 
1984 PF certificate (Scott $1,250) 600

3646 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, strong color and well separated 
impressions, l.h., fresh and Fine; signed Sloane; ex-Drucker (Scott $1,250) 600

3647 1 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, bottom margin single with rich color 
and well separated impressions, l.h., fresh and Fine (Scott $1,250) 400

3648 1 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, right margin single with well separated 
vignettes, o.g., VG-Fine (Scott $1,250) 300

3649 1 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, well separated impressions, crisp colors, 
part o.g., h.r., fresh and Fine; signed Sloane (Scott $1,250) 250

3650 1 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, well separated impressions, fresh color, 
l.g., VG-Fine (Scott $1,250) 200

3651 (1) 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, left margin single, unused with some 
light staining, VG-Fine; signed "W.B. Manila" (Scott $1,250 for o.g.) 100

3652 1 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, well separated impressioons, o.g., VG-
Fine (Scott $1,250) 200

3653 1 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, small part o.g. with paper adherence, 
toned, VG (Scott $1,250) 100

3654 1 322b, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, left margin pair, well centered, 
fresh o.g., h.r., Very Fine; 10 pairs reported (Scott $675) 350

3655 1 322b, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, light evenly toned o.g., F-VF (Scott 
$675) 300

3656 1 322b, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, evenly toned o.g. with some 
additional toning spots, couple short perfs, F-VF (Scott $675) 250

3657 1 322b, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, large part o.g., some pencil notes 
on gum, couple short perfs, F-VF (Scott $675) 250

3658 6 322, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, eleven singles plus #319 tied to large envelope (350x126 mm) addressed 
to Belfast Northern Ireland by Manila P.I. Jul 11 1932 duplex postmarks, minor wrinkles as normal 
for these large envelopes, still Very Fine; P2.00 first class rate to foreign destination, 461-480g (about  
1 pound), this is the largest recorded use on cover 100

3659 6 322P4, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Imperforate plate proof  pair tied to envelope by Manila Jan 25 1932 
slogan machine cancel, green internal first flight cachet at left, addressed to Baguio P.I., only recorded 
example of plate proof used on cover, ex-Plass (Scott $700 for unused pair of 18c plate proofs) 500
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3660 6 322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, single with type II double impression 
tied to registered envelope by Dagupan killer with red Dagupan, Pangasinan boxed registry at lower 
left, addressed Manila P.I., Very Fine; the only example recorded on cover  (Scott $1,250 for mint error) 750

3661 6 322, 1926 18c Legislative Palace Postal History,  consisting of fifteen covers on exhibit pages, three 1932 
first flight covers, many scarce destinations including North Borneo, Egypt, Thailand, Portugal, Puerto 
Rico, Argentina, South Africa etc, with five as the only known examples to given destination, also seven 
registered and one censored, Very Fine; nice selection (see online scans) 350

3662 1 323a, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Orange and brown shade, bottom margin single, o.g., VG-Fine, only 6 
examples recorded (Scott $600) 300

3663 1 323b, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Imperforate, vertical pair, large balanced margins, very lightly hinged, 
Very Fine; only one sheet of 50 was issued (Scott $575) 350

3664 323c var., 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Orange and brown shade, Imperforate, left margin single with full 
margins the other sides, NH, some light natural gum bends, Very Fine; only fourteen examples recorded 
(Scott $1,750 for hinged pair) 300

3665 1 323c., 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Orange and brown shade, Imperforate, vertical pair, ample to large 
margins, o.g., some light natural gum wrinkles in bottom stamp, Very Fine (Scott $1,750) 600

3666 1114 323c., 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Orange and brown shade, Imperforate, bottom left corner margin 
block of four with full balanced margins the other sides, NH, some light tone spots, Very Fine; the largest 
recorded multiple (Scott $3,500 as hinged pairs) 1500
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3667 1 323c var., 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Yellow and brown shade, Imperforate, vertical pair, just clear to 
large margins, heavily hinged in top stamp with h.r., F-VF; 25 pairs reported (Scott $1,750) 600

3668 1 323d, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, fresh o.g. with no toning, h.r., Very 
Fine; 10 examples recorded; signed Sloane (Scott $700) 350

3669 1 323d, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, light evenly toned o.g. with some 
small tone spots, F-VF (Scott $700) 300

3670 1 323d var, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, Yellow and black variety, light 
evenly toned o.g., h.r., Fine and rare with just two error pairs with the yellow frame color reported (Scott 
$700 for orange frame) 400

3671 6 323a var, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Orange and brown, Perf 12,  tied by wavy lines cancel on locally 
domestic registered cover, boxed "REGISTERED/ BAGUIO MOUNTAIN/ PHILIPPINES/ ABR 23 
1938" handstamp with ms. registry number, printed return c/c for the ‚Peoples Bank and Trust Co.‘, Very 
Fine; pays the 20c internal double weight first class registry fee, the only example of this scarce variety on 
cover (Scott $800 for mint; unpriced used or on cover) 500

3672 6 323b, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Imperforate,  pair plus imperforate pair of 1931 8c Legaspi tied to 
domestic registered airmail envelope addressed to Baguio by Manila P.I. Jan 25 1932 slogan cancel, green 
"Manila - Baguio" airmail cachet at lower left, Very Fine; the only recorded example of 20c imperf pair 
variety on cover (Scott $575 for used pair) 1500
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3673 6 323c var, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Orange and brown, Imperforate single,   plus #319 pair tied on 
envelope addressed to France by by Manila P.I. May 28 1928 duplex, typed "Via Siberia", Very Fine; the only 
example of 20c imperf with the brown center used on cover (Scott $1,750 for a mint pair) 750

3674 6 323, 1926 20c Legislative Palace Postal History,   consisting of seventeen covers franked with at least 
one 20c Legislative Palace issue, a dozen destinations including China, Japan, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, 
Kuala Lumpur, Trinidad etc, many are only known use to given destination, eleven registered, largest 
known multiple on cover, includes only recorded regular 20c right half vertical bisect on cover, Very Fine.
(see online scans) 500

3675 1 324a, 1926 24c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, well centered, multiple h.r. in top 
stamp (bottom is NH), fresh and Very Fine; 10 pairs reported (Scott $700) 350

3676 1 324a, 1926 24c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, excellent centering, fresh o.g., 
Very Fine; signed Sloane (Scott $700) 350

3677 1 324a, 1926 24c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, very well centered, o.g. with some 
small tone spots, small h.r., Very Fine (Scott $700) 300

3678 6 324, 1926 24c Legislative Palace,  block of nine plus #319 pair tied on large envelope (270x199 mm) 
addressed to Switzerland routed viaa Siberia by target cancels with a boxed "REGISTERED/ MANILA, 
P.I./ APR 28 1928" handstamp below, minor wrinkles as normal for these large envelopes, still Very Fine; 
paid P2.00 first class registry rate to foreign destination, 460-480g (about 1 pound) plus 20c registry rate, 
this is the largest recorded use on cover 100

3679 6 324 var., 1926 24c Legislative Palace, Vertical half used as bisect on cover,  right half tied on envelope 
addressed to USA by Zamboanga Nov 18 1932 duplex, Very Fine; pays 12c first class rate to the US; the 
only recorded use of 24c bisect on cover 100

3680 6 324 var., 1926 24c Legislative Palace, Quarter used as 6c on cover,  with #319, 321 tied on registered 
envelope addressed to USA by circled "Star" cancel , accompanying boxed "REGISTERED/ MANILA, 
P.I./ APR 1927" handstamp, Very Fine and quite likely unique quadrisect use of a Legislative Palace issue 
with this being the only recorded example of the 24c quadrisect 250

3681 6 324, 1926 24c Legislative Palace Postal History,  consisting of nineteen covers, eleven registered, various 
rates and frankings, over a dozen destinations (many scarce) including Brazil, Cuba, Latvia, Kenya, 
Portugal, Hungary etc, several are only recorded use to given destination, an excellent and diverse 
group, Very Fine.(see online scans) 300

3682 1 325a, 1926 1p Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, top stamp "Balloon" variety, 
beautifully centered and unusually fresh colors, o.g. without a hint of toning, l.h., Very Fine and choice; 
signed Sloane; only 10 pairs reported and just this one with the "Balloon" variety (Scott $700) 600

3683 1 325a, 1926 1p Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, nicely centered, light even gum 
toning with some spots of toning, Very Fine (Scott $700) 350

3684 6 325, 1926 1p Legislative Palace, single plus #320, 324 (2) tied on large envelope (287x132mm) addressed 
to Glasgow Scotland by poorly struck Manila duplex cancels, ms. "Via Siberia", few wrinkles as normal for 
these large cover, Very Fine and rare; paid P1.52 first class rate to foreign destination, 341-360g, one of 
very few 1p uses on non philatelic mail 150

3685 6 325, 1926 1p Legislative Palace,  single plus #324 tied on registered envelope (340x127mm) addressed to 
Switzerland by circled "Star" cancel with straight-line "REGISTERED" and a Manila registry label at lower 
left, ms. "Via Siberia" and handstamp "PER S.S. President Pierce", few sealed tears and file fold at center not 
affecting stamps, Fine and rare; paid P1.24 first class registry rate to foreign destination, 221-240g plus 
20c registry, one of very few 1p uses on non philatelic mail 150
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3686 6 325, 1926 1p Legislative Palace,  plus #C52, C53 pair tied on small airmail envelope addressed to Jamaica 
by Manila Dec 15 1935 duplex cancels, Very Fine; only five commercial covers are recorded franked with 
the 1p issue - this being the only one on a small cover 250

3687 6 325, 1926 1p Legislative Palace,  pair plus #320 (4) tied on large envelope (250x182mm) addressed to Sweden by 
Manila P.I. Oct 6 1935 duplex postmarks, few wrinkles as normal for these large covers, 85mm sealed tear from 
top center almost into the address area, still Very Fine and scarce; paid P2.16 first class rate to foreign destination, 
501-520g (16c/20g + 8c each additional 20g), the only 1p multiple use recorded on cover 150

3688 6 325, 1926 1p Legislative Palace,  single plus #319-20, 322 tied on large registered envelope (246x183mm) 
addressed to Germany by target cancels with an Iloilo registry label at lower left, few wrinkles as normal 
for these large covers, still Very Fine and scarce; paid P1.24 first class registry rate to foreign destination, 
221-240g, one of very few 1p uses on non philatelic mail 150

3689 3 1926 Legislative Palace Issue Handstamped Overprints for Official Use Collection. 31 mostly used 2c/1p 
singles with a variety of different styles and/or colors of "OB" or "Official" handstamps, a Fine assortment 
for the specialist (see online scan) 150

3690 6 O1S R, 1926 2c Legislative Palace Official, Specimen Overprint,  tied to registered envelope with #324, 
OS1 paying correct 28c registry rate, addressed to Boston Mass., Very Fine; the only reported example of 
2c Official with ‚specimen‘ overprint on cover 200

3691 6 O1 var., 1926 2c Legislative Palace Official, Diagonal bisect used on cover, "pair" with bottom stamp the bisect 
tied on large envelope addressed to "University of Pennsylvania Library" in USA by Manila Jan 28 1927 duplex, 
some wrinkles as normal for these very large envelopes, Fine; pays the 3c second class newspaper rate, this is the 
only example of the 2c Official bisect on cover and the only recorded example of this rate, 250

3692 6 O1, 1926 2c Legislative Palace Official Postal History,   consisting of seventeen covers each with one 
or more 2c Legistslative Palace official issues, though created for official use they were sold at the post 
offices with the seven regular stamps and used interchangeably, at least twelve destinations including 
Haiti, Cayman Islands, El Salvador, Dominican Republic, Monaco, Persia, Northern Rhodesia, many 
unique to this stamp, also block of ten and ten in singles or pairs, the largest known multiple on cover, 
Very Fine. (see online scans) 350

3693 1 O2 var., 1926 4c Legislative Palace Official, bottom left corner margin vertical pair, imperforate at 
bottom, double horizontal perfs between the two stamps, bottom stamp NH, top part o.g., h.r., Very 
Fine, a striking variety with just a couple recorded 250

3694 1 O2a, 1926 4c Legislative Palace Official, Vertical pair, imperforate between, o.g., h.r., F-VF; just two 
examples recorded (Scott $750) 500

3695 6S O2S R, 1926 4c Legislative Palace Official, "Specimen" Overprint,  with #323 tied to registered envelope 
addressed to USA by light circled "Star" cancels, Very Fine; pays correct 24c registry rate, the only reported 
example of 4c Official ‚specimen‘ on cover 200

3696 6 O2 var., 1926 4c Legislative Palace Official, Vertical Bisect used on cover, right half tied on envelope 
addressed to England by Davao Apr 1 1929 duplex, magenta straight line "Postage Due P 28" struck at 
top (rate was 16c so short paid 14c with charge at double deficiency or 28c), Very Fine; the only recorded 
example of 4c Official bisect on cover 250

3697 6 O2, 1926 4c Legislative Palace Official Postal History,  consisting of eighteen covers each with at least 
one 4c Official, mostly to foreign destinations, many scarce including Aden, Burma, Syria, Iraq, Java, 
Lebanon, Venezuela, Vatican etc, with advertising and multiples included, Very Fine.(see online scans)

300
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3698 6 O3, 1926 18c Legislative Palace Official, five singles plus #340-41 on large envelope (306x128mm) 
addressed to USA by Manila P.I. Sep 13 1931 duplex postmarks, ms. "via Seattle, S/S Pres Cleveland‘", 
printed return c/c for ‚The Stanley Works, Osaka Japan‘, few wrinkles as normal for these large covers 
plus vertical fold at left well away from stamps, still Very Fine and scarce, paid 96c first class rate to U.S., 
23-24 ounces, the largest recorded use on cover 100

3699 6 O3, 1926 18c Legislative Palace Official, pair with added row of vertical perforations at right tied to 
registered envelope addressed to Zurich Switzerland (then forwarded to Lugano) by circled "Star" cancels 
with a boxed "REGISTERED/ MANILA, P.I./ SEP 10 1927" handstamp below, "via Suez" typed routing 
instructions, red illustrated advertising at upper left for the "Swiss Club, Inc. Manila, Very Fine; one of 
twelve recorded examples of this double perf variety and the only example recorded on cover 300

3700 6 O3, 1926 18c Legislative Palace Official Postal History,  consisting of twelve covers with nearly all to 
foreign destinations including Latvia, Romania, Bulgaria, Uruguay, Java, India, Hungary, etc, there are 
two airmail (one an early first flight with only 44 flown), four registered, a scarce "Official Usage" from 
the Philippine Supreme Court, only 25 covers are recorded used by the official agencies, this one with 
multiple instructional markings including "Return to Sender Unclaimed" purple straight line, Very Fine.
(see online scans) 300

3701 6 O4, 1926 20c Legislative Palace Official,  two blocks of four plus #O2 (2) tied on large envelope (270x216mm) 
addressed to Germany by Manila Jul 2 1929 duplex postmarks, printed return c/c  for the "Royal Hawaiian 
Hotel, Honolulu Hawaii", few wrinkles as normal for these large covers, Very Fine and scarce; paid P1.68 first 
class rate to foreign destination, 380-400g, the largest recorded use on cover 150

3702 6 O4, 1926 20c Legislative Palace Official, Diagonal bisect used on cover,  with #319, 320 (3) tied on 
envelope addressed to USA by circled "Star" cancels with an accompanying boxed "REGISTERED/ 
PASAY RIZAL, P.I./ MAY 24 1932" handstamp, Very Fine; the only recorded example of 20c Official 
bisect on cover 150

3703 6 O4, 1926 20c Legislative Palace Official Postal History,  consisting of thirteen covers each with at least 
one 20c Official issue, all to foreign destinations, including Bahamas, Johore Malay States, Romania, 
Latvia, Costa Rica, Tanganyika, Nova Scotia, etc, four registered, one airmail, Very Fine; nice selection 
(see online scans) 300

3704 6S O4S R, 1926 20c Legislative Palace Official, "Specimen" Overprint,   with #322 tied to registered 
envelope addressed to Paris by target cancel, Very Fine; pays correct 36c registry rate, the only reported 
example of 20c Official ‚specimen‘ on cover 200

Legislative Palace Issue Collections and Various
3705 1114 319-25, O1-4, 1926 Legislative Palace, complete PO fresh set in sheets of 50, no gum toning or disturbances, 

NH, F-VF, only seven sheets of the 1p are recorded (see online scans; Scott $5,822 as NH singles) 1200
3706 13 1926 Legislative Palace Assortment, 50 items with a mint set of the commems and officials plus an 

assortment of varieties incl shades and vignette shifts, some of the print varieties incl "Broken Curb", Extra 
Cloud", "Dot on Flag", "Theta" and "Balloon", highlights include (mint unless otherwise noted) 18c margin 
single double horiz perfs at top (only example reported), 24c top margin vert pair double horiz perfs at 
top, (two examples reported), 4c Official imperf at right margin (three examples reported), 20c Official 
Yellow frame variety used, two singles with vignette shift on a 1928 flight cover, etc., usual mixed condition 
with some toning to varying degrees, mostly F-VF, ideal for the specialist (see online scans) 400

3707 6 Legislative Palace Postal History Group, over 60 covers or cards, includes registered, first and second 
day with special cancellations one with #319-25 & O3-O4 on 2nd day, paquebot, advertising, official 
overprints, commercial and first flight airmail, special delivery, tied Christmas seal, fancy cancels, several 
destinations, a largest recorded usage of O4 with twelve stamps, spectacular rates on larger covers as that 
is the only way the rate could exist, noticed an ‚ex-Plass‘, etc, a very diverse group from collector with 
grand award winning exhibit that were accumulated over a 40+ year period, many ready but never made 
it into the exhibit, a must view (see online scans) 500

3708 1 Legislative Palace Issue, "Non Manila" First Day Cancel Collection,  consisting of Bacolod, Bugo, Camp 
Stotsenburg, Culion, Fort William McKinley, Gubat, Lianga, Oquendo, Tandag, San Juan, Iloilo and 
Tarlac with only the last two having more than a single cover recorded, extremely rare group neither 
the stamps nor the official special cancel was available in any location other than Manila, Very Fine.(see 
online scans) 250

3709 6 Legislative Palace Issue First and Second Day Special Cancel Collection,  consisting of eleven first day 
covers including two franked with the commemorative set (#319-25) and four second day covers including 
one with the full commem set, there are some scarce destinations including Czechoslovakia, Ecuador and 
Bolivia, numerous postmark cancel colors including the only recorded yellow, most important though 
may be the 4c bisect, the only recorded bisect on first day cover, Very Fine.(see online scans) 250

3710 S 340S R-353S R, 1925 2c-10P Imperforate, "Specimen" overprint,  complete, extremely fresh and well 
centered, o.g., Very Fine, an impressive set. (Scott $1,525). (see online scans). 275
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3711 S 340S R-353S R, 1925 2c-10P Imperforate, "Specimen" overprint,  complete set of pairs, extremely fresh 
and well centered, without gum, Very Fine, an impressive set. 10p with 1964 PF certificate. (Scott $3,050 
for o.g.). (see online scans). 300

3712 111 340-53, 1925/31 2c-10P Definitives, Imperforate, all with bottom or full top margins (some part imprint), 
wonderfully PO fresh, NH, an Extremely Fine set (Scott $636) 250

3713 1 340-53, 1925-31 2c-10p Imperforate,  complete, exceptionally fresh and well centered, o.g., Very Fine. 
(Scott $339). (see online scans) 100

3714 1114 368a, 1932 2p on 4p Dark blue,  bottom imprint and plate no 22008 block of twelve, NH, Very Fine. 
(Scott $200). 80

3715 111 381a, 1936 6c Ultramarine, Vertical pair, imperforate between,  NH, faint internal natural gum crease, 
Very Fine. (Scott $1,100). 300

3716 1 381a, 1934 6c Ultramarine, Vertical pair, imperforate between,   left margin vertical strip of five with 
bottom pair the error, significantly toned paper and gum,  o.g., Fine. (Scott $700). (see online scan).

75
3717 382a, 1934 16c Violet brown, Vertical pair, imperforate horizontally,  o.g., Very Fine. (Scott $950).

250

3718 E Pen and Ink Drawing Essay of the 1p Value on stout paper, shows the central design without caption and 
blank value tablets, few extraneous ink marks at top, Very Fine; unique 400
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3719 E Photo Essays for Proposed 1935 Issue Pictorials. c.1930s designs on three cards, one with three images 
featuring Fort Santiago, one with a design showing Spanish explorers making landfall and a third with 
view of Barasoain Church, submitted for consideration but never approved for use, Very Fine (see online 
scans) 100

3720 E 384E, 1935 4c Unadopted "Fort Santiago Gate" Essay,  unaccepted pen and ink design (113x139mm) on 
thick card (165x202mm) with corrections in china white ink, original folder, Unique. 900

3721 E 387E, 1935 10c Unadopted design, "Fort Santiago" Essay,  unaccepted pen and ink design (150x116mm) 
on thick card 217x177mm) with corrections in china white ink, original folder, Unique. 900

3722 E 392E, 1935 20c Unadopted Design "1565 Blood Compact" Essay,   unaccepted pen and ink essay 
(167x105mm) on thick card (216x173mm) with corrections in china white ink, original folder, Unique.
  900
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3723 P 384P1, 1935 4c Green, die proof on wove, 100x64mm, some light wrinkling, Very Fine, only five known 
(Scott $600) 200

3724 P 385P1, 1935 6c Dark brown, die proof on wove, 80x89mm, fresh and Very Fine; only five known (Scott 
$600) 200

3725 P 386P1, 1935 8c Violet, die proof on wove, 102x67mm, Very Fine; only five known (Scott $600) 200
3726 P 387P1, 1935 10c Carmine rose, Die proof on wove, 101x64mm, fresh and Very Fine; only five known 

(Scott $600) 200
3727 P 388P1, 1935 12c Black, Die proof on wove, 94x68mm, fresh and Very Fine; only five known (Scott $600) 200
3728 P 389P1, 1935 16c Dark blue, Die proof on wove, 102x66mm, Very Fine; only five known (Scott $600) 200
3729 P 390P1, 1935 20c Light olive green, Die proof on wove, 71x82mm, Very Fine; only five known (Scott $600) 200
3730 P 391P1, 1935 26c Indigo, Die proof on wove, 94x70mm, Very Fine; only five known (Scott $600) 200
3731 P 392P1, 1935 30c Orange red, Die proof on wove, 96x66mm, Very Fine; only five known (Scott $600) 200
3732 P 393P1, 1935 1p Red orange and black, Die proof on wove, 96x72mm, small notches on three sides, Very 

Fine; only five known (Scott $600) 200
3733 P 394P1, 1935 2p Bistre brown and black, Die proof on wove, 93x55, small notches on two sides, some light 

wrinkling, Very Fine (Scott $600) 200
3734 P 395P1, 1935 4p Blue and black, Die proof on wove, 97x73mm, small notches on three sides, tear at 

bottom extends just into the proof, Very Fine appearance; only five known (Scott $600) 100
3735 P 396P1, 1935 5p Green and black, Die proof on wove, small notches on three sides, Very Fine; only five 

known (Scott $600) 200
3736 P The 13 Preceding Lots To Be Offered as 1 Lot if the bid exceeds the total of bids on the individual lots 

(Scott $7,800)
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3737 6 383-96, 1935 2c-5P Pictorials, four covers - the full set on an FDC plus add‘l 1P, 4P and 5P single frankings 
(1P registered) FDC, each cover with Manila Feb 15 1935 machine cancel and an attractive rubber stamp 
cachet, F-VF (see online scans) 100

3738 6 383-96, 1935 2c-5P Pictorials, set of fourteen matching cacheted FDC with matching typed addresses, 1P, 
2P, 4P, 5P all on legal size envelopes with the 4P and 5P being plate no singles, matching printed pictorial 
cachet plus rubber stamp cachet, F-VF, a lovely set (see online scans) 100

3739 S 384s, 1935 4c Green, "SPECIMEN" overprints, two types of overprint; smaller in italics on a block of four, 
larger block capitals on a vertical pair, NH, F-VF, these specimen overprints are not listed in BEP records and 
may have been added by authorities in Manila to demonetize remainders; about 50 are known 75

3740 6 384 var, 1935 4c Green, Vertical bisect used on cover, right half tied on domestic cover to Naga by Manila Jul 2 
1940 slogan cancel, Very Fine; one of two bisect covers known, pays the proper 2c domestic rate 75

3741 6 384 var, 1935 4c Green, Vertical bisect used on cover, left half tied on domestic cover to Iloilo by San Joaquin 
Dec 23 1940 duplex, Very Fine; one of two bisect covers known, pays the proper 2c domestic rate 75

3742 6 384, 1935 4c Green, 112 (including a full pane of 50 on the back), of a large linen-lined "Siedenburg" 
cover (330x238mm) plus others incl 446 pair all tied by Manila No. 1 Nov 22 1940 cancels, several 
handstamps incl boxed "VIA  CLIPPER", 3-line "FREE OF DUTY/ U.S. CUSTOMS/ LOS ANGELES, 
CAL." and prohibited matter marking, expected creasing/ wrinkling with some small edge breaks 
astonishingly enough not affecting any stamps, Fine overall and the largest recorded use of the 4c issue; 
total postage of 15p pays clipper rate for 210-25  grams (about ½ pound) 150

3743 6 386 var, 1935 8c Violet, Vertical bisect used on cover, left half tied along with 384 pair on censored cover 
addressed to Calcutta, India by Ft. William McKinley Oct 26 1940 duplex, backstamped with censor 
handstamp and Calcutta 26 Oct 40 slogan arrival cancel, Very Fine; the only recorded bisect for this 
issue; pays the correct 12c overseas first-class rate 120

3744 P 388P1, 1935 12c Black, Large die proof  on 56x50mm india paper, Very Fine. (Scott $600). 200
3745 6 388 var, 1935 12c Black, Vertical half used as bisect on cover, left half tied on envelope addressed to 

USA by Baguio Mountain Oct 16 1935 duplex, Very Fine; the only recorded bisect for this issue; pays the 
correct 6c first-class rate to the US 100

3746 E4 390E, 1935 20c Black, Printers Essay,  sheet of 16 on proof paper, horizontal crease through second row, 
Very Fine appearing. 2004 Tobillo letter of certification. Scott unlisted. 300

3747 6 390 var, 1935 20c Light olive green, Diagonal half used as bisect on cover, with 386 (2) tied on registered 
cover to USA by circled star cancels with a blue Registry Section/ Manila Post Office Jun 23 1935 cds with 
same as backstamp along with Warren Pa Jul 27 receiver, Very Fine; the only known cover with a bisect of 
this issue; pays the correct first-class registered rate to the US 100

3748 6 393 var, 1935 1p Orange and black, Diagonal half used as bisect on cover, vertical "pair" with bottom 
stamp the bisect tied on envelope addressed to USA by Bani, Pangasinan Aug 12 1935 cds, two different 
boxed airmail markings, Very Fine; the only recorded bisect cover of this issue; pays the correct P1.50 
Clipper rate 150

3749 6 394, 1935 2p Bistre brown and black, three singles plus 383 (2), 386 pair (straight-edge) all tied on 
oversized registered cover addressed to USA by wavy line cancels with a boxed ‚REGISTERED/ POSTAL 
STATION No. 1, MANILA, P.I./ OCT 20 1936" with ms. inserted registry number, strong strike of circular 
INAUGURAL PASSENGER FLIGHT/ OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1936" handstamp (the only recorded 
example), backstamped Manila, Honolulu, Montesano, Wash Nov 5, bit of expected wear with some 
vertical folds not affecting stamps, Fine use; ex-FDR 200

3750 6 396, 1935 5p Green and black, six singles plus 390, 392-93 tied on large envelope addressed to USA by 
Manila May 2 1936 duplex cancels, opened at bottom with some edge wear bottom and left, vertical fold 
though 30c and 1p issues, still Fine, the largest recorded use of the 5p 150

3751 1/111 385-96, 1935 6c-5P Pictorials, includes plate no singles, blocks with plate nos, 20c top margin block of 
four with double perfs at top (only recorded example), 1p block of four with plate nos, 4p block of four 
with plate nos, etc., many NH, F-VF (see online scans) 60

3752 6 384-96, 1935 4c-5p Pictorials, the exhibit collection of 36 covers showing the full range of rates and uses - 
domestic, foreign, registered, etc. and incl 10c Rose carmine on postcard to Switzerland canceled 11 days prior 
to official release, 4p Blue and black "block of five" plus single 1937 to USA via Clipper mail (largest recorded 
use of 4p), but focusing on destinations as Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechoslovakia incl 
one via Athens, Ethiopia, Hungary, India, Java, Korea, New Zealand, Palestine, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, 
Sweden, Syria, Tanganyika, etc., a Fine lot and well worth a close look (see online scans) 1100

3753 (1) 402 var., 1936 2c Yellow brown, Imperforate at bottom,  vertical strip of five with bottom stamp imperf at 
bottom, without gum, Very Fine, unusual variety. 50

3754 403 var., 1936 6c Slate blue, Imperforate at right,  top right corner margin horiz strip of five with fifth 
stamp imperf at right, without gum, couple light tone spots, still unusual and Very Fine. 50
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3755 111 403a, 1936 6c Slate Blue, Horizontal pair, imperforate vertically,   right margin pair, NH, horizontal 
creasing at top and light toning, still attractive and Very Fine and rarely offered, 2013 PF certificate. (Scott 
$1,000) 300

3756 6 412, 1937 4c Green, Vertical bisect on cover, right half tied on envelope addressed to Manila by Capiz 
Oct 30 1937 duplex, Very Fine use to make the 2c internal rate; the only recorded bisect for this issue

250
3757 6 416 var., 1937 12c Black, Horizontal bisect used on cover, bottom half plus #413 and 1936 Christmas 

Seal tied on envelope addressed to Switzerland by Legaspi, Albay Mar 19 1937 duplex cancels, Very Fine
100

3758 6 417 var., 1936 16c Dark blue, Diagonal bisect used on cover, with #416, 419 (2) tied on envelope addressed 
to Finland by Manila No. 3 Mar 15 1938 duplex cancels, backstamped Lovisa 11.IV.38, Very Fine; one of 
two recorded 16c bisects on cover 150

3759 6 417 var., 1936 16c Dark blue, Diagonal bisect used on cover, with 4c issue (partially covered by censor 
tape) on envelope addressed to Cairo by Manila No. 1 Nov 30 1939 cds, Sarafand Palestine transit cds on 
face along with Palestine and Egypt censor handstamps, Very Fine use and one of only two known 16c 
bisects on cover 150

3760 6 418 var, 1937 20c Green, Vertical bisect on cover, with #413 (3), 418 (7) all tied on airmail envelope 
addressed to South Africa by Cabanatuan Nueva Ecija Oct 4 1939 duplex cancels and routed through 
Hong Kong, Very Fine; the only recorded bisect of this issue 90

3761 6 421, 1936 1p Orange and black, plate no single plus 414, 415 pair, 417 tied on envelope addressed to 
Daressalam Tanganyika Terr by Manila No. 1 Nov 25 1939 cds and routed through Hong Kong, cover 
slightly reduced at top, Very Fine use 100

3762 14 423, 1937 4p Blue and black, plate no block of four #129939-F129938 LL, one stamp h.r., others NH, 
F-VF (Scott $225) 80

3763 6 423, 1937 4p Blue and black, plate no single plus 418, 420, 422 tied on envelope addressed to Canada by 
partially struck Manila Mar 11 1938 cancel, boxed "VIA CLIPPER" at lower left, Very Fine 150

3764 6 423, 1937 4p Blue and black, plus 411, 413, 416 tied on registered cover to USA by wavy line cancels, 
boxed "Registered / Manila P.I. / Mar 12 1940" handstamp lower left plus registry label and straight-line 
"REGISTERED", registry handstamp also on back side along with Honolulu and San Francisco Transit 
and Riverside Cal arrival cancels, a little bit of postal wear but still a Fine use 100

3765 6 423, 1937 4p Blue and black, seven singles plus 416, 419 (2) all tied on oversized registered cover 
addressed to France by wavy line cancels, couple strikes of "Registered / Foreign Mail Section / June 
22 1939 / Manila Post Office" handstamp with accompanying registry label, routed through Singapore, 
couple of indistinct backstamps, postal wear and roughly opened with some resulting small faults to the 
envelope none of which affect the stamps, a Fine high franking cover 200

3766 6 424, 1937 5P Green and black, 16 singles and block of four plus 422 tied on 370x285mm accordion 
envelope addressed to USA by Manila No. 3 Mar 31 1938 duplex cancels, cover opened at both ends with 
some edge breaks and wrinkling/ creasing not affecting the stamps, a Fine use and the largest recorded 
use of the 5p issue (Scott as used stamps $504) The total franking of P102 represents clipper rate postage 
for 1530-1545 grams (about 3.3 pounds) 250

3767 6 424, 1937 5P Green and black, four singles (incl plate no single) plus #443 tied on large photo agency 
envelope to USA, tied by Manila No. 1 Oct 17 1939 cancels, cover a little bit of edge wrinkling, one of the 
5P stamps small edge fault, still a Fine and very attractive cover 100

3768 1/111
3(1)

412/424, 1936/37 "Large Commonwealth" Issues Collection, the exhibit collection of 51 items incl 
assortment of singles, blocks, shades, overprint varieties, etc with notables including 8c Violet double 
overprint NH (only example recorded); 16c Blue double overprint w/o gum (only example recorded); 
20c Light olive green hyphen omitted used (only recorded example), 26c Indigo double overprint l.h. 
(only example recorded); 2p Brown and black block of four with two plate nos NH, etc., generally fresh 
and F-VF (see online scans) 200

3769 6 412/424, 1936/37 "Large Commonwealth" Issues Cover Collection, the exhibit collection of 33 covers 
showing an impressive assortment of uses, rates, destinations, better frankings, etc., note four covers 
with 4c Green issue franking (rare on cover); 8c Violet with Manila Mar 11 cancel (official release date 
Mar 29); 2p Bistre brown and black with Cebu Mar 26 cds (official release date Mar 29), a contrived 
cover with an inverted vignette; desirable destinations include Algeria, Argentina, Belgian Congo, Brazil, 
Czechoslovakia, French Cameroun, Hungary, India, Romania, Seychelles, Southern Rhodesia, Sudan, 
etc., a Fine and fascinating collection (see online scans) 1000
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3770 6 432, 1937 20p Henna brown, block of four plus 435 block of twelve, 439 (6), 441, 446 (2) all tied on 
360x252mm linen-lined envelope addressed to London by Manila No. 1 Mar 29 1941 cancels, routed 
through Hong Kong, the cover with expected postal wear on the edges with wrinkling and small edge 
breaks and a vertical fold affecting a 26c and 5p stamp, still an extraordinary cover with the P91.70 
franking required for airmail via Hong Kong for 1366-1370 grams (about 3 pounds); less than five covers 
with the 20p "Bullion" issue recorded, this being the only one with a multiple In 1914, manganese 
deposits were discovered in Ghana. The Wassaw Exploration Syndicate began mining the ore in 1916. 
This cover‘s addressee, the African Manganese Co Ltd, a subsidiary of the Union Carbide Co in the US, 
was established to operate the mine in 1923 and continued with its operation with what was the most 
successful manganese mine in the world until 1973 when the company was taken over by the Ghanaian 
government. 350

3771 6 434 var, 1940 4c Yellow green, Vertical bisect used on cover right half with 433 pair (trimmed perfs at 
top) tied on envelope addressed to USA by Manila Jan 3 1940 slogan cancel, Very Fine; one of the two 
recorded bisect uses 100

3772 6 434 var, 1940 4c Yellow green, Vertical bisect used on cover left half   tied with 433 pair on envelope 
addressed to USA by Iloilo Jul 25 1940 (?) duplex, Very Fine; only two bisects of the 4c on cover recorded

100
3773 6 434, 1940 4c Yellow green, tied along with 16c, 5P and strip of three US 1940 Christmas seal on registered 

lightweight airmail envelope addressed to USA by wavy line cancels, seals tied by boxed "Registered U.S. 
Mail Section Nov 2 1940 U.S. Foreign Mails" handstamp, backstamped Honolulu and several NY City, bit 
of postal wear but still Fine 100

3774 6 434, 1940 4c Yellow green, plate no pair plus single and block of eight US 1940 Christmas seals tie on 
cover to Bulgaria by Manila Nov 5 1940 cancels, German censor handstamp on back, cover light central 
vertical fold through the 4c single, Fine and desirable destination 150

3775 6 434, 1940 4c Yellow green, plus 10c, 20c, 30c, 2P plate no single and strip of six US 1940 Christmas seals all tied 
on censored cover to Australia by Manila Dec 25 1940 cancels, censor tape and handstamp, bit of cover wear 
and with small break top center, Fine use via Singapore 75

3776 6 434, 1940 4c Yellow green, plate no single tied with 8c and US 1941 Christmas seal pair on censored cover 
to South Africa by partial strikes of Iloilo Nov 28 1941 cancels, So African censor tape, Fine and scarce

150
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3777 6 434, 1940 4c Yellow green, selection of five covers with various franking combinations; 1941 single franking 
(3rd class rate) to USA; 1941 three singles on censored cover to Cameroun; 1941 block of four plus single and 
440 (2) to Jerusalem; 1941 registered philatelic cover to USA with pairs of the different 4c (384, 412, 434); 1939 
oversized registered (printed matter) censored cover to Rome with block of four plus 439 and with Palestine 
censor handstamp, Fine assortment (see online scans; Scott for just the used 4c singles $450) This stamp is rarely 
found used or on cover and the population of same is about 40 used stamps and 25 covers. 150

3778 6 436, 1939 8c Violet, three singles tied on envelope addressed to Switzerland by Angeles, Pampanga Dec 
7 1941 duplex, Very Fine; only two Dec 7 covers recorded 80

3779 6 436 var, 1939 8c Violet, Diagonal bisect used on cover, with 436 tied on censored cover addressed to 
Germany by Manila Sep 9 1939 cds, typed "Via Siberia", German censor tape, backstamped Berlin 
12.10.39, some very light aging along the bottom, Very Fine and the only recorded bisect on cover for 
this issue 100

3780 6 436a, 1939 8c Violet, "COMMONWEALT" variety, 10th stamp in a block of 21 (natural se at left); on 
oversized folded wrapper with 436 (9), 441, 443, 444 (2) addressed to Western Australia, Manila No. 1 
May 2 1941 cancels and routed through Singapore, wrapper some edge wear as expected, Fine use of the 
variety, being one of just two covers known franked with the variety 150

3781 6 436a, 1939 8c Violet, "COMMONWEALT" variety, center stamp in a vertical strip of three (natural se at left), 
with 435 (2) tied on censored cover to Sydney and forwarded to Melbourne by Manila Jul 1 1941 cancels, 
routed via Hong Kong, censor handstamp, three different Australian backstamps, bit roughly opened at top 
with some backflap tears, Fine use, one of only two covers franked with the variety 150

3782 6 438 var, 1940 12c Black, Vertical bisect used on cover, left half with 433 (6) on censored envelope 
addressed to Mexico City by Manila No. 1 Apr 23 1941 cancels, Jun 9 1941 receiving date stamp on face, 
backstamped with censor handstamp plus Mexico City 9 Jun 1941 slogan cancel, censor tape at left, Fine 
use and the only recorded bisect of the 12c on cover 150

3783 6 443, 1938 1p Orange and black, on incoming cover from USA to Manila, envelope from US War Dept 
franked with 50c Prexy pair tied by Washington DC Aug 7 1940 duplex with another strike below, marked 
"Postage Due 50 Cents" with the 1p issue affixed and tied at Manila to satisfy postage due fee, backstamped 
Manila Aug 21 1940, cover a bit of edge wrinkling but a Fine and rare use (2 examples recorded) of the 
1p paying postage due 250

3784 111 445, 1949 4p Blue and black, plate no single #F129938 bottom, PO fresh, NH, F-VF (Scott $350) 100
3785 1 445, 1949 4p Blue and black, plate no single #129939 bottom, l.h., fresh and F-VF (Scott $175) 60

3786 1114 445, 1949 4p Blue and black, bottom left corner margin block of four with plate no 129939-F129938, NH, 
l.h. in the margin only, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $1,400 as singles) 400

3787 6 445, 1949 4p Blue and black, single plus 435, 440, 442 (2), 443 (2 incl plate no single), 444, 446 all tied on 
280x132mm registered envelope addressed to Norway by wavy line cancels, boxed "Registered / U.S. Mail 
Section / Aug 1 1941 / US & Foreign Mails Div., Manila" handstamp, two "REGISTERED" handstamps, 
routed through Singapore (backstamped), cover with right side backflap missing and a vertical fold not 
affecting stamps, still a Fine use incorporating all the high values of the small Commonwealth overprint 
set plus being one of only six covers franked with the 4p 150
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3788 6 445, 1949 4p Blue and black, single plus 433, 440-42 tied on envelope addressed to Paris by Naga, 
Camarines Sur Aug 3 1941 duplex, routed through Hong Kong, French Consulate at Sarajevo handstamp 
on backflap (partially obliterated by a manila circular wafer), Very Fine; one of the six covers recorded 
with the 4p issue franking 150

3789 6 445, 1949 4p Blue and black, single plus 437 pair, 442 (3) tied on 185x145mm censored envelope 
addressed to Finland by Manila No. 1 Dec 6 1941 cancels, routed through Hong Kong, German censor 
handstamp, backstamped Lahti 7 I 42 roller cancel, cover some wrinkling at bottom and with couple light 
vertical folds not affecting stamps; Fine and rare being one of just six covers franked with the 4p value

200
3790 6 446, 1939 5p Green and black, two singles (one with plate no) and two pairs tied on 271x145mm envelope 

addressed to USA by Manila No. 2 Mar 20 1941 cancels, boxed "VIA CLIPPER" handstamp, cover with 
some wrinkling and folds not affecting stamps, Fine use, the largest recorded use of this issue on cover

150
3791 1/111

3(1)
434/446, 1938/40 "Small Commonwealth" Issues Collection the exhibit assortment of 34 items incl 
assortment of singles, plate blocks, shades, overprint varieties, etc. highlighted by 6c Brown imperf at 
bottom w/o gum (plate no single, vert pair, block of four) - only six examples of this variety reported), 10c 
Rose carmine imperf bottom margin mint, "COMMONWEALT" var used (only recorded example), 12c 
Black top plate no block of six with add‘l row of horiz perfs through center of top stamps (only example 
reported), 1p Red orange and black horiz pair imperf top margin w/o gum (4 examples recorded), 2p 
Brown and black LL plate no block of six mint, 5p Green and black LL margin block of four with 2 plate 
nos mint, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 150

3792 6 435/446, 1938/40 "Small Commonwealth" Issues Cover Collection the exhibit collection of 39 covers 
showing astounding array of frankings, rates and destinations, mostly multiple but with a handful of 
single issue frankings, virtually all could be mentioned as highlights but a few "must mentions" would 
include 6c Brown covers with Apr 28 and May 1 cancels (official release date was May 12), imperf single 
use; 10c Rose carmine with Manila Apr 25 cds (official release date May 12); 12c Black (50 stamps 
incl blocks - presumably the full sheet) along with the 1p, 5p on oversized cover to USA;   20c Light 
olive green Manila April 8 cancel (official release date Apr 27); 26c Indigo + others 1940 to England 
routed through Calcutta (one of two recorded); 1p Red orange and black (20 incl blocks) plus 20c on 
1940 oversized Seidenburg cover to USA with US postage dues added on arrival;  destinations include 
Argentina, Belgian Congo, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador, French Cameroun, New Zealand, Palestine, South 
Africa, Sweden, Syria, Turkey, Uruguay, etc., view to appreciate (see online scans) 1500
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3793 P 452P2-454P2, 1939 2c-12c Triumphal Arch, Small die proofs on india,   Very Fine and choice; ex-Plass. 
(Scott $1,500) 750

3794 6 452-54, 1939 Triumphal Arch Issue Postal History Collection, over 50 covers or cards, at least twenty 
different destinations with Thailand, Cuba, South Africa, double weight to Lithuania, Italy, Guatemala, 
Somalia, Belgian Congo, Hong Kong, India, Argentina and many more, there are registered, both 
internal and external airmail, censored, printed matter, postage due, the only recorded pre-first day 
usage (14 days earlier), a very diverse group that was put together to make an exhibit which never was 
done but is ready for someone to pick up and expand upon (see online scans) 300

3795 P E
16

1939 Philippines Malacanan Palace Gold Medal Exhibit, on thirteen exhibit pages, starts with preliminary pencil 
drawing by James R. Lowe, followed by signed 2c large die proof and set of small die proofs, all noted as only 
recorded copies, there are two pre-first day covers, one a single 2c franking other with 2c and multiple 12c Palace 
stamps canceled 11 and 7 days before reported first day of official use, respectively, three bisects all being only 
recorded copies, numerous scarce destinations, several values listed as only recorded from this issue to following, 
Guernsey, South Africa, Finland, Cameroun, Chile, Ireland, there are many rates, a few rare or unique including 
2c on second class book mailing, in all 28 mounted covers with about 16 extras that did not make it into the 
exhibit, ready for expansion or great for the specialist or dealer (see online scans) 3500

3796 6 457, 1939 12c Malacanan Palace, 42 in block of four, plate block of six, block of six, block of eight, block of 
nine (2) plus 424 block of four, 455 on 330x258mm envelope addressed to USA by Manila No. 1 Nov 30 
1939 cancels, some expected edge wrinkling primarily at bottom and affects a few 12c stamps, still a Very 
Fine and extraordinary use, the only recorded use of the 12c plate block on cover and, no surprise, the 
largest franking of the 12c Palace issue; the 26p franking met the clipper rate for 375-390 grams (about 13 
ounces) About the sender: American Factors, Ltd was founded in Honolulu in 1849 by German immigrant 
Heinrich Hackfield. Operating as a retail and sugar business, it came to be one of the "Big Five" companies in 
territorial Hawaii which ran or owned most of the state‘s businesses. At its peak, the company owned 60,000 
acres and was a dominant sugar producer in Hawaii. When the US entered WW I in April 1917, the company 
was seized by the US Government, along with other assets owned by the Germans, and was sold in 1918 to 
a consortium of Hawaiian businessmen which changed the name of the company to American Factors, Inc. 
It was later shortened to Amfac and continued in business throughout the South Pacific and Asia before 
declaring bankruptcy in 2002.  About the recipient: The Northern Haserot Co was founded in the 1860s by 
the sons of German immigrants as a wholesale grocery concern. In 1878, C.A. Curtze founded his eponymous 
company in Erie Pa, also as a wholesale grocer. His company acquired the Haserot Co of Cleveland in 1976 to 
broaden their beverage and grocery lines and continues to operate today still under its original name, being 
one of Ohio‘s leading independent food service distributors. 200

3797 6 462a, 1941 2c Pale apple green, Booklet pane of six, full pane tied on cover to Switzerland by Iloilo Nov 
29 1941 cancels, Very Fine and choice; the only recorded cover with a complete pane of six 400
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3798 6 464, 473, 1944 4c, 10c "Victory" handstamp,  singles on legal size philatelic cover, 2c belonging, 10c not 
belonging, reperfed at bottom, Very Fine yet deceitful cover; 1995 APS certificate, ex-Plass (Scott $220 as 
2c on cover plus 10c single)  50

3799 6 464/J22 2c-20c "Victory" Handstamped Issues,  11 different singles (464-65, 472-73, 477, 480 (faulty), 
481, E9, J16-17, J22) all tied by 1/19 duplex cancels, additional "First Day Cover, First Regular Victory 
Stamps Sold in Re-opened Post Office In The Liberated Philippines, January 19, 1945" purple handstamp, 
Fine cover. (Scott $475+ as used singles) 90

3800 1114 465, 1944 4c Yellow green, "Victory" handstamp,  bottom plate no 131542 block of six, NH, Fine and 
scarce. (Scott $480 as NH singles, unpriced as plate block). 150

3801 1 466, 1944 6c Dark brown, "Victory" handstamp,   fresh and well centered, o.g., natural diagonal 
gum bend/crease, Very Fine, only 64 issued with the Brewster census accounting for 31 examples, 
"Economist"  backstamp. (Scott  $3,250). 800

3802 (1) 466, 1944 6c Dark brown, "Victory" handstamp,  upper left corner single, part arrow and SE at left, 
without gum, small tear, still Fine appearing, only 64 issued. 1989 APS certificate. (Scott $3,250 as o.g.).

300
3803 1 467, 1944 6c Yellow green, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh and well centered, o.g., Very Fine, (Scott $300).

100
3804 1 467, 1944 6c Yellow green, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh and well centered, o.g., light gum tone spots 

showing only on reverse, Very Fine. (Scott $300). 75
3805 3 467, 1944 6c Yellow green, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh and well centered, attractively cancelled, Very 

Fine. 1995 APS certificate. (Scott  $150). 70
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1944 “VICTORY” Overprints
With victory in the Pacific imminent, the BEP scheduled production of pre-war stamps to be 
overprinted “VICTORY” – COMMONWEALTH” for use in the Philippines by mid-January, 1945. 
In September 1944, as a result of US Navy operations cleared the way for MacArthur to land near 
Tacloban, Leyte and the first provincial capital was established at Tacloban. The U.S. believed one of 
the ways to project the re-establishment of the Commonwealth Government was to operate a postal 
service. The BEP did not have a “need to know” concerning the landing dates and was unable to 
supply the planned “VICTORY” overprinted stamps in time. Major Lambert of Gen. MacArthur’s 
Section for Civil Affairs-Military Government was aware of the BEP’s plans. He authorized creation 
and use of a handstamp bearing the single word “VICTORY”. The reopened post office had no 
stamps available and locals provided whatever varied, and limited, stock they could. 
This section is replete with rare stamps, multiples and especially covers, many of which are quite rare.

General Douglas Macarthur and staff 
land at Palo Beach, Leyte3801
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3806 1 468, 1944 6c Dark brown, "Victory" handstamp,   fresh and well centered, o.g., l.h., near Very Fine; 
one of the finest known examples as a majority have the interleaving still affixed, only 206 issued - the 
Brewster census lists 47 known examples. (Scott $4,750). 1500

3807 1/111
4

468, 1944 6c Dark brown, "Victory" handstamp,  block of 4, fresh and well centered, o.g., top pair hinge 
remnants, bottom pair NH but with fingerprints, near Very Fine a rare and possibly unique multiple. 
(Scott $19,000 as singles). 3000

3808 1 469, 1944 6c Carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh and well centered, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, a 
premium example, only 235 issued, signed I. Koslow. (Scott $350). 120

3809 1 469, 1944 6c Carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh, o.g., Fine, only 235 issued. 1990 PF certificate. (Scott 
350). 90

3810 1 469, 1944 6c Carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  bright, fresh and well centered, o.g., near Very Fine, only 
235 issued, (Scott $350). 90

3811 1 469, 1944 6c Carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  lower left corner single, part arrow and natural SE at bottom, 
large part o.g., crease in selvage, Very Fine, only 235 issued. 1995 APS certificate. (Scott $350). 75

3812 1 469, 1944 6c Carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  pair, disturbed o.g., light even toning, Fine centering; 
scarce multiple, only 235 issued. 1992 APS certificate. (Scott $700).  120

3813 1 470, 1944 6c Orange, "Victory" handstamp,   bright and fresh, o.g., Very Fine, only 141 issued; the 
Brewster census list 43 mint (incl blocks) and 17 used singles. (Scott $1,750). 750

3814 1 470, 1944 6c Orange, handstamped, o.g., Fine and scarce with only 141 issued, 1967 PF certificate; ex-Plass 
(Scott $1,750) 500

3815 1 470, 1944 6c Orange, "Victory" handstamp,  bright and fresh, o.g., Fine, only 141 issued. (Scott $1,750).
500

3816 3 470, 1944 6c Orange, handstamped, neat corner cancel, Fine, only 141 issued, 1992 PF certificate; ex-Plass 
(Scott $725) 250

3817 3 470, 1944 6c Orange, "Victory" handstamp,  upper left corner single with natural straight-edge top and 
left side, light oval grid cancel, Very Fine, only 141 issued. (Scott $725). 200

3818 3 470, 1944 6c Orange, "Victory" handstamp,  lightly cancelled with partial oval grid, small inclusion, Very 
Fine, only 141 issued; "Economist" handstamp. (Scott $725). 150
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LotNo Start Price

3819 6 470, 1944 6c Orange, handstamp, tied to envelope by Tacloban, Leyte Jan 19, 1945 duplex postmark, a 
first day handstamped cachet at left for the 1945 Bureau printed Victory/ Commonwealth overprinted 
stamps, this, though, is the much rarer handstamped overprint, only recorded example of solo use on 
cover. (Scott $725 for used stamp; unpriced on cover) 500

3820 1 471, 1944 6c Dark green, "Victory" handstamp,  part o.g., few light perf tip soaking and light soiling, 
Fine. 1976 PF certificate. (Scott $275) 80

3821 3 471, 1944 6c Dark green, "Victory" handstamp,   fresh and fairly well centered, light face free partial 
open grid cancel, paper adherances on reverse (in need of good soaking), possible traces of couple tiny 
thins, Fine appearance. "Economist" handstamp. (Scott $225). 75

3822 14 472, 1944 8c Violet, "Victory" handstamp, unique sheet of 50 with full post office interleave backing, 
disturbed tropicalized o.g., multiple small edge faults and toning/staining, mostly caused by backing, 
still Unique.  (Scott catalog as plate block + 44 singles, $1,020). (see scan online). 150

3823 111 473, 1944 10c Carmine rose, "Victory" handstamp,  bright, fresh and NH, trivial natural gum bend, near 
Very Fine, only 450 issued. (Scott $350 as o.g.). 150

3824 1 473, 1944 10c Carmine rose, "Victory" handstamp, fresh, slightly tropical o.g., Fine, only 450 issued, 
signed. (Scott $350).  90

3825 1 473, 1944 10c Carmine rose, "Victory" handstamp, plate no single #131565 top, tropical o.g., Very Fine, 
only 450 printed. (Scott $350). 75

3826 1 473, 1944 10c Carmine rose, "Victory" handstamp,  top sheet margin single, tropical o.g., Fine, only 450 
issued. 1964 PF certificate. (Scott $350). 75

3827 6 473, 1944 10c Carmine rose, "Victory" handstamp,  tied on cover addressed to Palo by Tacloban, Leyte 
12/14 duplex, cover with some insignificant light overall toning, Very Fine, only 450 stamps were issued, 
one of 15 known covers and the only recorded single franking. 1996 APS certificate. (Scott listed but 
unpriced). 200

3828 1 474, 1944 10c Carmine rose, "Victory" handstamp,  bright color, slightly tropical o.g., Fine,only 358 
issued, signed Sloane, 1988 APS certificate. (Scott $350). 90

3829 1 474, 1944 10c Carmine rose, "Victory" handstamp,  lower left corner single, slightly tropical o.g., few 
hinge reinforced perfs, Fine, only 358 issued. 1980 PF certificate. (Scott $275).  75

3830 1 474, 1944 10c Carmine rose, "Victory" handstamp,  bottom sheet margin vertical pair, bright, fresh and 
well centered, slightly tropical o.g., near Very Fine, only 358 issued. 1990 PF certificate. (Scott $550 as 
singles). 150

3831 5 474, 1944 10c Carmine rose, "Victory" handstamp,  well centered bottom row single with SE at bottom, 
tied to small piece by Tacloban, Leyte 12/27 duplex, Very Fine, "Economist" handstamp, only 358 issued 
(Scott $200). 90

3832 6 474, 1944 10c Carmine rose, "Victory" handstamp, Fine, light   toning, mostly in selvage, upper left 
corner single with partial "arrow" and natural SE at left, tied on local "censored" cover by Tacloban, 
Leyte 12/22 duplex, censor tape tied by purple "shield" type "C.C.D.-2" control handstamp, Very Fine 
and unusual cover, only 358 stamps issued. (Scott listed but unpriced).  400
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3833 1 475, 1944 12c Ultramarine, "Victory" handstamp,   very fresh, o.g., Fine and scarce; only 221 were 
produced, Brewster records 35 unused singles, four blocks of four, eight off-cover used, 18 singles on 
cover and a block of four on cover (accounts for 81 copies) (Scott $1,100). 300

3834 1 475, 1944 12c Ultramarine, "Victory" handstamp,  tropical o.g. with traces of blue offset, Fine, (Scott 
$1,100).   250

3835 6 475, 1944 12c Ultramarine, "Victory" handstamp,  light tone "speckling", tied on 4c entire (U45) to "APO 
358" by Talcoban, Leyte 12/14 duplex, Extremely Fine and very scarce cover with Brewster recording just 
18 covers; 1995 APS certificate. (Scott listed but unpriced).  300

3836 111 477, 1944 12c Purple, "Victory" handstamp,  bright and fresh, NH, near Very Fine. (Scott $500 as o.g.)
300

3837 5 477, 1944 12c Purple, "Victory" handstamp,   tied to small piece by Talcoban, Leyte 12/27 duplex, 
natural SE at right, Very Fine.1994 APS certificate (Scott $275) 120

3838 111 478, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp,  deep intense color, very well centered, NH, Extremely 
Fine and choice, only 122 issued but the Brewster census records just 28 examples (Scott $3,000 as o.g.). 1500

3839 6 478, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp,   tied on legal size cover to Palo, Leyte by Tacloban, 
Leyte 3/9 duplex, Very Fine, only 122 stamps issued and only two covers are recorded. (Scott listed but 
unpriced). 2000
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3840 11 479, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp,  deep intense color, well centered, NH but a few light 
gum skips, Very Fine, only 200 issued with the Brewster census recording just 55 examples. (Scott $1,500 
as o.g.). 600

3841 1 479, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp,  deep color, fresh, o.g., Fine, only 200 issued. (Scott 
$1,500). 300

3842 1 479, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp,  bright and fresh, deep color, o.g., Fine, only 200 issued, 
(Scott $1,500). 300

3843 5 479, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp,  natural SE single tied to small piece by Tacloban, Leyte 
12/27 duplex, Very Fine, only 200 issued, "Economist" backstamp. (Scott $2,000). 300

3844 1 480, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp,  bright and fresh, natural SE at right,  tropical o.g., some 
interleaving adherance, Very Fine appearing, only 500 issued with Brewster recording just 62 examples; 
1984 APS certificate. (Scott $500). 100

3845 (1) 480, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp,  natural SE at top, without gum, Very Fine, only 500 
issued. (Scott $500 as o.g.). 80

3846 1 480, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp,  tropical o.g., Fine, only 500 issued. (Scott $500). 75

3847 14 480, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp,   block of 4, rich color, tropical o.g., Fine and rare 
multiple, only 500 issued. 1963 PF certificate. (Scott $2,000 as singles). 500

3848 6 480, 1944 16c Dark blue, "Victory" handstamp, single (light stain) tied on cover to Manila by Tacloban. 
Leyte 1/5 duplex, light cover stain lower right, otherwise Very Fine cover, only 500 stamps issued; 
Brewster records only 24 covers; 1991 PSE certificate, (Scott listed but unpriced). 250

3849 6 464-65, 480, U43, 1944 2c/16c "Victory" Issues, 4c and 16c (both natural straight-edge) tied on 2c entire 
(U43) to "APO 72"  by Palo, Leyte 1/5 duplex‘s, Very Fine; 1996 APS certificate. (Scott unpriced).  250

3850 6 481, 1944 20c Light olive green, "Victory" handstamp,  not tied (but certainly belongs) on captured 
Japanese postal card, Tacloban, Leyte 1/18 duplex, "shield" type censor control handstamp at left, 
attractive sailboat design on front, similar to occupation stamp "Moro Vinta" design, Very Fine and 
unusual card. 150

3851 1 482, 1944 30c Orange red, "Victory" handstamp,  intense color, extremely fresh, o.g., trace of hinging, 
small inclusion, Fine and attractive, only 248 issued with 89 unused examples recorded in the Brewster 
census, (Scott $450). 150

3852 1 482, 1944 30c Orange red, "Victory" handstamp,  rich color, and well centered, slightly tropical o.g., 
Very Fine, only 248 issued. (Scott $450).  150

3853 1/111
4

482, 1944 30c Orange red, "Victory" handstamp,  block of 4, rich color and extremely well centered, 
top pair o.g., bottom pair NH, Very Fine and scarce multiple, only 248 issued. 1989 PSE certificate. (Scott 
$1,800 as o.g. singles). 750

3854 3 482, 1944 30c Orange red, "Victory" handstamp,  extremely fresh, partial oval grid cancel, some paper 
adherance on reverse, otherwise  Fine, only 248 issued, "Economist" handstamp. (Scott $450). 200

3855 6 482, 1944 30c Orange red, "Victory" handstamp,  single with natural straight-edge at left tied on cover to "APO 
358" by Tacloban, Leyte 12/27 duplex, feint toning affects only the cover, Very Fine; only 248 stamps issued with 
very few known on cover. "Economist" handstamp, 1977 APS certificate. (Scott listed but unpriced). 500

3856 1 483, 1944 30c Orange red, "Victory handstamp,  well centered, natural SE at left, tropical o,g,, Very 
Fine, only 200 issued with 53 unused examples recorded by Brewster, photocopy of 1976 PF certificate. (Scott 
$800).  250
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3857 1 484, 1944 1p Red orange and black. "Victory" handstamp,  bright shade, o.g., Fine; rare and undervalued; 
just 21 issued and only 11 reported to date, (Scott $6,250). 1500

3858 (1) 484, 1944 1p Red orange and black, "Victory" handstamp,   brilliant colors and exceptionally well 
centered (scarce thus), without gum, Extremely Fine, only 21 issued and 11 reported to date (Scott 
$6,250 as o.g.), 1500

3859 6 484, 1944 1p Red orange and black, "Victory" handstamp,   tied along with nine other "Victory" 
overprinted issues incl 12c (#476, 36 issued) and 4c Air Post (C63, 122 issued) (also 466, 467, 467, 470, 
475, 483) on oversized envelope addressed to Piedmont Cal (a couple with minor flaws, including 1p 
that is somewhat oxidized) with multiple Tacloban, Leyte 12/16 duplex cancels, overall a Very Fine and 
showpiece cover sporting three of the rarest "Victory" overprinted issues; the Brewster census records just 
five covers franked with the 1p value; 1967 PF certificate; ex-Plass. (Scott $11,025 as used singles)  5000

American Soldiers with the villagers of Tacloban
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3860 6 485-96, E10, 1945 2c-20P "VICTORY" Overprints, set tied on attractive "M.V. Concepcion / Sugar 
Broker / Bacolod City" envelope by strike of oval "Bacolod Post Office / First Day Cover / Aug 1 1945" 
cancels, Very Fine and choice, quite rare with the Bacolod cancel 100

3861 13 486/494, 1945 "VICTORY - COMMONWEALTH" Overprints, the exhibit collection of 27 items incl 
singles, plate blocks, perf varieties incl shifts and double perfs, note 12c Black block of four with imperf 
left margin w/o gum (only recorded example), 20c Light olive green hyphen omitted w/o gum (only 
recorded example), right margin single imperf at right NH (only recorded example), 1p Red orange and 
black top right corner margin vertical pair double vertical perfs at right NH (only recorded example), 
etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 75

3862 6 486/494, 1945 "VICTORY - COMMONWEALTH" Overprints, the exhibit collection of 16 covers incl 
4c vertical bisect on domestic philatelic cover (only recorded bisect use), 1945 16c single franking 
addressed to Winston Churchill, etc. plus destinations incl Argentina, Belgium, Chile, Czechoslovakia, 
Finland, India, Switzerland, etc., some show a bit of postal wear but generally a Fine and useful group 
(see online scans) 300

3863 6 488 var., 1945 8c Violet, Diagonal bisect used on cover, with 487, 489, 494 tied on registered airmail 
envelope addressed to USA by wavy lines cancels, boxed "Registered / Naga, Camarines Sur / Jun 18 
1946" registry handstamp, also as a backstamp along with Manila and Los Angeles transits and New York 
City (2 different) receiving cancels, cover with some staple holes not affecting stamps, Fine use and the 
only recorded example of the 8c bisect 90

3864 6 1945 WWII Victory Overprints on Cover, collection of over 120 covers with each containing one or more 
stamps in singles, pairs or strips bearing the "Victory" overprint, well over twenty different destinations 
including Czechoslovakia, Hong Kong, Costa Rica, China, Argentina, New Zealand, Italy, Jamaica, 
Siam, India and many more, uses include airmail, postage due, registration, special delivery, paquebot, 
censored, missent, a few first days, etc., F-VF; ready to form an exhibit or add to an existing one, all hand-
picked over a 40+ year period (see online scans) 400

3865 1 C1-6, C9-12, 1926 2c/30c Madrid-Manila Flight Overprints,   all selected for freshness and centering, 
o.g., includes additional shades: 6c (2), 8c and 26c, mostly Very Fine. (Scott $1,080). (see online scans).

250

3866 1 C2a, 1926 4c Carmine, Inverted overprint,  fresh and well centered, o.g., Very Fine and scarce with only 
100 issued. 2001 PF certificate. (Scott $4,000). 1500
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3867 6 C2a, 1926 4c Carmine, Inverted Overprint,   natural SE at top, tied on cover to Manila, additionally 
franked with 16c (C9), both tied by pictorial flight cachet, error additionally tied by Manila 5/26/26 
duplex, couple cover folds (non detracting) and well away from adhesives, Very Fine, only 100 issued 
with only 3 known covers,  1994 APS certificate,  Bruggman and Kessler expert handstamps. (Scott listed but 
unpriced for used or on cover) 3000

3868 1 C7, 1936 16c Light olive green,  well centered for issue, o.g., light diagonal crease, Fine appearance. 
(Scott $3,250). 300

3869 1 C8, 1926 16c Olive bistre,  bright color, redistributed o.g., small laminated tear in right margin, overall 
Fine appearing. 1989 PSE certificate. (Scott $5,000). 400

3870 1 C13, 1926 2p Violet brown,  rich color, o.g., Fine, only 900 issued; 1986 PF certificate, "W.B., Manila" expert 
handstamp on reverse (Scott $600). 100

3871 111 C14, 1926 4p Dark blue,  intense color and exceptional centering, NH, Very Fine, only 700 issued. signed 
Sanabria, Kessler, "W.B. Manila", 1995 PF certificate (Scott $1,300). 750

3872 1 C14, 1926 4p Dark blue,  fresh color, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine, only 700 issued. (Scott $750). 200
3873 1 C15, 1926 10p Deep green,  bright color, well centered, large part o.g., near Very Fine, only 500 issued. 

1994 APS certificate. (Scott $1,350). 300
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3874 1 C16, 1926 26c Blue green, Perf 12,  beautiful color, slightly disturbed o.g., trace of light perf tip toning 
at top left (trivial), Fine, only 100 issued. 1997 PF certificate. (Scott $6,250). 1000

3875 1 C17, 1926 1p Pale violet, Perf 10,  fresh, exceptionally well centered, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. 
1995 PF certificate, "W.B. Manila" expert handstamp on reverse. (Scott $300). 90

3876 1 C17, 1926 1p Pale violet, Perf 10,  fresh and nicely centered, large part o.g., couple gum soaked perf 
tips, Very Fine. (Scott $300).  60

3877 3 C17, 1926 1p Pale Violet, Perf 10,   plate no single #22000 bottom, fresh, well centered and lightly 
cancelled, Very Fine. (Scott $225).  60

3878 6 1935 Pan Am Clipper Flight, FAM 14-6a, Manila to Midway Island, C52 pair, C53 + #385 tied on envelope 
by Manila Dec 2 1935 cds, nicely struck 1st flight cachet, addressed c/o the Pan Am Airport Manager at 
Midway Island, backstamped Guam Dec 2, Very Fine and choice, the only example recorded addressed 
to Midway Island On this particular route Midway was an overnight technical stop and had no post office 
at the time. The island was never an official port-of-call on the FAM 14 route. 200

3879 6 1935 Pan Am Clipper Flight, FAM 14-6a, Manila to Wake Island, airmail envelope with printed Clipper 
airmail cachet franked with C52 (2), C53 with both being tied by Manila Dec 1935 cds, addressed to 
the station manager at Wake Island, clearly struck 1st flight cachet, back side with additional #385, 393 
franking tied by same Manila cds, Guam Dec and Dec 3 arrival backstamps plus rubber stamp flight 
cachet, Very Fine and the only example recorded addressed to Wake Island On this particular route 
Wake was an overnight technical stop and had no post office at the time. Pan Am made scheduled stops 
at the island starting in 1935 but it was not made an official port-of-call until over 15 years later when a 
post office was established. 200

3880 6 C52-53, 1935 10c, 30c Manila to San Francisco Clipper Flight Overprints, set tied on envelope with 
"Office of the Presidency / Manila, Philippine Islands / Official Mail" printed cc and addressed to the 
President, Manila Nov 26 1935 cds - a full week before the official issue date, signed at lower left by US 
High Commissioner Frank Murphy, a bit of edge wear and light central vertical fold, overall aging/ small 
tone spots, o/w Fine, approx 7 pre-FDC covers recorded 150

3881 6 1935 Pan Am Clipper Flight, FAM 14-6, Manila to San Francisco, airmail envelope franked with C52 
(2), C53 plus 385, 393 all tied by Manila Dec 2 1935 cds, boldly struck flight cachet plus typed list of the 
officers with corresponding signatures incl Capt Edwin Musick and Navigator FJ Noonan, backstamped 
San Francisco and Alameda Cal Dec 6, Very Fine 100

3882 6 1935 Pan Am Clipper Flight from Goodyear Rubber Plantation to USA, registered oversize envelope 
(open 3 sides for dispaly) with the printed Goodyear cc and franked with C52 pair, C53 blocks of 10 
(front side) and 20 (back side) all cancelled/tied by Manila Dec 2 1935 cancels, usual flight cachet, 
backstamped San Francisco and Akron plus few indistinct, some postal wear as expected (especially 
on the edges) but a Fine commercial cover carried by Clipper and paying 6x trans-Pacific rate plus 20c 
registry All of Goodyear‘s Far East interests anxiously awaited Clipper airmail service to the USA which 
saved several days transit time over ship mail.   100

3883 C52-53, 1935 Manila - San Francisco China Clipper First Fight Airmails Collection, well over 70 covers 
showing array of interesting rates and usages with various cachets, destinations to Guam, Hawaii, 
Switzerland, Macao, Java, Czechoslovakia, Iran, Canada, France, Gold Coast, Brazil, Netherlands, etc., 
great majority are commercial includes cover with "Office of the Presidency” cc and franked with 10c 
which is tied by a Manila Nov 26 cds (7 days prior to official issuance – 3 examples recorded) and also 
signed by Pres. Manuel Quezon and US High Commissioner Frank Murphy, 6 peso rate with 5 peso #396, 
a very unusual printed matter registered package wrapper with nine stamps to the U.S., gathered and 
collected over many years with nearly everything needed to put the exhibit that was envisioned together 
and even includes start of the exhibit with two pages all prepared (see online scans) 650
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3884 1 C63, 1944 4c Rose carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh and well centered, o.g. with original interleaving 
adhering, Very Fine, only 122 issued and 71 examples recorded by Brewster; 1990 PF certificate. (Scott 
$3,750). 900

3885 6 C63, 1944 4c Rose carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  tied on cover to "APO 358” by Tacloban, Leyte 12/27 
duplex, Very Fine; only 122 stamps issued and quite scarce on cover; 1992 PF certificate. (Scott $2,750 
as used singles). 1000

3886 1 E1, 1901 10c Dark blue,  intense color and exceptional centering, fresh o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely 
Fine and choice (Scott $100) 80

3887 1 E1a, 1901 10c Dark blue, "Dots in Frame above Messenger" variety, top part imprint and plate number 
882 single, bright, fresh and extremely well centered, fresh o.g., trace of light hinging, Extremely Fine. 
1990 PF certificate (Scott $175)  100

3888 1 E2A, 1907 10c Ultramarine, Bureau of Insular Affairs, Special Printing,  bright and fresh, characteristic 
crisp impression on bright white paper, well centered, o.g., reperfed at right, tiny natural paper wrinkle 
(trivial), Very Fine appearance; 1985 PF certificate. (Scott $2,750).  600

3889 1S E5S R, 1919 20c Ultramarine, "Specimen"  extremely fresh, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. (Scott $200).
  75

3890 1S E6aS R, 1925 20c Violet blue, Imperforate, "Specimen" overprint,   beautiful color, large and well 
balanced margins, o.g., couple small natural gum skips, Extremely Fine. (Scott $300). 60

3891 (1)S E6aS R, 1925 20c Violet blue, Imperforate, "Specimen" overprint,  horizontal pair, without gum, light 
tone line on reverse, Extremely Fine. (Scott $600 as o.g. singles). 90
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3892 1 E8, 1944 20c Dull violet, "Victory" handstamp,  bright color and well centered, slightly tropical o.g., Very 
Fine, only 138 issued, 54 unused examples recorded by Brewster. (Scott $1,400). 400

3893 1 E8, 1944 20c Dull violet, "Victory" handstamp,  right side sheet margin single, bright color, o.g., possible 
trace of light hinging, Fine, only 138 issued (Scott $1,400) 400

3894 1 E9, 1944 20c Blue violet, "Victory" handstamp,  deep color, slightly tropical o.g., Fine, only 600 issued, 
1980 PF certificate. (Scott $550). 150

3895 1 E9, 1944 20c Blue violet, "Victory" handstamp,  right side sheet margin single with partial arrow, tropical 
o.g. Fine, only 600 issued. (Scott $550). 150

3896 1 E9, 1944 20c Blue violet, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh, slightly tropical o.g., Fine, only 600 issued. (Scott 
$550). 120

3897 6 E9, 1944 20c Blue violet, "Victory" handstamp,  single (natural SE at left and small pre-printing crease) 
tied on cover to "APO 358" by Tacloban, Leyte 12/27 duplex, Very Fine; only 600 stamps issued and 
much scarcer on cover; 1995 APS certificate. (Scott listed but unpriced). 200

3898 1S J1S R-J5S R, 1899 1c-50c Deep claret, "Specimen" overprint,   set of 5, all slightly disturbed o.g., 1c 
reperfed at right, Fine or better. ex-Plass. (Scott $2,500). (see online scans). 400

3899 1S J1S R-J5S R, 1899 1c-50c Deep claret, "Specimen" overprint, complete, 5c NH, others o.g., 2c light 
margin stain, all typical about Fine centering. (Scott ($2,500). (see online scans). 300

3900 1S J1-7, 1899-1901 1c-50c Overprints,   complete, fresh, mostly all well centered for issue, several with 
somewhat disturbed or tropical  o.g., Fine or better, (Scott $566). (see online scans). 80

3901 1114 J6, 1901 3c Deep claret,  right side "arrow" block of 40, NH, Fine or better, impressive large multiple. (Scott 
$1,400 as singles). 190

3902 1 J6, 1904 3c Deep claret, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,   o.g., characteristic red "Special 
Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine and rare; one of only a few known as most were destroyed at the 
end of the Exposition; 2012 PF certificate (Scott $1,600). 400

3903 1 J7 var., 1904 30c Deep claret, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,  nicer centering than typically 
found, o.g., characteristic red "Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, near Very Fine; one of only a 
few known as most were destroyed at the end of the Exposition; 2012 PF certificate (Scott $3,250). 950
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3904 1 J16-J22, 1944 4c-20c Postage Dues, "Victory" handstamp,  full set, J16 o.g., J18 paper adherence, small 
thin, others o.g, varying amounts gum disturbance, overall F-VF; only 306 sets possible, all with 1991 PF 
certificate. (Scott $770). (see online scans). 250

3905 1(1) J16-J22, 1944 4c-20c Postage Dues, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh and well centered, most with tropical 
o.g., 16c unused, F-VF; 8c-20c with "Economist" handstamps, only 306 sets can exist. (Scott $770). (see 
online scans) 200

3906 6 J16/J21, 1944 4c/16c Postage Dues, "Victory" handstamp,  five different values tied on legal sized cover 
with tropical staining mostly affecting cover but also perf tip toning, all tied by Tacloban, Leyte 1/7 
duplex cancels, Fine and scarce cover, only 306 of the 4c issued; 1992 PF certificate.  (Scott listed but 
unpriced on cover) 350

3907 14 J18, 1944 8c Brown red, "Victory" handstamp,  top margin block of four with plate no F113801, slightly 
tropical o.g., Fine. (Scott $400 as singles). 90

3908 13 O15/26, 1935/38 Large "O.B. Officials, the exhibit collection of 46 items incl singles, blocks, varieties, 
etc. including O15a NH and used (4) including two singles in a block of nine with normals, O17 "B." 
omitted used, "O." omitted used, double overprint mint (each of these the only recorded example), 
period omitted after "O" used, O17a NH, O20 "O" omitted mint (only recorded example), period after 
"B" omitted mint (one of two known), O23 "O" omitted NH (only recorded example), omitted period 
after "B" mint (one of two known), O24 "O" omitted NH (only recorded example), "B." omitted mint 
(only recorded example), O25 omitted hyphen mint, omitted period after "B" mint, etc., a few minor 
faults but generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 150

3909 6 O15/26, 1935/38 Large "O.B. Officials Covers Assortment, the exhibit collection of 15 covers featuring 
O15a 1936 Ginatilan to Cebu (only known example on cover), O16 on 2c postal card 1939 to Argentina 
(less than 15 official mail covers to foreign destinations other than the US are known), O18 to North 
Borneo with boxed "Via Flying Boat..." cachet, O25 1941 oversized cover to USA franked with 96 stamps 
on two sides, etc., some show some minor postal wear but a Fine group of these (see online scans)

400
3910 136 O27/36, 1938/40 Small "O.B." and "COMMONWEALTH" Issues, the collection of 23 items mostly on 

the exhibit pages and incl singles, plate blocks, varieties, covers, etc. noting cover with Malacanan Palace 
engraved cc, O27a 1941 Catbalogan to Manila (only recorded example on cover; toning and some cover 
faults); O27b 1941 local Manila use (only example on cover recorded); O30 diagonal bisect on 1939 
cover with printed cc of the Office of the President and sent to "Commanding General / Philippine Dept 
/ US Army" in Manila, O31a single in a mint block of six, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans)

350
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3911 (1) O38, 1944 2c Rose, "Victory" handstamp,  without gum, couple light tone spots, Fine, only 128 issued. 
(Scott $375 as o.g.), 75

3912 (1) O38, 1944 2c Rose, "Victory" handstamp,  pair, without gum, Fine, only 128 issued. (Scott $750 as o.g.),
120

3913 14 O38, 1944 2c Rose, "Victory" handstamp,  block of four, slightly tropical o.g., Fine, only 128 issued, 
much scarcer as a block; 1972 APS certificate. (Scott $1,500). 300

3914 6 O38, 1944 2c Rose, "Victory" handstamp,  single with natural straight-edge at right tied on drop cover 
by Cebu, Philippines 7/21/45 fancy double circle cds, additional purple cancels from Cebu, same date 
and with "First Day Cover" are questionable, possibly a "favor" cover, VF cover, only 128 stamps issued.

75
3915 6 O38, 1944 2c Rose, "Victory" handstamp, vertical pair, not tied on cover to The Provincial Governor, 

Tacloban, Leyte, from Chief of Police, Abuyog, Leyte, purple Abuyog, Leyte duplex, Very Fine official 
cover, only 128 stamps issued, rare on non philatelic covers (Scott $750). 250

3916 6 O40, 1944 4c Yellow green, "Victory" handstamp,  block of four tied on cover to Chicago, Ill. by purple 
Cebu, Philippines 7/21/45 cds, additional "Cebu Post Office First Day Cover" cachet with same date, 
Very Fine and rare multiple 60

3917 1 O40A, 1944 6c Dark brown, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh and well centered, somewhat tropicalized gum, 
Very Fine and choice, one of the rarest of the "Victory" handstamped issues, the Brewster census lists 28 
examples (Scott $8,000). 2500

3918 5 O40A, 1944 6c Dark brown, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh and well centered, natural SE at top, tied on 
small piece by Tacloban, Leyte 1/13 cds, Very Fine and rare (Scott listed but unpriced). 1500

3919 3 O40A, 1944 6c Dark brown, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh and well centered, favor canceled with light 
purple oval grid, Very Fine and rare; (Scott listed but unpriced ). 1500
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3920 6 O40A, 1944 6c Dark brown, "Victory" handstamp,  single tied on cover to Provincial Governor, Tacloban 
from Chief of Police, Abuyog, Leyte by purple Abuyog, Leyte 11/26/45 duplex, Very Fine and quite rare 
with a mere two covers recorded this being the only single franked cover; "Economist" handstamp. (Scott 
listed but unpriced).  10000

Leyte Provencial Capitol

3920
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3921 1 O41, 1944 10c Rose carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh and well centered, tropical o.g., Very Fine; 
only 665 issued; signed Bloch, "Economist" handstamp,  (Scott $500). 150

3922 1 O41, 1944 10c Rose carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  plate no single no 121565 bottom, fresh and well 
centered, o.g., Very Fine, only 665 issued. 1963 PF certificate. (Scott $500). 150

3923 1 O41, 1944 10c Rose carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  bright and fresh bottom plate number single, h.r., 
Very Fine, only 665 issued. (Scott $500).  100

3924 1 O41, 1944 10c Rose carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  tropicalized gum, near Very Fine, only 665 issued. 
1961 PF certificate. (Scott $500). 90

3925 1 O41, 1944 10c Rose carmine, "Victory" handstamp,   fresh, tropical o.g., Fine,  only 665 issued, 
signed (Scott $500) 80

3926 14 O41, 1944 10c Rose carmine, "Victory" handstamp,  block of four, o.g., toned and with stuck original 
interleaving , Fine, only 665 issued. (Scott $2,100) 200

3927 14 O41, 1944 10c Rose carmine, "Victory" handstamp, block of nine, o.g., toned and with stuck original 
interleaving, F-VF, only 665 issued. (Scott $4,600 as block of 4 plus 5 singles).  400

3928 (1) O43, 1944 20c Light olive green, "Victory" handstamp,  fresh, without gum, Fine, only 71 issued; photocopy 
1984 PF certificate. (Scott $1,750 as o.g.). 350

3929 1 O43, 1944 20c Light olive green, "Victory" handstamp,  well centered, natural SE at left, large part o.g., 
Fine, only 71 issued. 1998 APS certificate. (Scott $1,750) 350

3930 1 O43, 1944, 20c Light olive green, "Victory" handstamp,  o.g., with stuck interleaving, tiny thin spot (not 
mentioned in cert), Fine appearance; only 71 issued; copy of 1993 PF certificate, Fine; (Scott $1,750 as 
o,g,) 300

3931 6 Philippines Official Mail including O.B., Official Business, Overprints on Cover,   consisting of over 
70 covers with singles, pairs or multiples on cover, large portion with various printed government 
departmental return corner card, includes missing hyphen varieties, registered with block of nine, 
clipper fights, used as postage due, Rizal and commemorative issues, both small and large O.B. types, 
c/c‘s from many different provinces, Office of the President etc., some typical postal wear but a Fine and 
diverse group (see online scans)   350

3932 1 214 Variety, 1899 2c Orange red, Bandholtz "OB" Albino Overprint,  extremely fresh, o.g., Fine, a scarce 
and unusual variety; 1992 PF certificate. (Scott unlisted).  150

3933 1 216 var., 1899 5c Blue, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in red,  bright and fresh, o.g., small hinge remnant, 
Fine, extremely scarce with only 4 issued. (Scott unlisted).  120

3934 1 217 var., 1899 10c Brown, Type I, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in red,  fresh and well centered, o.g., h.r., 
few blunted perfs at left, near Very Fine, only 8 issued. (Scott unlisted). 120

3935 1 218 var., 1899 15c Olive green, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in red,  fresh and well centered, o.g., trace of 
shallow thin, near Very Fine appearance, only 10 issued. (Scott unlisted). 80

3936 1 218 var., 1899 15c Olive green, Bandholtz "OB" albino overprint,  unusual variety, fresh, tropicalized 
o.g., Fine. 1992 PF certificate. (Scott unlisted).  100

3937 1 216 var., 1899 5c Blue, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in red,  fresh and fairly well centered, o.g., small hinge 
remnant, Fine. (Scott unlisted). 80

3938 1 228 var., 1903 3c Bright violet, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in red,  exceptionally bright, fresh and well 
centered for issue, o.g., h.r., Very Fine, only 3 issued. (Scott unlisted). 150

3939 1 237 var., 1903 $1 Black, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in blue,  fresh, decently centered for issue, o.g., h.r., couple 
small faults include shallow thin, near Very Fine appearing, only 31 issued. (Scott unlisted).   90

3940 1 237 var., 1903 $1 Black, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in red,  fresh and well centered for issue, somewhat 
disturbed o.g., near Very Fine, only 50 issued. (Scott unlisted). 90

3941 1 238 var., 1903 $2 Dark blue, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in red,  fresh, somewhat tropical o,g., one pulled 
perf, Fine, only 31 issued. (Scott unlisted).  90

3942 1114 241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Perf 12 Double Line Watermark, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in black,  complete 
to 30c, blocks of 4, all bright and fresh, NH, F-VF (Scott unlisted)  (see online scans) 90

3943 1114 241/249 var., 1906 2c/26c Perf 12 Double Line Watermark, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in black, 6 
different values, all top or bottom plate number blocks of 10, NH, includes: 2c (top #21978), 6c (bottom 
#21972), 8c (bottom #21973), 12c (top #21974), 16c (top #21979) & 26c (top #21991),  all Fine or better, 
(Scott unpriced). (see online scans). 150

3944 14 263 var., 1911 4c Deep violet, Bandholtz Double ‚OB" overprint in red and black,  block of 4, fresh and 
well centered, o.g., Very Fine, attractive and unusual variety. (Scott unlisted). 75
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3945 1 269 var., 1911 26c Blue green, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in black, Pair, one stamp without 
overprint,  irregular block of three, bottom pair with and without overprint, o.g., some light gum tone 
spots (on reverse), Fine, unusual variety. (Scott unlisted). 50

3946 111 E3 var., 1911 20c Deep ultramarine, Bandholtz "OB" overprint in black, Inverted overprint,  top part 
imprint and plate number 22620 pair, NH, light gum striations, one with light natural diagonal gum 
bend, additional inverted overprint straddles pair, Very Fine. (Scott unlisted). 80

3947 1 OX1-12, 1906-38 Official Seals,  complete set of 13, o.g., couple with small gum flaws, generally Very 
Fine, several ex-Plass. (Scott $645). (see online scans), 140

3948 1 U1/16, 1899/1900 1c/5c Plimpton Envelopes Collection, 28 mostly different mint entires with or without 
printed cc, includes UPSS 4-11, 14, 15 (2), 19, 21, 22, 24, etc., UPSS 20 some light toning, o/w generally 
fresh and F-VF, nice starter group (see online scans; UPSS $1,205) 250

3949 16 U17/25, 1903 1c, 2c Hartford Envelopes Collection, 19 mostly different mint entires with or without 
printed cc, highlights include (mint unless otherwise noted) UPSS 26, 27 mint (2 incl one with Siddall 
cc) and used, 29 with and without printed cc, 30-32, 33 without printed cc, 34(2), 35, 36-38, generally 
fresh and F-VF, ideal for continuation (see online scans; UPSS $776) 220

3950 1 U22, 1903 2c Carmine, mint entire, size 14, wmk 14, Carlos Media printed cc, fresh and Extremely Fine, 
a very rare envelope in this size (UPSS 35, $125) 150

3951 6 U22, 1903 2c Carmine, used entire, size 14, wmk 14, Carlos Media printed cc, Iloilo, Iloilo Jul 28 1924 
duplex (late use), Very Fine, an elusive use (UPSS 35, $180) 150

3952 1 U26, 1903 4c Chocolate on amber, mint entire, size 21, wmk 14, Guillermo Perera printed cc, Very Fine 
(UPSS 39, $175) 75

3953 1 U26 var., 1904 4c Chocolate on amber, "PHILIPPINES" overprint omitted, mint entire, size 21, wmk 14, 
Guillermo Perera printed cc, choice Very Fine, only about 40 known (UPSS 39b, $1,000) 200

3954 1 U26 var., 1904 4c Chocolate on amber, "PHILIPPINES" overprint omitted, mint entire, size 21, wmk 14, 
Guillermo Perera printed cc, choice Very Fine, only about 40 known (UPSS 39b, $1,000) 200

3955 1 U26 var., 1904 4c Chocolate on amber, "PHILIPPINES" overprint omitted, mint entire, size 21, wmk 14, 
Guillermo Perera printed cc, choice Very Fine, only about 40 known (UPSS 39b, $1,000) 200

3956 1 U27, 1903 5c Blue on amber, mint entire, size 10, wmk 14, Guillermo Perera printed cc, fresh and Very 
Fine, only 500 printed (UPSS 40, $125) 75

3957 1 U28, 1906 2c Carmine, mint entire, size 10, wmk 14, PO fresh, Very Fine (UPSS 41, $150) 100
3958 1 U28 var, 1906 2c Red, mint entire, size 10, wmk 14, Very Fine, scarce color variety (UPSS 41a, $275)

150
3959 1 U28 var, 1906 2c Carmine, Recut die type 101, mint entire, size 10, wmk 14, Very Fine and scarce variety 

(UPSS 41b, $300) 200
3960 1 U29, 1906 2c Carmine on buff, mint entire, size 21, wmk 14, Very Fine and choice (UPSS 42, $225)

75
3961 16 U30/34, 1908 2c Rizal Stationery Envelopes Selection,   mostly mint entires with variety of sizes, 

watermarks, shade varieties, albino impressions, uprated for mailing and incl domestic and foreign 
destinations, printed cc incl Siddall on U31-33 plus some unlisted as "Far East Commander No. 1 / 
Knights Templar / Manila", 3-line "From Post Office Box 2416 Manila" or "From Post Office Box 688 
Manila", etc., note UPSS 66 mint, 73A Siddall cc mint (2), 74-75 mint, 76a Siddall cc mint, 78-79 mint, 
generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans; UPSS $1,450+) 300

3962 1 U30 var., 1908 1½c on 2c Green, mint entire, size 10, wmk 25, genuine type 8 1925 surcharge but 
"philatelically inspired", envelope with faint overall toning, still a Fine example ; 2012 PF certificate 

400
3963 1 U31, 1908 2c Green on amber, mint entire, size 10, Rothschild & Co cc, Extremely Fine and rare with a 

mere 4 examples reported (UPSS 70, $200) 200
3964 1 U32, 1908 2c Green on oriental buff, mint entire, size 13, Very Fine and choice (UPSS 75A, $250)

75
3965 1 U33, 1908 2c Green on blue wove, mint entire, size 10, wmk 19, Theodore Siddall printed cc, choice Very 

Fine, only 2 entires recorded (UPSS 77 var, unpriced) 200
3966 1 U33, 1908 2c Green on blue wove, mint entire, size 10, wmk 19, Theodore Siddall printed cc, choice Very 

Fine, only 2 entires recorded (UPSS 77 var, unpriced) 200
3967 16 U35/39, 1908 4c McKinley Stationery Envelopes Selection, 19 mint entires with some printed cc, includes 

UPSS 96, 103, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans; UPSS $355) 70
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3968 16 U431/45, 1935 2c, 4c "VICTORY" Overprints Stationery Envelopes Selection, 16 mint entires and incl 
assorted printed cc, comprised of UPSS 120 (5), 120a (6), 122 (2), 125, 125b (2), fresh and F-VF (see 
online scans; UPSS $2,230) 450

3969 1 U43, 1944 2c Carmine, "VICTORY" overprint, mint entire, size 10, wmk 33, printed cc and 
"MONEY ORDER / GIRO POSTAL" at lower left, fresh and Very Fine (UPSS 120a, $125) 60

3970 1 U43, 1944 2c Carmine, "VICTORY" overprint, mint entire, size 10, wmk 36, printed cc only, Very Fine 
(UPSS 121a, $135) 60

3971 1 U43, 1944 2c Carmine, "VICTORY" overprint, mint entire, size 10, wmk 36, printed cc and 
"MONEY ORDER / GIRO POSTAL" at lower left, Very Fine and choice (UPSS 121b, $130) 60

3972 1 U43, 1944 2c Carmine, "VICTORY" overprint, mint entire, size 10, wmk 39, choice Very Fine (UPSS 122, 
$260) 100

3973 6 U43, 1944 2c Carmine, "VICTORY" overprint, size 10, wmk 39, Tacloban, Leyte Feb 23 duplex cancel, 
Very Fine; ex-Plass (UPSS 122, $400) 100

3974 1 U43, 1944 2c Carmine, "VICTORY" overprint, mint entire, size 23, wmk 33, a bit of wrinkling generally 
confined to the left half, still Very Fine and scarce with just 64 issued (UPSS 123, $600) 150

3975 1 U44, 1944 4c Carmine, "VICTORY" overprint, mint entire, size 10, wmk 33, printed cc, choice Very 
Fine, only 32 issued (UPSS 124, $1,250) 250

3976 1 U45, 1944 4c Olive green, "VICTORY" overprint, mint entire, size 10, wmk 33, choice Very Fine, 
(UPSS 125, $220) 60

3977 1 U45, 1944 4c Olive green, "VICTORY" overprint, mint entire, size 10, wmk 33, printed cc, fresh and 
Very Fine (UPSS 125b, $240) 60

3978 1 UPSS OB1/39, 1906 2c, 4c Official Envelopes Collection, 33 different mint entires with variety of official 
printed cc and some with the "OB" overprint, includes UPSS 1-4, 5 with misaligned cc, 6-10, 12-22, 25, 
25A, 26-27, 32, 34-39, etc. plus a UPSS unlisted variety - 2c Green on blue (U33) imprint CC1a, size 10, 
knife 81, wmk 15 (corroborating opinions from Garrett and Lehmann), generally fresh and F-VF, a 
wonderful collection of these desirable entires in a condition far superior to what is typically seen (see 
online scans; UPSS $4,140) 1000

3979 1 UPSS OB21, 1906 4c Carmine on buff, mint entire, size 10, wmk 15, UPSS type CC2 printed imprint, 
choice Very Fine (UPSS $180) 75

3980 1 UPSS OB30, 1906 2c Green on white laid paper, "OB" overprint, mint entire, size 10, wmk 15, UPSS type 
CC4 printed imprint, Very Fine and rare with only 25 printed (UPSS $230) 275

3981 1 UPSS OB31, 1906 2c Green on white wove paper, "OB" overprint, mint entire, size 21, wmk 15, UPSS type 
CC4 printed imprint, fresh and Very Fine, only 50 printed (UPSS $200) 130

3982 1 UPSS OB33, 1906 2c Green on white laid paper, mint entire, size 13, wmk 15, UPSS type CC4 printed 
cc, a trace of aging around the edges, Very Fine, only 35 issued and undervalued in UPSS (UPSS $190) 350
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3983 1 UPSS OB40, 1906 2c Green on blue, mint entire, size 21, wmk 17, UPSS type CC4a printed cc, Very Fine 
(UPSS $375) 140

3984 1 UPSS OB41, 1906 2c Green on blue, mint entire, size 23, wmk 17, UPSS type CC4a printed cc, fresh and 
Very Fine (UPSS $375) 140

3985 1 UPSS OB42, 1906 4c Carmine on blue, mint entire, size 21, wmk 17, UPSS type CC4a printed cc, choice 
Very Fine (UPSS $300) 120

3986 1 UPSS OB43, 1906 4c Carmine on blue, mint entire, size 23, wmk 17, UPSS type CC4a printed cc, PO 
fresh and Very Fine (UPSS $300) 120

3987 1 W1-4, 1901/05 1c, 2c Wrappers Collection, comprised of (folded unless otherwise noted) UPSS W1 (2), 
W2-3, W4-5, W5 unfolded (scarce), fresh and F-VF (see online scans; UPSS $162) 75

3988 1 W4 var., 1908 2c Green, folded mint wrapper, wmk 17, choice Very Fine, the only recorded example with 
this watermark; 1991 PF certificate (UPSS W4a, unpriced) 600

3989 1 W4 var., 1908 2c Green on manila, folded mint wrapper, wmk 21, Very Fine and choice, quite rare with 
just 25 printed (UPSS W6, $320) 120

3990 1 UX3, 1903 1c Black on buff, mint card without return address or lithographed view, light corner bend 
bottom right, still Very Fine and quite rare; ex-Plass (Scott $1,250; UPSS S3, $1,350) 450

3991 1 UX4, 1903 2c Black on buff, mint card, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $800; UPSS S4, $800) 200
3992 1 UX7, 1906 1c Black on buff, mint card, barely noticeable bends top left corner, still Very Fine and scarce 

(Scott $275; UPSS S7, $275) 75

3993 6 UX8, 1906 2c Black on buff, Manila Sep 30 (1907) duplex cancel, addressed to Barcelona, some light 
toning along bottom edge, still a Fine and scarce use (Scott $1,500; UPSS S8, $1,500) 900

3994 1 UX20, 1944 2c Green on buff, "VICTORY" overprint, mint card, PO fresh, Extremely Fine, only 190 
issued (Scott $225; UPSS S23, $300) 75

3995 1 UX20, 1944 2c Green on buff, "VICTORY" overprint, unusually fresh with a well-struck overprint, 
Extremely Fine, only 190 issued (Scott $225; UPSS S23, $300) 75

3996 1 UZ4 var., 1938 2c Light green on buff, Short dividing line variety, mint card, choice Very Fine (UPSS OS4a, 
$275) 75

3997 1 UY3, 1903 2c+2c Blue, folded mint card, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $300; UPSS MR3, $300) 75
3998 16 UX1/UZ1, US Administration Period Postal Cards Collection, mostly mint cards on stock sheets with 

Used UX2, UX9, Unused UX5, UX23, Mint UX1-2 (2), UX5 (4), UX6, UX9-10, UX11, UX11a, UX12 
(light toning), UX13-15, UX20, UX23 (3), UX23a (3), UY1 folded, UY1m, UY1r, UY2 folded, UY2m, 
UZ1 (2), includes some shifted overprint varieties, generally fresh and Very Fine (see online scans; Scott 
$1,200+) 200
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3999 6 N1, 1942 1c Apple green,  N8 pair by Manila Nov 12 1942 slogan cancel on locally addressed cover, 
shortpaid and with two due markings - "RETURNED TO SENDER FOR ADDITIONAL POSTAGE ___ 
CVOS" ("18" inserted by hand) and "Postage Due Subsequently Paid", N1 affixed and tied by Manila Nov 
21 1942 cds to satisfy postage due fee, Very Fine; a 2c stamp was used to pay the 1c short pay as 1c stamps 
were not available until June 7, 1943 150

4000 6 N2, 1943 12c Black, tied on registered NU1 addressed to Manila by boxed Bagabag, Nueva Vizcaya 
registry handstamp ms. dated "12-9-43" with the same marking applied to the back side along with a 
Manila Registry Office Dec 28 receiver, cover some light aging and a few tone spots but still a Very Fine 
use of the 12c to pay the registry fee; the only recorded commercial use of the 12c Black 250

4001 6 N3, 1942 16c Dark blue,  plus N4 tied by wavy line cancel on 1942 registered commercial cover Manila to 
Tayung, Pangasinan and returned, assorted censor and registry markings incl two different registry handstamps 
on back, a Fine and scarce use; just seven examples of the 16c on cover are recorded 250

4002 6 1942 Manila Intra-City Censored Cover, N4 tied on envelope addressed to Manila Electric Co (was the 
Taiwan Electric and Power Co during the occupation - note boxed handstamp) by Manila Nov 4 1942 
machine cancel and with Japanese censor handstamp (Garrett type IA2), backstamped "City Distribution 
/ Manila Post Office" with penciled "11/4/42" plus "RECEIVED IN BAD ORDER AT MANILA" 
handstamp (unlisted; see Garrett pg. 95), some rough opening at upper left but still a Fine example and 
the only known example of this auxiliary marking 100

4003 6 N4, 1942 5c on 6c Brown, tied on envelope addressed to Manila by Angeles, Pampanga May 7 1943 
duplex cancel, indistinguishable Ma 8 1943 duplex alongside, usual censor handstamp, Very Fine and 
rare use, the earliest reported postmark 90

4004 6 N5, 1943 16(c) on 30c Orange red, single tied on commercial cover to Manila by blurry Baguio Mountain 
Jun 10 1943 duplex, usual censor handstamp, cover bit of postal wear but still Fine and rare being one of 
only two commercial covers franked with this issue 100

4005 6 N5, 1943 16(c) on 30c Orange red, single tied with N13 pair on envelope addressed to Tacloban by 
Manila Dec 9 1943 slogan cancel, envelope with corner clipped at bottom left, o/w Very Fine; one of two 
recorded commercial covers franked with this issue 100

4006 6 N6, 1943 50c on 1p Orange and black, tied along with N12 pair, N29 by wavy lines cancel on registered 
envelope addressed to Quiapo, Manila, boxed "Registered Baguio Feb 9 1944" handstamp with an 
additional partial strike on the back along with registry Section Feb 11 receiver, cover bit worn with 
a central vertical fold not affecting stamps, still Fine and the only recorded use of the 50c on 1p on 
commercial cover 100

4007 14 N7, 1943 1p on 4p Blue and black, plate no block of four #129939-F129938 LL, NH but with some minor 
gum disturbances mostly in bottom stamps, F-VF (Scott $700 for NH) 150

4008 1114 N7, 1943 1p on 4p Blue and black, pane of 25 plate no 129939-F129938 LL and with "C" (chromium 
plated) below plate numbers, inverted "S" in "PESO" at pos 4, NH, some margin perf separations at the 
sides not affecting plate block, fresh and F-VF; one of 10 intact sheets recorded (Scott $3,975 as NH plate 
block and 20 singles plus hinged "PESO" variety) 1000

4009 6 N7, 1943 1p on 4p Blue and black, single plus 492 pair (on back) tied by wavy lines on airmail envelope 
addressed to USA, boxed "Registered / US Mail Section / Manila Philippines" Nov 28 1946 handstamp, 
backstamped twice with the same registry handstamp plus San Francisco and Los Angeles transit/ 
receiving cancels, cover a bit of discoloration bottom right corner but still Very Fine and attractive; 
the only recorded use of the 1p surcharge on a commercial cover With the defeat of Japan, all stamps 
created by the Japanese Army for use during the occupation were withdrawn from use. It is possible a 
postal employee was caught unaware when presented with this cover bearing an invalid stamp though 
of the proper denomination for the intended use. More likely, this cover was allowed to pass into the 
mailstream as a favor. Regardless of its method of entering the mails, it did get to its intended destination 
in the United States. 150

4010 6 N9, 1942 5(c) on 4c Yellow green, tied on locally addressed envelope by Manila Mar 13 1943 cds, military 
police censor mark, Very Fine 90

4011 6 N9, 1942 5(c) on 4c Yellow green, vert pair tied on envelope addressed to "The Director of Local 
Governments" in Manila by Iloilo Dec 12 1942 cancel, return address of the Office of the Governor, 
stamps handstamped KoYo in black for official use, nice strike of censor mark (Garrett type 1B5) with 
added personal seal of "Sumitani", a paper clip rust mark at top, o/w Very Fine Sergeant Major Sumitani 
Yoshiaki of the Iloilo Kempei Buntai was tried, sentenced and hanged as a war criminal by the War 
Crimes Commission after the liberation. 100

4012 4(1) N28a, 1943 12c on 20c Light olive green, Double surcharge, top margin block of four with natural se at 
top, without gum, fresh and Very Fine, one sheet of 100 issued; 2006 PF certificate; listed but unpriced in 
Scott 250
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4013 P NB1P-3P, 1942 2c-16c Food Production and Conservation, Imperforate plate proofs in issued colors, left 
margin singles on ungummed paper, Very Fine 150

4014 P NB1P-3P, 1942 2c-16c Food Production and Conservation, Imperforate plate proofs in issued colors, 
pairs on ungummed paper, 2c a light natural paper wrinkle, fresh and Very Fine 250

4015 111 NB8, 1944 Heroes‘ Monuments S/S Varieties Selection, comprised of sheet with black inscriptions 
omitted (w/o gum), pair of uncut sheets with black inscriptions omitted (2, one each with or without 
gum), some light paper wrinkling (probably printer‘s waste), Very Fine; all ex-Plass 75

4016 1 NO1a, 1943 2c Apple green, Double overprint, tropicalized o.g., Fine and rare; less than 10 examples 
recorded, this being the discovery example; 1991 PF certificate; ex-Plass (Scott $400) 300

4017 6 NO2, 1944 5(c) on 6c Dark brown, single tied on locally addressed envelope with Bureau of Internal 
Revenue printed cc by Manila No. 1 Sep 4 1944 duplex, boxed "PAY YOUR TAXES..." imprint lower 
left, cover a horizontal fold at bottom, still Very Fine and the only recorded commercial cover with this 
franking 200

4018 (1) NO3d, 1943 5(c) on 6c Golden brown, Double overprint, nicely centered, unused, bit foreign matter 
adhering to back and a couple of light horiz bends (not mentioned in cert); still Very Fine; 1996 APS 
certificate; listed but unpriced in Scott 120

4019 (1) NO3d, 1943 5(c) on 6c Golden brown, Double overprint, unused, some foreign matter adhering to left 
side on the back, thin spot, light creases, Fine appearance; 10 examples recorded; listed but unpriced in 
Scott; 1995 PF certificate (stamp was unlisted at time of issuance) 100

4020 6 NO4, 1943 16(c) on 30c Orange red, single tied on locally addressed envelope with printed Bureau of 
Customs and Internal Revenue cc by Manila Jul 22 1943 slogan cancel with another strike over the return 
address, boxed "PAY YOR TAXES..." imprint at lower left, cover bit of aging and with some light wrinkles not 
affecting stamp, Fine and rare being the only recorded commercial cover with this franking 300

4021 6 Japanese Occupation of Philippines Postal History, including about 50 items, about ten overprinted 
occupation postal cards or stationery entires, many registered and official usages including a rare proper 
usage of the 16c N3 on a ‚Money Order Bureau‘ envelope (one of only about six recorded with proper 
16c registry use), a very nice NO2 5c large "Commonwealth” FDC with official c/c, numerous commercial 
censored, A Fine and fantastic selection, excellent for the person wishing to start this area or for the 
advanced specialist, a forty plus year assemblage (see online scans) 400

4022 136 1942/45 Japanese Occupation Issues Collection. 53 items with stamps and covers, varieties, etc. 
highlighted by N4 on cover front with Jun 22 1943 earliest reported postmark, N7 with postal cancel 
(one of three recorded with a non-first day cancel), inverted "S" variety in a block of four (w/o gum) 
and a mint single with "COMMONWEALTH" not obliterated by overprint (2 examples recorded), 
N28a unused, NO5 pair with drastically shifted surcharge (from printer‘s waste), 1944 single franking 
commercial cover Laoag to Manila (only example recorded), NO6 1944 single franking commercial 
cover Plaridel to Malolos (only example recorded), etc., some occasional toning issues but generally F-VF 
and well worth a close look (see online scans) 350
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4023 6 1928-1936 Philippine First Flight Collection, 23 covers including Manila-Hong Kong, one with complete set 
C18-C28, several London-Orient, Madrid-Manila, Second Madrid-Manila, via Flying Boat of British Royal 
Air Force, Manila-Tokyo, many interesting frankings, destinations include North Borneo, Singapore, Hong 
Kong, Japan, China, Switzerland, etc., Fine and varied group (see online scans) 250

4024 6 Philippine Army Experimental First Flight Cover Collection, sixteen 1927-1928 covers all with either bi-
wing or U.S. Army Air Service cachets and at least one Legislative Palace stamp, several rare covers that 
were on flights with just 5, 6 or 12 only carried, values to well over $100 each, most still on original lotting 
cards, F-VF; a great group for the specialist or someone interested in starting to collect this fascinating 
area (see online scans) 500

4025 6 Philippine Airmails Stamps on Cover, 23 covers all with at least one airmail stamp, destinations to 
Switzerland, England, France, China, New South Wales, Belgium etc., uses include registered, clipper 
airmail, first flights, a few first days, advertising, diverse and interesting group (see online scans)

100
4026 6 Philippine Postal History Balance, over 120 covers or cards, destinations to India, Ireland, Italy, Germany, 

France, China, Denmark, Australia etc., uses include first day, mint and used stationery entires and postal 
cards, registered, postage due, advertising, officially sealed, paquebot, private "Victory” overprint, airmail 
including many commercial clipper flights, nice Malaya Philippine combination cover, a very eclectic 
group covering numerous areas of Philippine postal history, viewing suggested (see online scans)

400
4027 6 Philippines U.S. Administration Period Postal History, over 50 covers or cards posted during the 

1898-1935 period prior to establishment of the Commonwealth of Philippines, nice range of rates and 
destinations including Spain, Liechtenstein, Nova Scotia, Germany, Denmark, Belgium, France, Sweden, 
etc., uses include airmail, registered, advertising, ppcs, paquebot, mixed franking, handstamped "Victory" 
overprint, also note a 1900 U.S. "Mil. Sta. No. 1 Manila Phil. Islds.” strike on large War Department 
Official Business envelope, generally Fine or better; a great group gathered on 40+ years (see online 
scans) 300

4028 6 Philippine Commonwealth Overprints Postal History, consisting of over 80 covers each with at least 
one stamp having the 1936-1940 "Commonwealth" large or small overprint, great variety of usages 
including many commercial airmail clipper flights, censored, registered, advertising, destinations 
include Czechoslovakia, Germany, Switzerland, Canada, Italy, Australia, Hong Kong etc., numerous 1p-
5p frankings, a Fine and very diverse group (see online scans) 300

4029 6 Philippines Plate Number Singles on Cover Collection,  over 50 covers from 1928-1945 each with one or 
more stamps having tied plate number singles includes first flights, first days, registered, special delivery, 
occupation including overprints, commercial airmail, Victory overprints, also a very scarce first day of 
resumption of service after WWII July 23 1945 cover, Fine assortment and a great selection from a 40+ 
year accumulation (see online scans)   300

4030 1936-1938, 4c Woman and Carabao Issues Overprinted ‚Commonwealth‘ Cover Collection,   27 
covers bearing at least one or more of the 4c stamps (Scott 412 or 434) all with either large or small 
Commonwealth overprint (one of the scarcest of all Philippines stamps of the period with very small 
printings), uses include wrapper, airmail, registered, censored, destinations to Macao, Switzerland, Italy, 
single frankings, strips, one with block of four 5 peso, a very scarce group assembled over a lifetiime (see 
online scans) 750

4031 6 United States Chistmas Seals Used in Philippines,  large specialized collection containing over 110 covers 
each bearing at least one tied U.S. Christmas seal ranging from 1913-1959, there are ten that are earliest 
recorded (EKU) including 1922, 1924, 1930, 1932, 1933, 1936, 1938, 1939, 1941 and 1959, over 15 
different destinations with Chile, China, Spain, Japan, Sweden, Denmark etc, usages include registered, 
special delivery, clipper airmail, censored, dead letter office, booklet pair, officals, block of 12 Caribou 
with block of 10 1935 seals and numerous other usages, values to 2p & 5P, a lifetime of gathering, (see 
online scans,) 1500
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Terms and conditions
B I D D I N G
BIDs Below The lIsTING sTarT PrIce wIll NoT 
Be accePTeD
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as 

numbered in the printed catalogue. h.r. harmer, as agent for the consignor 
or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner 
in which the bidding shall be conducted. harmers reserves the right to 
withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser 
or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or 
more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid 
believed not made in good faith.

2. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. should a 
dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor bidder 
and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, consignor or vendor), 
the auctioneer alone shall determine who is the successful bidder and 
whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. on all lots sold, a commission 
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer.

3.  (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and 
consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in 
executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or 
omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer. 
•	 (b) all lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer may 

implement such reserve price. The auctioneer may implement such 
reserve price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. 

•	 (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been advanced 
monies against the sale of their stamps and harmers therefore has 
a security interest over and above the normal auction commission. 

•	 (d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own 
lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax 
as applicable. 

•	 (e) agents are responsible for all purchases made on behalf of their 
clients, unless other arrangements have been confirmed in writing 
prior to the auction. 

•	 (f ) hr harmer further reserves the right to ban any bidder from 
participation in its’ sales for any reason deemed appropriate in its’ sole 
discretion.

•	 (g) hr harmer retains the right to demand a cash deposit from anyone 
prior to bidder registration and/or to demand payment at the time 
the lot is hammered down to the highest bidder, for any reason 
whatsoever.  In the event that any buyer refuses or fails to make 
payment in cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, the 
auctioneer reserves the right to reoffer the lot for sale to the highest 
bidder.

PaY M e N T  F o r  P U r c h a s e s 
4. (a) subject to any extension of credit (which shall be made in accordance 

with harmers’ credit policies and requested prior to the commencement of 
the auction), payment for lots shall be as follows: 
•	 (i)  Floor Bidders. all floor bidders must register prior to the beginning of 

sale. all invoices to Floor Bidders shall be  due on the day of the auction.
•	 (ii)  Mail Bidders. a successful mail bidder will be notified of lots 

purchased. Payment is due within ten (10) business days of auction. 
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by 
harmers of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute 
delivery. all charges for handling and delivery shall be added to your 
invoice. all shipments sent by harmers are fully insured against loss in 
transit unless otherwise requested.  

•	 (iii)  where an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, 
payment is still due within ten (10) business days of auction. we will 
hold the funds while we send the items to the recognized authorities. 

(b) Payment is accepted in the form of
•	 (i) check in U.s. dollars drawn on a U.s. bank. If payment is made by 

check, harmer’s reserves the right to hold shipment/delivery for up to 
ten (10) business days while it clears.

•	 (ii) By wire transfer. harmers will credit your account with the actual 
UsDs credited to our account net of any fees.

•	 (iii) By credit card (Mastercard, Discover or Visa). Payment by credit 
card is accepted as payment but will be subject to a 3% convenience 
fee.  This fee will be added to the total of the invoice including hammer 
price, buyer’s premium, shipping and other applicable taxes and fees.

T I T l e ;  D e FaU lT
5. (a) subject to the fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth herein, on 

the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot will pass to 
the highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer, and such bidder 
thereupon (a) assumes full risk and responsibility therefore, and (b) will pay 
the purchase price as set forth in conditions of sale 4. 

(b) In addition to other remedies available to us by law, we reserve the 
right to impose from the date of sale a late charge of 2% per month if 
payment is not made in accordance with the conditions set forth herein. 
Unless otherwise agreed by harmers, all property must be removed from 
our premises by the purchaser at his expense not later than 10 business 
days following its sale. 

(c) If any applicable conditions herein are not complied with by the 
purchaser, the purchaser will be in default and in addition to any and all 
other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including, without 
limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the total purchase 
price, including all fees, charges and expenses more fully set forth herein, 
we, at our option, may (x) cancel the sale of that, or any other lot or lots 
sold to the defaulting purchaser at the same or any other auction, retaining 
as liquidated damages all payments made by the purchaser, or (y) resell 
the purchased property, whether at public auction or by private sale, or 
(z) effect any combination thereof. In any case, the purchaser will be 
liable for any deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, late charges, 
expenses of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our regular rates, 
legal fees and expenses, collection fees and incidental damages. we may, 
in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of sale then due or thereafter 
becoming due to the purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any 
payment made by the purchaser to us or any affiliated company, whether 
or not intended to reduce the purchaser’s obligations with respect to 
the unpaid lot or lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to 
us or any affiliated companies. In addition, a defaulting purchaser will be 
deemed to have granted and assigned to us and our affiliated companies, 
a continuing security interest of first priority in any property or money of 
or owing to such purchaser in our possession or in the possession of any 
of our affiliated companies, and we may retain and apply such property or 
money as collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any affiliated 
company of ours. we shall have all of the rights accorded a secured party 
under the california Uniform commercial code (Ucc). 

(d) Payment will not be deemed to have been made in full until we have 
collected good funds. any claims relating to any purchase, including any 
claims under the conditions of sale, must be presented directly to harmers. 
In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of the total purchase price 
for any lot and harmers nonetheless elects to pay the consignor any 
portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that harmers 
shall have all of the rights of the consignor to pursue the purchaser for any 
amounts paid to the consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under these 
conditions of sale.

e X h I B I T I o N  a N D  I N s P e c T I o N  o F 
loT s ;  Q Ua l I T Y  a N D  aU T h e N T I c I T Y
6. (a) on Premises Inspection and Postal Viewing. ample opportunity is given 

for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written 
request and at harmers discretion, for inspection by postal viewing (all as 
detailed elsewhere in this catalogue). 

(b) each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual 
description as modified by any specific notations in this catalogue, including 
but not restricted to the section entitled “Key to cataloguing”. 

(c) Quality. any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described 
may be returned to harmers within two weeks of its receipt by such 
purchaser (“returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is 
received by harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction; however, 
harmers may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. 
If an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, the period of 
time within which a lot must be received by harmers will be extended in 
accordance with condition of sale 8. In the event that a dispute cannot be 
resolved by reference to a generally recognized authority, and harmers 
thereupon undertakes  to re-offer the lot with a description identical to 
the description disputed, the returning Purchaser shall be liable for the
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deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the returning 
Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all 
incidental damages. any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be 
returned intact in the condition received by the purchaser. The following 
lots are not returnable except at the discretion of harmers: (i) lots from 
purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by 
postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated 
in this catalogue; (iv) lots described as having repairs, defects or faults—for 
any reason; (v) U.s. stamps (through 1918) for reasons of paper inclusions, 
(vi)no encapsulated stamps unless originally offered in this condition. (vii) 
Multiple stamp/item lots including sets of 15 or more stamps, collections, 
large lots and group lots, whether certified or not, as sold “as Is” and are not 
returnable for any reason. 
(d) authenticity. any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a 
generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received 
by harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a 
generally recognized authority declines to express an opinion is normally 
grounds for the return of a lot. 
(e) expenses incurred in the submission and the return of a lot under 
conditions of sale 7-9 are not refunded.

 

e X T e N s I o N  o F  T I M e 
1. all lots to be sent out on extension must be paid in advance and submitted 

by h.r. harmer.
(a) If a lot is certified by a generally recognized authority to be other than 
as described: 
(i)  the sale (and the invoice with respect thereto, if outstanding) will be  
cancelled; and, 
(ii)  to the extent set forth in condition of sale 9, payment of the expense 
of certification will be made to the purchaser. 
(iii)  in the event any item “not as described,” the buyer will be refunded 
the purchase price and  certification fee up to $500 unless otherwise 
agreed.
(b) any lot with a P.F. or Pse certificate issued in the last six years is not 
eligible for extension. 

 

e X P e N s e s  o F  c e r T I F I c aT I o N 
2. expenses of certification shall be borne by the purchaser except where a lot 

is certified other than as described and is returned to harmers in accordance 
with condition of sale 8. 

 

s a l e s  TaX 
3. calIForNIa resIDeNTs wIll Be charGeD sales TaX as well as 

BIDDers who PIcK UP aT The lIVe aUcTIoN VeNUe or oUr oFFIce 
wIThoUT a ValID resale cerTIFIcaTe. 

 

shIPPING oF PUrchaseD loTs To 
aDDresses oUTsIDe The UNITeD sTaTes
4. lots will be shipped by Federal express (street addresses) or by UsPs express 

Mail (Po boxes) with a minimum fee of Us$50 per shipment. If you wish to 
have your purchases delivered by another method, you must make your 
request in writing before the sale. You will need to prepay your invoice in 
full and guarantee that once the package is accepted by the postal service 
or other courier that hr harmer, GPN Inc. is not liable for any loss or damage 
to the package, and that should any loss or damage take place, hr harmer, 
GPN Inc. is not obligated to make refund or restitution.

 

JUrIsDIcTIoN, VeNUe, choIce oF law:
5. (a) Dispute resolution shall occur in orange county, california, Usa. 

The provisions of the conditions of sale will be construed and disputes 
determined by application of california law.

(b)Notice, service of Process: Buyers agree to accept all notices and service 
of process relating to dispute resolution at the address provided by Buyer 
on any registration forms required to be executed as a condition of bidding 
in our auction.

(c) Dispute resolution: all disputes and claims arising out of or relating 
to events and actions covered herein, brought by or against us, shall be 
resolved by mediation or binding arbitration in accord with the procedures 
set forth below. This provision does not apply to claims brought by the 
Buyer directly against the consignor, including, but not limited to any 
action brought pursuant to the rescission provisions noted above.

 

MeDIaTIoN aND arBITraTIoN ProceDUres
6. (a) within 30 days of written notice that there is a dispute, the parties or 

their representatives may meet at a time and place mutually agreed upon, 
to mediate their differences. If the parties agree, a mediator acceptable to 
the parties shall be selected. The mediator shall be an attorney, trained 
in mediation techniques and familiar with commercial law and the Ucc. 
The mediator’s fees shall be shared equally and paid by all parties. at the 
mediation, all parties shall have actual authority to settle the dispute. any 
statements made during, and all aspects of, the mediation process shall be 
kept confidential and shall not be admissible in any subsequent arbitration 
or judicial proceeding. any resolution shall be confidential.

(b) If the parties cannot agree to mediation, or if mediation does not 
resolve the dispute, or in any event no longer than 60 days after receipt 
of written notice referred to above, the parties shall submit the dispute for 
binding arbitration before a single neutral arbitrator jointly selected, or 
absent agreement, selected from the panel of arbitrators provided by the 
american arbitration association (aaa). If, within 15 days, the parties cannot 
agree on an arbitrator, then aaa shall select one (1) person as arbitrator in 
accord with aaa rules. The arbitrator shall be an attorney, experienced in 
commercial law and with the Ucc. The arbitrator shall be required to follow 
the law in making his award, and the award shall be in writing and shall set 
forth findings of fact and legal conclusions.

(c) The arbitration shall occur within 60 days of the selection of the 
arbitrator, in orange county, california, unless the parties agree to another 
location. Discovery and the procedure for the arbitration shall, unless 
otherwise agreed to by the parties, follow the procedures and policies of 
aaa governing commercial arbitration, subject however to the following 
modifications:

1. all arbitration proceedings shall be confidential. None of the parties 
nor the arbitrator may disclose the existence, content or results of the 
arbitration without the written consent of all parties.

2. The parties shall attempt to agree on the issues to be arbitrated, or 
identify the disputed issues in writing no later than 45 days prior to 
arbitration. 

3. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, discovery, if any, shall be 
limited as follows: (a) requests for no more than 10 clearly identified 
categories of documents, to be provided to the requesting party within 
14 days of written request therefore; (b) Depositions: No more than two 
(2) per party, provided however, the deposition(s) are to be completed 
within one (1) day; (c) compliance with the above shall be enforced by 
the arbitrator in accord with california law.

4. each party shall have no longer than eight (8) hours to present its 
position. The entire hearing before the arbitrator shall not take longer 
than three (3) consecutive days, unless all parties agree otherwise in 
writing.

(d) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30 days following 
the end of the proceeding. Judgment upon the award rendered by the 
arbitrator may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. each 
party shall bear its own attorney’s fees and costs in connection with 
the proceedings and shall share equally the fees and expenses of the 
arbitrator.
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